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ABSTRACT 
An evaluation of the economics of supplemental irrigation when 
using a surface water supply must be site specific in order to account 
for variations in soil moisture holding capacity, watershed area supply-
ing the runoff, climatic conditions, and proposed irrigation management 
procedures. 
With the use of farm specific simulation models to determine grain 
yields, availability of irrigation water, and economic expenditures 
involved in irrigation, an economic evaluation of supplemental irriga-
tion can be performed, In the model presented in this report, the 
Duncan SIMAIZ model is used to predict grain yields using long-term 
daily weather information. SIMAIZ also determines irrigation water 
demand for the crop. The Haan Water Yield Model is used to predict 
flow into a reservoir using the same weather information. By knowing 
daily water flow into a reservoir and water demand for irrigation, a 
reservoir size is determined which will supply water at all times 
for the study period. Simulations are then run by incrementally re-
ducing, by volume, the size of this reservoir, thus limiting the 
availability of irrigation water, and resulting in reduced irrigated 
yields. 
An economic evaluation is performed for each reservoir si:e. Costs 
and benefits included are: initial cost of constructing the reservoir, 
yearly reservoir maintenance cost, yearly irrigation costs of operation, 
and additional income resulting from the increase in grain yields. After 
the project life has been assumed, the model determines the capital 
available for investing in an irrigation system for a given year and 
reservoir size. By ranking these values, a probability distribution 
is obtained indicating the probability of making money in any given 
year. By using the Central Limit Theorem, these results are con-
verted to the probability of making money over the life of the sys-
tem. 
A sensitivity analysis examines the sensitivity of capital avail-
able for investment in an irrigation system to select input variation. 
The results indicate that great care should be exercised when assign-
ing values to some inputs, while for others, a reasonable estimate is 
adequate. 
This model can be used as a tool for evaluating which irrigation 
practices, if any, are economically feasible. An example of its use 
is shown. 
Descriptors: 
Identifiers: 
Irrigation*; Crop Response; Crop Production; Field Crops; 
Economic Feasibility; Economic Justification; Scheduling 
Simulation Model; Crop Growth; Water Requirements for 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Irrigation research and irrigation technique have primarily been 
deve.loped for arid regions where most crops will_ not grow if natural pre-
cipitation is not supplemented. Due to years of research and experience, 
farmers in the arid western states are well informed on irrigation sched-
uling and management practices. They know which growth periods are more 
susceptible to moisture stress than others, and can conserve water by 
emphasizing this information. Irrigation scheduling and management models 
have been developed for arid regions and are not utilized by consulting 
firms and county agents to assist the farmer on all levels of irrigation 
decision making. 
In semi-humid regions, irrigation research generally begins as a 
result of public pressure following a period of draught. In most cases, 
the research projects fail to be carried out over a long enough period to 
experience the wide range of climatic conditions which occur in sub-
humid regions. This type of irrigation in sub-humid climates is called 
"supplemental irrigation", since rainfall does occur during the growing 
season, and generally, the total amount is adequate to meet the crop 
water needs for a growing season. Irrigation is only needed when drought 
periods occur and the normal rainfall needs to be supplemented for opti-
mum plant growth. Due to the sporadic interest in irrigation from both 
the researcher and farmer, advances in supplemental irrigation management 
techniques and practices have been minimal. 
The major question confronting the farmer is, wil 1 the investment 
in ·supplemental irrigation be an economically sound decision? In discus-
-i-
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sions with farmers in Kentucky who have invested in irrigation systems, 
it seems that little professional or technical assistance is avail-
able. In one case, a farmer was applying .25 inch of water each 
time he irrigated a 200 acre farm with a center pivot system. His belief 
was that when the corn needed to be irrigated it should be done all at 
once, so within one day he applies .25 inch of water. This is a poor 
practice, for only the upper layer of soil would receive any of the water 
and the majority of the root zone would be dry. Also, on very hot days, 
which is often the case when irrigation is needed, the free water evapora-
tion rate can be as high as .25 inch. Obviously, this farmer would bene-
fit from guidance with irrigation management and scheduling. In another 
case in Kentucky, a farmer was uncertain about his irrigation investment 
involving a reservoir constructed to store surface runoff for irrigation. 
In an extremely dry year, the reservoir went dry after three irrigations, 
Now this farmer is uncertain if his reservoir is too small or if this 
year was exceptionally dry and under normal circumstances he would have 
an adequate water supply. 
Irrigation extension specialists are needed and could alleviate some 
of these problems, but since no sound method exists for evaluating supple-
mental irrigation economics, much of the advice from a specialist would 
be just guess work. 
A site specific evaluation of the economic feasibility for irriga-
tion is the best approach for determining if supplemental irrigation 
will benefit an individual farming operation. With the use of simula-
tion models, daily calculations of crop growth and water demand, water 
supply availability, and economic expenditures can be performed rapidly, 
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thereby allowing for a more detailed analysis of an individual site. The 
purpose of this research is to develop a model to evaluate the economics 
of supplemental irrigation. Several years of climatic information are 
used to determine if irrigation is economical and to determine the size 
of reservoir needed for surface water storage to be used for irrigating 
corn. 
In the site specific evaluation of the economics of supplemental ir-
rigation, the dependability of water from either a stream or aquifer must 
be considered. If the flow rate from the aquifer is inadequate to meet 
the irrigation demand, a reservoir may be constructed for storage of water. 
In many cases, due to inadequate flows from groundwater aquifers, the 
water supply for irrigation must be surface streamflow, If the streamflow 
is undependable, a reservoir is required. The required size of a reser-
voir depends on the variability of the water supply as well as the irriga-
tion demand. If the water flow is sufficient to meet the irrigation de-
mand, an analysis of the irrigation expenses and benefits is needed before 
determining if irrigation is economically feasible, The optimum reser-
voir size, as well as the economics of supplemental irrigation, will depend 
on variations in soil moisture holding capacity, hydrologic characteristics 
of the watershed supplying the waterflow, climatic conditions, agronomic 
practices, irrigation management practices,and increased crop yield due to 
irrigation. 
Crop response to supplemental irrigation is highly site specific and 
variable from year to year. The site dictates soil water holding capacity. 
Some soils have a large enough water holding capacity, or soil water reser-
voir, to supply crops with the water required for evapotranspiration 
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between most rainfall events. Conversely, some soils have such low water 
holding capacities that short periods without rainfall cause plant water 
stress. If the soil reservoir is too small and the rainfall is so undepend-
able that frequent periods of stress occur, supplemental irrigation should 
be considered. The irrigation demand will be stochastic because of the 
stochastic nature of rainfall and evapotranspiration. 
Since crop growth occurs without irrigation in humid mid-western 
regions, the economic question to be answered is whether or not the re-
turn from increased yields from supplemental irrigation offsets the ex-
pense of installing and maintaining an irrigation system. This question 
must be answered on a site specific basis since plant available water and 
water yield are highly variable within a geographic region. 
The problem of evaluating the economics of supplemental irrigation 
of corn in a humid region is addressed herein. Simulation models are used 
to determine grain yields, availability of irrigation water, and the capi-
tal outlay involved in irrigation. Climatic data, agronomic practices, and 
irrigation management practices are inputs to these models. Daily water 
demand for irrigation, water flow into a reservoir, and a mass balance are 
used to determine the reservoir size which will supply water at all times 
for the study period. This reservoir size is incrementally reduced, thus 
limiting the availability of irrigation water, which results in reduced 
irrigated yields. For each reservoir size, the grain yields and irrigation 
expenses are calculated. An economic evaluation is made using the increased 
income and additional expenses from irrigation. A family of curves is gen-
erated at different risk levels which indicate the amount of capital needed 
for investment in the irrigation systems as a function of reservoir size. 
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These curves can be used as a guide to selecting the point at which ir-
rigation is economically feasible. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
To accomplish the modeling effort indicated in the introduction, 
a search of the literature concerning the following areas is necessary: 
surface runoff models; corn growth models; results from irrigation stud-
ies; evapotranspiration prediction methods; management and scheduling 
practices for irrigation, especially for corn; and economic studies 
concerning irrigation. 
MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING OF IRRIGATION PROJECTS 
Evapotranspiration Modeling 
For proper on-farm irrigation management, evapotranspiration rate 
must be known. A complete review of evapotranspiration research and meth-
ods of calculation through 1968 was compiled by Rosenberg et al. ( 1968). 
In this review, methods of ET prediction based on the physics of evapo-
transpiration include: mass transport methods, aerodynamic methods, eddy 
correlation, the energy budget, and Bowen's ratio. A general form of the 
mass transport method predicts evaporative flux as a function of vapor 
pressure and wind speed. The aerodynamic method has undergone many re-
finements primarily involving the incorporation of stability corrections 
for different surface conditions. The eddy correlation is a method to 
estimate the vertical flux of heat or vapor. Energy balance techniques 
for estimating ET have proven reasonably accurate In the more humid re-
gions of the country. The Bowen ratio variants of the energy budget 
have given good results, even where advection is considerable. Some of 
the empfrical methods in which ET is related to one or more meteorological 
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parameters were also reviewed by Rosenberg et al,, along with different 
studies using these methods, The empirical methods that Rosenberg et 
al. discussed were: the Thornthwaite equation, the Penman equation, 
the Blaney-Criddle equation, and van Bavel's equation. 
Morton (1976) presents a method of predicting evapotranspiration 
over a large area when temperature, humidity, sunshine duration, and 
albedo are known. This method works well when time intervals are no 
shorter than 5 to 10 days. 
Many methods have been developed to predict potential evapotrans-
piration (PET). A more difficult problem is calculating actual evapo-
transpiration (ET}. In addition to being dependent on the same variables 
as PET, ET is dependent upon the soil moisture conditions and stage of 
development of the crop. A few methods for predicting ET will be pre-
sented. 
Ligon et al. (1965), in addition to reviewing existing potential 
evapotranspiration (PET) relationships, presented a method which uses 
PET values to calculate actual evapotranspiration (ET) under three con-
ditions. 
If rainfall occurs 
ET = PET/2 
If the readily available soil moisture is not depeleted 
ET = PET 
If the readily available soil moisture is depleted 
(1) 
(2) 
ET = PET x ((Mu actual)/(Mu maximum)) (3) 
where Mu is the less readily available soil moisture. The results indi-
cated that this method compared well with data from Lexington, Kentucky 
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for three years. This method for predicting ET is dependent upon the soil 
moisture status. 
In a lecture presented by Pruitt (1974), four methods of predicting 
PET were described which could be used for determining ET for several crops. 
These methods are: Blaney-Criddle, Radiation, Penman, and Pan Evaporation. 
Once these methods were described, a method was presented for calculating 
a K value used to relate PET to crop ET. This K value is dependent upon 
the specific crop, climatic region, and varies throughout the growing 
season. A curve needs to be generated which will relate the K value with 
days into the growing season. Steps necessary to develop the K curve are: 
(1) Determine planting date for a given climatic region. 
(2) Determine length of growing season and the following growth 
stages: initial, crop development, mid-season and late-season. 
Values for different crops and locations are tabulated in a 
complete report on this procedure by Doorenbos and Pruitt 
(1974). 
(3) Obtain K values for the following development stages: initial, 
mid-season, and late-season. Details on these procedures can 
also be found in Doorenbos and Pruitt (1974). 
Ritchie (1972) developed a model for predicting ET from a row crop. 
The model calculates evaporation from the soil surface and plant canopy 
separately. Soil evaporation is considered in two stages: when the soil 
is evaporating as a free water surface and when the hydraulic properties 
of the soil govern moisture movement. Transpiration calculations are 
made using a relationship develop<cd by Ritchie and Burnett (1971), relat-
ing transpiration to potential evapotranspiration (PET) as influenced by 
leaf area index of the crop. The total evapotranspiration is a combina-
tion of both soil evaporation and transpiration. This value must not be 
greater than a potential evapotranspiration value, based on Penman's equa-
tion. Ritchie's model is used in Duncan's corn model (1974) for determining 
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soil moisture status. Ritchie's model was tested in Temple, Texas using 
grain sorghum. Precipitation timing caused some error in over-estimating 
soil evaporation when the soil was originally in the second stage of soil 
drying and the rain did not occur until evening while the model assumed it 
occurred at the beginning of the day. The total evaporation calculated 
for the test period was 125 mm, which compared favorably with the measured 
water loss of 120 mm. 
Tanner and .Jury (1976) developed an evapotranspiration model similar 
to that of Ritchie. Tanner used the Priestley and Taylor formula for poten-
tial evapotranspiration calculations. Both models considered the soil as 
a semi-infinite, one-dimensional medium, without gravity, undergoing mono-
tonic surface drying from a uniform initial condition. This can only serve 
as an approximation to the behavior of soil in the field receiving rain-
fall or irrigation and water extraction by roots. Thus, neither model is 
preferable from a theoretical point of view. This model was tested on 
potatoes using two years of lysimeter measurements. The standard error of 
estimated varied from .4 to .94 mm/day. The estimate of accumulated ET 
for four weeks varied from measured values a maximum of 1.0 cm for a total 
9.7 cm ET. 
Coble and Bowen ll973) developed a computerized mathematical approach 
to soil drying based on liquid and vapor movement in the soil. It is the 
first successful deterministic model responsive to weather input which cor-
rectly describes both the formulation of a dry layer on the soil surface 
and the redistribution of water in the soil. To validate the model, ex-
perimental data was taken using an indoor test facility (Edaphotron) which 
physically simulates the outside environment. The soil moisture profile 
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after two and eight days of running the test showed close agreement be-
tween observed and simulated results. 
Lambert et al. (1976) developed a simulation model that described 
water flow through the soil, into and through the plant. This model de-
scribes the physical process of transpiration in much greater detail than 
other evapotranspiration models. Because of this detail, the microclimatic 
variables are of prime importance in the model. Stem resistance was 
also found to be critical in calculating leaf water potential. At this 
time this model appears to be too complex for practical use in irrigation 
planning. 
Rosenthal et al. (1977) evaluated an evapotranspiration model for 
corn. A detailed description of this model can be found in Kanemasu et al. 
(1976). The results of testing this model showed that predictions were 
within six percent of neutron attentuation measurements. Daily inputs for 
the Rosenthal model are: leaf area index, solar radiation, precipitation, 
and maximum and minimum temperatures. Daily outputs are transpiration, 
evaporation, advective contribution, and soil water content. This model 
has a good potential for use in irrigation sc~eduling on a regional basis. 
Planning Models 
The economics of irrigation is dependent upon farm management and 
planning as in any business or industry venture. Much research has been 
directed towards understanding and developing good management systems. A 
few areas of previous work will be discussed. 
Boisvert (1976) developed a farm planning model which determines the time 
suitable for field work and the yield losses associated with untimely crop 
production. Bottlenecks, which occur both at planting and harvesting, 
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result in costly delays and place a limitation on manageable farm size, 
The model examines ways of expanding the field capacity such as hiring 
labor, using larger machinery, having custom work done, and combining 
field operations. As an example of the model output, in Minnesota, 
Boisvert (1976) predicted that the average corn planted during the first 
half of May results in yields of 13,6 bu/ac greater than corn planted 
during the last half of May. 
Feddes and Van Wij ik (1977) developed a model that relates the effects 
of soil drainage on crop yield. Soil drainage is related to the number of 
workable days in the spring for planting and ground preparation and in the 
fall for harvesting. Delayed planting, harvesting, and improper timing of 
management affect yield. 
Allison (1968) stressed that the most important aspect for successful 
irrigation is compatability between water, land, and people. According"'to 
Allison, a highly motivated farmer with knowledge of how the equipment op-
erates and when and how to irrigate, is going to have a much higher success 
rate. Neglecting any one area of irrigation can result in decreased 
returns. 
The use of earth resource satellites and aerial photography as a poten-
tial aid for management decisions was reviewed by Anderson (1979). He at-
tempted to instill an awareness of remote sensing's tremendous potential 
in irrigation planning and management. Earth resource satellites produce 
images which could help estimate current water requirements and locate areas 
with a high potential for irrigation development. Aerial photography could 
be used for determining pre-planting field conditions, emergence success, 
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mid-season stand, growth and development, water stress, insect and weed 
control, improper drainage, pre-harvest stand and potential problems, 
total area harvested, and regrowth problems. Basically, aerial photog-
raphy allows the farmer to get an overview of the field and document special 
situations of potential damage. 
Management of irrigation on a regional basis may help solve some of 
the water supply problems. Fok (1979) presented a regional trade-off 
analysis for irrigated corn production. By concentrating irrigation proj-
ects in the humid Midwest, crop yields could be increased without danger-
ously depleting the water supply. A dangerously heavy demand is being 
placed on the Ogallal aquifer and the Colorado River for irrigation pur-
poses (Canby, 1980). 
Irrigation Management and Scheduling Models 
Lord et al. (1977) describes SWAP/ET a soil-water-atmosphere-plant/ 
evapotranspiration model. Harza has been usin6 SWAP/ET to assist farmers 
in the San Joaquin Valley of California in planning irrigation systems 
and scheduling irrigations. 
Thompson and Fischback (1977) described AGNET's irrigation scheduling 
model used in Nebraska. The model performs all the calculations, updates 
weather data files, and predicts when the next irrigation should be. The 
scheduler provides maximum and minimum temperatures, rainfall amount, and 
readings from four stations of soil moisture blocks. The soil moisture 
blocks insure that water use predictions are correct and that other irriga-
tion management problems do not arise. A more detailed prediction model 
is available that does not require soil moisture block readings, but re-
quires additional inputs such as solar radiation, relative humidity, and 
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wind data. The model should be used under the guidance of a qualified 
irrigation scheduler. The University of Nebraska will be offering short 
courses to train irrigation schedulers, This service is offered through 
extension offices and some county agents in Nebraska. 
Hashemi and Decker (1969) presented a method of using climatic in-
formation and weather forecasting as aids in economizing water for corn 
irrigation. A computer model was developed to evaluate this procedure. 
Numerical probability forecasts have only been issued since 1966. A 
method was needed to calculate a probability forecast. Using Bayes' 
inverse probability theorem and the computer, it was possible to compute 
probability forecasts from past weather records. By incorporating prob-
ability forecasts in decision making, a significant savings of irrigation 
water was made. Irrigation was delayed at times because of the probabil-
ity of a rainfall event occurring. If irrigation was delayed and the 
forecast precipitation did not occur when the available soil moisture fell 
sufficiently below the 50 percent level, irrigation began. In areas where 
supplemental irrigation is needed, this method could possibly work well 
in saving water. A determination needs to be made of whether or not the 
procedure produces economic benefits. 
Buchhiem and Ploss (1977) reported on the use of computerized irriga-
tion scheduling using neutron probes. Periodic neutron probe readings 
are used to verify the soil moisture status which is calculated using an 
evapotranspiration model. In a typical scheduling operation, only one 
access tube is needed for each field when properly located and maintained. 
Using this scheduling model, the optimum irrigation date and the amount of 
water to apply can be provided to the irrigator. 
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Udeh and Busch (1974) developed a Bayesian decision theory optimiza-
tion model applied to optimal irrigation management strategies. The model 
is suited for limited data, is flexible, and non-intensive in time and 
money .. The purpose is to select the optimum land area to be irrigated, 
as controlled by stochastic hydrologic and probabilistic irrigation ef-
ficiency input parameters, and the irrigator's risk response function under 
the specified probabilistic conditions. 
Stegman et al. (1976) developed regression equations relating leaf 
xylem pressure versus ambient air temperature and available soil moisture 
to determine a stress level for initiating irrigation. By using this 
method for irrigation scheduling, as compared to irrigating when SO percent 
of the soil moisture is depleted, a 20 percent savings in irrigation water 
resulted with similar yields. By using these relationships, plant stress 
criteria could improve irrigation scheduling, resulting in water savings 
and reduced costs. 
Evaluating Different Irrigation Strategies 
A large number of studies have been conducted to evaluate different 
irrigation strategies. The optimum strategy will differ between climatic 
regions of the country. This should be considered when evaluating any one 
strategy. A few studies will be reviewed here. 
Singh et al. (1976) showed that the soil moisture potential at which 
growth stops for corn is a function of both the age of the plant and 
earlier moisture stress. The earlier moisture stress conditions the corn 
plant, allowing it to withstand more severe drought periods before growth 
stops. This information can be useful for corn irrigation scheduling when 
water use must be limited. These growth experiments with corn were con-
ducted under controlled environmental conditions. 
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Howell and Hiler (1975) studied water use efficiency in relation to 
seasonal water usage and grain yield. The best water use efficiency re-
sulted with a high frequency of irrigation; three per week. Yield increases 
under frequent irrigation were not substantial, but the water conservation 
was significant. 
A study by Kroutil (1979), using a variety of irrigation amounts, 
showed that regular application with less water than required for maximum 
evapotranspiration produced best water use efficiencies for corn. The 
study also showed that full irrigation is not needed during all growth 
periods to produce maximum yields. In fact, the study showed that the 
quantity of water which some irrigators apply is actually detrimental to 
the crop and can suppress yields by five percent. A lack of aeration 
reduces yields and too much drainage through the soil profile carries away 
necessary nutrients. 
Heermann and Duke (1978) established two limited water application 
plots using center pivot systems planted with corn. Water stress was quan-
tified by measuring water applied, soil moisture, canopy temperature, and 
plant water potentials. The yield reductions were linearly related to the 
applied water and average canopy temperature. Reduction in yield was 
significantly correlated with the increase in canopy temperature, as com-
pared to a well watered plot. It was found that the temperatur~ difference 
must exceed 1. 5 degrees centigrade before a yield reduction is probable. 
Although this information would be useful for irrigation scheduling, it 
is impractical for field usage, as a check plot is needed. A device has 
been developed and is now marketed by Teletemp Corporation which determines 
a similar stress index by comparing canopy temperature with air temperature. 
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As the cost of manufacturing this device goes down and confidence in its 
usage increases, it could prove to be a valuable tool in irrigation 
scheduling (McClintic, 1980), 
Maurer et al. (1979) studied the effects of timing and amount of 
irrigation water on corn. The growing season was divided into three 
growth stages and seven irrigation treatments were applied using combina-
tion of uniform and gradient irrigation applications. No evidence was 
found that prestressing conditioned the plants to later drought stress. 
Also, irrigation options for optimum use of water is limited. 
Irrigation Management and Scheduling - Humid Region 
Most of the irrigation research in the United States has been directed 
towards problems in the arid western states. Water shortage is becoming 
an increasingly important problem in these areas, hence, water use effi-
ciency is of prime concern. In the more humid regions in the East, ade-
quate rainfall occurs for most plant growth. The problem is that short 
periods of high temperatures and no rainfall occur, resulting in water 
stress and yields do not reach their maximum potential. Irrigation in 
these regions is referred to as supplemental irrigation as it only supple-
ments rainfall. A few sources and problems dealing with supplemental irri-
gation will be mentioned. 
One of the first books dealing with supplemental irrigation was by 
Rubey (1954). In it he discusses when supplemental irrigation is advis-
able, how to plan, install and operate a satisfactory system, and what to 
expect from it. 
Kidder et al. (1958) describes, in general, different water supply 
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sources and soil and crop water needs for supplemental irrigation. Also 
discussed are methods used to design such a system and what important 
considerations are needed when deciding to irrigate. 
Jamison and Beale (1958) developed a handbook for irrigating corn 
in humid areas. They recommend irrigation throughout the growing season 
if the water supply is plentiful and time is not limited. If either one 
of these conditions do not hold, they recommend irrigation from tasseling 
through grain maturity. They also give practical guidance for determin-
ing when to irrigate. During drought periods, corn will use 50 percent 
of the total plant available water (PAW) in 12 to 15 days on a silt loam 
soil and 4 to S days on a sandy soil. Two ways of visually determining 
when SO percent of the PAW remains is to examine the corn plants for wilt-
ing at about 10:00 a.m. and check the soil at plow depth for balling. 
About SO percent of the PAW has been removed from a sandy loam soil when 
it will not ball under hand pressure; from a loam or silt loam when it 
will ball but is crumbly; and from a clay or clay loam when it is slight-
ly pliable but cracks appear. Another way to determine when to irrigate 
is by using weather data and estimating daily evapotranspiration rates. 
By keeping a daily soil moisture balance, the 50 percent level can be 
determined. The recommendations for irrigating is to apply enough water 
to refill storage capacity of the soil to approximately the two foot 
depth. 
A computer model that evaluates the performance of a supplemental 
irrigation system, using a reservoir as the water supply, was developed 
by Zovne and Steichen (1980). The reservoir water balance accounts for 
direct precipitation, evaporation, seepage, overflows, irrigation with-
drawals, and runoff from the watershed. The runoff is calculated by 
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using the SCS curve number method, Irrigation rates are those recommended 
by the SCS Kansas irrigation guide, An advantage of this model is its 
ability to specify any number of crop rotations on as many plots as the 
operator would use. One of the disadvantages is that the model does not 
size the reservoir. 
An interesting concept for supplemental irrigation scheduling pro-
posed by Allen and Lambert (1971) is to use an irrigation cost-to-crop 
ratio. The following ratios are proposed: 
where 
if P > C/L 
if P = C/L 
if P < C/L 
irrigate 
either one 
do not irrigate 
P = probability of irrigation occurring 
C = cost of irrigation 
L = loss due to not irrigating 
The cost of irrigation would be relatively easy to compute depending 
on type of system, cost of pumping, and use of water. The problem lies 
in determining the loss due to not irrigating. This would depend on the 
probability of rainfall within a given time frame, stage of crop develop-
ment, and moisture stress effect on the final yield. 
Economics of Irri~ation 
Whenever an investment in an irrigation system is being considered, 
economics is an important aspect of the decision making process. The 
specific economic considerations vary tremendously depending on the region, 
crops, water supply, labor force, etc. In essence, every situation should 
be independently evaluated. A considerable amount of research has been 
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conducted concerning irrigation economics, The type of research and 
reports is as varied as the problem itself. A few of the current works 
will be mentioned. 
Reutlinger and Seagraves (1962) presented a method for predicting 
the economic return from limited irrigation in semi-humid regions. Ex-
perimental results relating yields to irrigation, rainfall, and tempera-
ture data for several.years,wasused for yield predicting. The most 
satisfactory method for economic consideration was an internal rate of 
return comparison. They felt the main reason for considering irrigation 
in semi-humid regions is to reduce yield variability. The value of this 
insurance varies with each situation, so estimating the value in a gen-
eral way is impractical. 
Asopa et al. (1973) evaluated the returns of irrigated corn in a 
sub-humid region. A multiple regression equation was used for yield pre-
dictions. The equation is based on temperatures and precipitation amounts 
for different periods of the season. Serious short comings of the method 
include: inade.quate representation of the crop water use, the water hold-
ing capacity of the soil, and the lack of a plausible measure of the ef-
fects of climatolotical variables on yield prior to the beginning of the 
irrigation cycle. If the biological situation at each point in time were 
known, a more realistic effect of moisture stress on final yield would be 
known. The model showed a tendency to over-estimate additional income. 
This could result from the way irrigation costs were figured. A yearly 
value of $20.00 per acre per year was assumed to cover the costs for ir-
rigation. 
Ruttan (1965) made projections of water use into the 1980's. He 
pointed out that irrigation development in the sub-humid East represents 
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an economic substitute for the extension of submarginal irrigation in 
more arid regions. Water is becoming scarce in many arid regions and 
industrial and private uses for water are having higher demands than 
agricultural uses. One way to compensate for reduced agricultural pro-
duction is to irrigate in sub-humid regions which have more abundant 
and renewable water supplies. A problem is the questionable return 
on investment for irrigation in sub-humid regions. Methods need to be 
developed to help evaluate the feasibility of irrigation. 
Clark (1966) discusses irrigation economics for several countries, 
and presents applied economics and critically important facts over a wide 
climatic range. He points out that many unjustified claims have been 
made for irrigation projects and that individual evaluations of economics 
must be made for specific costs of irrigation. 
Economic considerations regarding irrigation are not limited to only 
farming situations. Much irrigation research is carried out at univer-
sities. A method for determining if irrigation· research is justified has 
been proposed by Parvin and Nelson (1973). Crop yields have been recorded 
at most research centers for years. These values can be used to determine 
if irrigation research is justifiable. First, the crop yields must be 
adjusted for improved technology, soil fertility, improved hybrids, .etc., 
before an appropriate comparison can be made. It was assumed that at 
least one year had ideal weather conditions which produced the best yield 
and is comparable to an irrigated situation. By using this yield as the 
expected yield from irrigation, it can be compared with the average yield 
for the entire period of record and an average yield increase can be deter-
mined. If the benefits from this average yield increase exceeds the esti-
mated average irrigation cost, then irrigation research would be justified. 
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The economic consequences resulting from irrigation affects more than 
just the immediate parties involved. A study by Roesler et al, (1968) 
showed that the irrigation economics in Nebraska, since World War II, has 
affected all industrial sectors, not only the farmer and equipment suppliers. 
A study by Long and Raup (1965) on the economics of supplemental irri-
gation in central Minnesota showed irrigation to be beneficial. Supplement-
al irrigation of corn allowed for more dependable and higher yields than 
could be obtained from dryland farming where a drought risk may occur. The 
study was conducted in the early 1960's when interest rates were six per-
cent and energy costs for pumping were considerably lower. 
Parvin (1973) pointed out that the utilization of an irrigation system 
is very important in the economic results. The cost per acre decreases as 
the utilization of a system increases, thus there is an inverse relation-
ship between the total cost per acre and the use and size of the system. 
He also emphasized there is no guarantee that irrigation returns will cover 
irrigation costs, but that it is necessary for the estimated average irri-
gation cost to be exceeded by the average value of irrigated returns. The 
results of his study showed that irrigation of corn tends to be more eco-
nomical for larger systems with a high level of utilization. 
Westberry (1975) conducted an economic analysis for a center pivot 
irrigation system that will irrigate 56 hectars of corn in Florida. It 
showed that break-even yields were realistic with relatively low corn 
prices. He also pointed out that the average corn yields in Florida from 
1971 to 1974 were about half the national average for the same time period. 
A lack of water at proper times was suspected as the reason, indicating 
that irrigation may be needed. 
Swansen and Jones (1976) used yield relationships for estimating annual 
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investment returns for irrigated corn. Two years of data were used to 
estimate constants for a regression equation for yield. The variables 
used were pounds of nitrogen per acre, plant population, and plant avail-
able moisture, during a 17 day critical period (bloom or tasseling stage). 
Operation costs, such as labor, fuel, and repair for harvesting and fer-
tilization, were considered as one constant value per application ($3.62/ 
ac). Irrigation response was calculated at a given maximum yield. For 
the nonirrigated yield, 58 years were studied in 5 and 10 year sequences 
to determine if irrigation is beneficial. The difference between irri-
gated and nonirrigated values is taken to determine the expected yield 
increase and additional income. 
Hogg and Vieth (1977) presents a method for evaluating irrigation 
projects. Linear crop production functions are used to determine water 
use and crop production based on evapotranspiration and rainfall. A com-
parison of different irrigation projects for irrigation over a planning 
period allows the planner to evaluate the best system. Price and climatic 
uncertainties are dealt with, assuming the probability distributions are 
known. A benefit-cost ratio, internal rate of return; and net present 
worth are measures used to evaluate the economics. 
Mantanga et al. (1971) proposed an irrigation optimization model for 
cropping patterns in relation to economics. Components considered were 
land area per crop, cost of production, irrigation water, irrigation labor, 
and price of each crop. This is a valuable tool in planning irrigation 
projects over an irrigation season. Different crops have unique water 
needs and costs . 
A computer model developed by Chen et al. (1976) analyzes different 
irrigation systems for energy requirements and economic cost. This is 
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a very useful model if a farmer is certain that he/she wants to irrigate, 
but is unsure of the most economical system to use. The model does not 
consider the benefits resulting from irrigation, but simply analyzes just 
the energy use and economic expenditures for different systems. 
Fogel et al. (1976) presented a methodology for instituting an irriga-
tion policy that considers the possibility of rainfall while maximizing 
net returns to the farmer. Some of the considerations for the model are 
as follows: optimum soil water content must be defined, loss of nutrients 
due to excess soil water must be determined, and an additional expense 
for applying the water must be calculated. This expense must be considered 
along with those that reflect a yield reduction due to water shortage. 
Other expenses are operation and maintenance, which include power, labor, 
and repairs. These costs are assumed proportional to the amount of water 
applied for each irrigation. The decision to irrigate is influenced by. 
the possibility of rainfall and the growth stage of the corn plant. 
Clouser and Miller (1980) examined economic returns for irrigating 
corn and soybeans in the humid Midwest on a fine textured soil with a re-
stricted root zone. They developed an optimization model to predict 
which irrigation method and water supply will produce the highest returns 
as compared to dryland farming. Because this model assumes a reservoir 
size and neglects the periodic inflows due to watershed runoff, proper 
determination of a reservoir size and economics is unlikely. The yield 
increases from irrigation, operating costs, reservoir size, and cost are 
fixed, predetermined values. This model is a useful tool, but requires 
more input information than is normally known. 
Burt and Stauber (1971) developed an economic model for the analysis 
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of irrigation in sub-humid climates. An optimal supplemental irrigation 
policy would indicate the amount of water to apply at each time period, 
for all possible combinations of crop conditions and levels of water sup-
ply in order to maximize expected net returns. A simplifying assumption 
is made that additions to the storage reservoir during the irrigation 
season are negligible. An approximation is allowed in which the expected 
additions to storage for that time period is treated as if already in 
storage. The justification is that in the sub-humid eastern United States 
the irrigation season is both short and relatively dry as compared to the 
rest of the season. This may be true, but the potential additional run-
off between irrigations could contribute significantly to replenishing 
reservoir volume. Corn is the crop simulated, and tasseling date must 
be known for each year for proper yield predictions and irrigation schedul-
ing. The negative effects on yield from too much water are also con-
sidered. Variable costs were fuel, oil, repairs, and labor. Cost of har-
vesting is figured as being proportional to yield. 
Of the methods previously mentioned which do use a reservoir for water 
storage, none of them consider any inflow due to rainfall during the grow-
ing season. Due to the high cost of water storage, it is apparent that a 
method is needed which will evaluate the economics of irrigation and prop-
erly size an irrigation water supply reservoir so as to maximize the 
cost/benefit ratio. This is especially important in sub-humid regions 
where much uncertainty exists concerning the economics of irrigation. 
CORN MODELS 
Much research has been conducted describing plant and yield response 
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to environment. Duncan (1974) published a report on the physiology of 
maize in which he describes in detail the different plant parts, germina-
tion, reproductive development, temperature effects, and yield relations. 
In this report he also gives a brief description of SIMAIZ, a corn growth 
simulation model which Duncan developed. SIMAIZ is a mathematical repre-
sentation of the plant's physiological components described in the 1974 
report. SIMAIZ has the ability to adapt to different varieties and soil 
types, allowing it to be site specific in determining water needs and 
yield response. Barfield et al. (1977) presents a brief documentation of 
SIMAIZ, and a comparison of both irrigated and nonirrigated conditions 
where 12 plot years of corn yields are used to compare simulated versus 
actual corn yields. Good results were obtained for the nonirrigated 
yields, whereas poor correlation resulted with the irrigated yields. 
This could be attributed to the lack of information of when and how much 
water was applied. A detailed documentation of SIMAIZ, describing the 
separate subroutines and input information, is reported by Palmer et al. 
(1981). A few of the more important relationships SIMAIZ is based on 
are as follows: 
(1) Phenological development is based on degree days. 
(2) Dry matter accumulation is based on photosynthate produced 
and stage of phenological development. 
(3) Photosynthate production is based on solar radiation and leaf 
area index. 
(4) Leaf area growth is based on degree days and follows a sig-
moidal curve. 
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(5) Potential yield is based on a ratio of potential grain weight 
to stalk weight at pollination. This value is readjusted, 
based on the photosynthate production after a latent period 
has elapsed. 
(6) Soil moisture balance is calculated daily based on Ritchie's 
row crop evapotranspiration model. 
(7) Effects of water stress on dry matter accumulation and evapo-
transpiration rate is based on a curve which relates the mois-
ture content in each of ten soil layers with a stress factor 
which reduces dry matter accumulation and potential evapotran-
spiration. 
In a study by Fritten (1975), theproblems encountered when trying to 
adapt a corn model to an area other than the locale in which it was devel-
oped, were evaluated using SIMAIZ and a Nebraska corn mode 1. Even though 
SI~L~IZ has soil and plant variety parameters to facilitate adaptation to 
different conditions, considerable time, effort, and guidance was necessary 
for adapting the input parameters in this situation. Also, at this time, 
documentation of how SIMAIZ worked was not available. Once the model was 
forced to accurately predict silking date, yield and dry matter production 
were also accurately predicted. In the same report, another physiologically 
based simulation model, the Nebraska Corn Model, was tested (Splinter, 1974). 
The Nebraska Corn Model lacks the sophistication of the Duncan model. It 
requires three basic inputs: average daily light intensity, average tem-
perature, and soil resistivity block readings. The Nebraska Model also 
had to be physically forced to accurately predict silking date. Once this 
was done, (Fritton, 1975) results were reasonable. 
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Another corn growth model developed in Nebraska was by Childs et al. 
(1977). This model uses the same degree day concept for estimating growth 
stages, as did Splinter in his model. It uses more input data and attempts 
to simulate the environmental and physiological processes involved in corn 
growth. Soil water flow and root water extraction are simulated, result-
ing in a model adequate to simulate both irrigated and nonirrigated condi-
tions. This model was improved upon by Tscheschke et al. (1979) in the 
areas of·: root water extraction, dry matttar production, maintenance respira-
tion, growth respiration, photosynthesis, and transpiration. 
Ayres (1976) developed a simulation model which has mathematically 
described components that predict physiological maturity, c]imate and soil 
relationships, the moisture content, and yield of grain any time after 
physiological maturity. 
Miles et al. (1976) describes a Fortran based GASP IV crop simula-. 
tion model. It is versatile in that the user developes Fortran equations 
to describe the different growth stages for any crop where simulation is 
desired. Once familiar with the usage of this model, it would be very 
useful for multiple cropping simulations. 
Blakie and Schneeberger (1971) developed a crop yield projection model 
where the growing season is divided into ten periods. At the end of each 
period, rooting depth is adjusted so the moisture balance can be more ac-
curately determined. The effect of stress on final yield is also determined 
during each period. Moisture stress is determined as follows: the number 
of days moisture content falls below 50 percent is determined for each 
period, depending on the period and number of stress days the potential 
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yield is reduced by a percentage, thus allowing a projected yield based 
on current weather conditions. This would be a good model for schedul-
ing supplemental irrigation. 
Miles et al. (1976) outlined areas of concern for developers of 
physiologically based crop simulation models. It is important to identi-
fy and qualify objectives of the model, development of the model, verifi-
cation of the model, and a sensitivity analysis. Emphasis was placed on 
publication so other potential users can become aware that a model exists 
and of its user potentials. 
Arnold (1977) illustrated problems that arise when trying to estab-
lish temperature-rate relationships from field data and using these rela-
tionships to determine significant stages of corn development. 
In an experiment conducted by Singh et al. (1976), measurements of 
leaf area, dry matter weight, stern diameter, and plant height were taken 
of corn plants grown in controlled growth chambers. The measurements in-
dicated that growth occurred between 10 degrees centigrade and 35 degrees 
centigrade. Outside of this range the plants started decreasing in size 
after reserves were depleted. 
Another type of corn growth model is based on linear regression equations 
that relate evapotranspiration to yields. Many models of this type exist 
for a wide range of geographic and climatic conditions. Most work well 
for the variety and location that they were developed for, but break down 
when adaptation to other regions is attempted. A few of the existing 
regression models will be mentioned along with the results from verifica-
tion studies. 
Musick and Dusek (1978) related three years of grain yields and 
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evapotranspiration measurements by linear regression. The main purpose 
of the three year study was to determine optimum water use efficiency and 
relate sensitivity of yields to plant water stress. The study was con-
ducted in the southern high plains region. Treatments that experienced 
moderate stress during vegatative growth were more efficient than those 
that experience stress during grain filling. It was found that limited 
irrigation in these regions involves unacceptably high risks and should 
not be practiced. If reduced water usage is needed in high evaporative 
demand climates, it should be restricted to the early part of the grow-
ing season. 
Stegman and Aflatount (1978) developed regression equations relating 
relative yield (Y/Ymax) versus relative evapotranspiration (ET/ETmax) for 
three growth periods. The three growth periods are planting to 12 leaf 
stage, 12 leaf stage to black layer, black layer to plant maturity. The 
findings from this study suggest some yield loss may occur due to water 
stress before an ET depression occurs. It was also determined that the 
least yield reduction results when stress occurs during the early vegeta-
tive period and that the highest yield per unit of applied water occurred 
when irrigation is reduced during this period. Yields will probably be 
depressed from the Ymax potential whenever irrigation regimes do not per-
mit the maintenance of potential ET rates. 
An extensive research project by Stewart et al. (1977) involved two 
years of irrigated corn plots in four states: California, Arizona, Utah, 
and Colorado. The objective of the project was to test existing models 
and develop new production functions for estimating corn growth and yield 
as influenced by different levels of salinity and water supply at different 
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stages of growth. The models evaluated were two developed by Steward 
(denoted as Sl and S2), two models by Hanks (denoted as Hl and H2), and 
the Hall-Butcher model. 
The Sl model predicts yield by subtracting the yield reduction due 
to total ET deficit from the maximum potential yield, while in the S2 
model, yield predictions are calculated in much the same way except more 
complex coefficients are used which associate ET deficits for separate 
growth periods with yield reduction. The simpler Sl model will predict 
as accurately as the more complex S2 model, unless the corn variety has 
distinctly different growth stage sensitivities and the management of water 
is such that ET deficits are overly concentrated in the sensitive periods. 
Under these conditions the S2 model should produce markedly better yield 
predictions. 
The Hanks Hl and H2 models take an approach similar to the Stewart 
models; however, in the Hanks models, yield is based on transpiration and 
potential transpiration only. The Hl model relates the ratio of actual 
seasonal transpiration and potential seasonal transpiration to yield. 
The H2 model was developed in recognition that grain yield may not be so 
simply related to ET because of differences in water stress effects dur-
ing different growth stages. The H2 model divides the season into five 
periods, and considers the effects of transpiration during each period. 
The ratio of actual to potential transpiration is determined for each of 
the five growth periods. Each ratio is taken to a weighting factor which 
varies with the growth stage. These values are multiplied by each other 
and the final value is equal. to the ratio of grain yield to potential 
grain yield. In this study, the simpler model resulted in more accurate 
predictions. 
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The Hall-Butcher model assumed that crop yield can be calculated 
from soil moisture during three growth periods: vegetation, pollination, 
and maturation. The ratios of actual plant available water to potential 
plant available water for each growth period is raised to a power in which 
the coefficient varies with the growth period. These values are obtained 
for each growth period and are multiplied by each other along with a con-
stant to determine a ratio of actual to maximum yield. The overall com-
parison of the models indicates that the Stewart models correlate with 
the data well at all locations. Since the simpler Sl model worked about 
as well as the S2 model, the Sl model is preferable due to its simplicity. 
The Hank HZ model overpredicted at all locations, but the Hl model gave 
generally good results. Since the Hank models were not calibrated with 
the data at each location, this good prediction is an indication of the 
transferability of the Hl model. Improvement may be possible for the H2 
model by developing better codfficients. The results from the Hall-Butcher 
model were varied. In some locations, reasonable correlations were ob-
tained while at others the correlations were poor. The coefficients were 
also quite variable among locations and even between years at the same 
location. It appears that the data collected in this study could not be 
transferred to another location with reasonable results. An advantage the 
Hall-Butcher model would have over the others is in a situation where 
water content alone was measured. The study also showed that strong linear 
relationships exists between both dry matter and grain yields and evapo-
transpiration for all growth stages. 
Another set of corn models have been developed that are based on as-
pects of farming system production on yield and not the climatic effects. 
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One such model by Parsons and Holtman (1977) simulates the complex inter-
actions of corn production on a farm. Components incorporated are off-farm 
corn marketing; production supply points; on-farm drying, handling and 
storage facilities; fields; and roadways. The soil and weather are also 
simulated, as they play an important role in the production system. 
Another model by Baker and Harrocks (1967) is one of the first at-
tempts to combine in simulation form the relationships between tillage 
and harvesting systems with the development of the corn plant. It simu-
lates the energy and gas exchange at the plant-air interface, as influ-
enced by spring and fall tillage and harvesting operations. Even though 
further development is needed, by attempting to understand crop production 
in relation to environmental interactions, valuable information is obtained 
to help in the decision making processes. 
Holtman et al. (1973) transformed observations of real-world system 
behavior into obtainable information for modeling processes. With this 
information, a model was developed that evalutes all the operations in-
volved in corn production and allows an effective tool for system planning. 
It must be understood that corn models can only be used as tools and 
are generally developed with a specific purpose in mind. Corn models were 
discussed here to give an idea of what is available, how these models can 
be used, and to emphasize some of their shortcomings. 
A corn growth model is essential to simulate the economics of irrigat-
ing corn. The model must be able to incorporate different irrigation plans, 
predict the soil moisture content, determine the stress effects on the corn 
at all stages of growth, and be adaptable to different locations and varieties. 
A regression type growth model would not meet these requirements, but a 
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physiologically based model would. Of the physiologically based models 
reviewed, SIMAIZ proved to be most satisfactory as it fulfilled the above 
requirements. Another important consideration is that the model developer 
was available for personal consultation. This proved to be a great asset 
in understanding the model, an important consideration when alterations 
are needed in order to combine more than one model. 
RUNOFF MODELS 
Many relationships exist relating rainfall to surface runoff. Know-
ing surface runoff volume is important when conducting flood studies, solv-
ing erosion control problems, and water supply for various reasons, For 
this study it is necessary to model surface runoff relations in order to 
determine the size of a reservoir for irrigation water supply. In order 
to determine a mass balance for an irrigation reservoir, a daily calcula-
tion of runoff volume flowing into the reservoir site, irrigation water 
requirements determined for a corn growth model, and other direct inflows 
and outflows such as precipitation, evaporation, seepage, and prior water 
rights are needed. 
Most rainfall runoff relationships are designed to predict runoff 
from a single event and quite often for specific locations. These re-
strictions make this type of model desirable for flood and erosion stud-
ies, but undesirable when a continuous flow is needed for reservoir siz-
ing. A few of the single event rainfall runoff relationships will be 
mentioned. 
The Soil Conservation Service (SCS) of the U.S. Department of Agri-
culture (1972) developed a method for predicting surface runoff based on 
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rainfall amount and a parameter which incorporates the effects of infiltra-
tion and surface storage. This method was developed from many years of 
storm flow records of agricultural watersheds in many parts of the U.S. 
The method is commonly referred to as the curve number method because what 
is known as a curve number.is used to calculate the parameter used to deter-
mine runoff. The curve number indicates the runoff potential for a given 
area. To determine a value for the curve number, one must first know what 
hydrologic soil group the soil in question belongs to. The SCS has classi-
fied over 4000 soils into four hydrologic soil groups. Once the hydrologic 
soil group is determined, the curve number can be found, depending upon 
land use and antecedent moisture conditions. Curve number values are tabu-
lated relating the land use and hydrologic soil group for antecedent mois-
ture condition II. To convert the curve number to antecedent moisture 
conditions I or III, a factor is used depending on the value of the curve 
number for condition II and which antecedent moisture condition exists. 
Curve number values are less than or equal to 100. One advantage 
of using the curve number method is that a large data base was used in 
developing the method, hence, with good engineering judgement, reliable 
results can be obtained. 
Engman and Ragawski (1974) developed a runoff model based on a partial 
area contribution concept. The watershed is divided into homogeneous 
areas and is characterized by the necessary data inputs. The runoff from 
a rainfall event can then be predicted for the entire watershed. 
An area where runoff relationships are not well defined is in 
mountainous regions. Hawkins (1973) proposed an improvement over using 
the curve number method to predict a single rainfall storm runoff relationship. 
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A factor, K, is proposed which is a function of curve number and precipita-
tion which adjusts the results to mountainous regions. 
For small, semi-arid watersheds, Fogel (1969) used a regression ap-
proach. Based on the total rainfall event and initial infiltration rate, 
a regression equation was developed to describe the rainfall-runoff rela-
tionship. 
For agricultural watersheds, Melvin etal. (1971) used Horton's infil-
tration equation to predict surface runoff. The parameters being deter-
mined are based on antecedent moisture content. A regression equation 
is used to relate total watershed runoff to surface runoff. 
A model using empirical equations was developed by Betson et al. (1969) 
for runoff prediction in Tennessee. Once the model is calibrated for a 
watershed, runoff can be predicted knowing rainfall volume, week of the 
year, and antecedent moisture content. 
Criss and Bittler (1969) developed a runoff model for a 257 square 
mile watershed in Pennsylvania. The model uses a first order linear dif-
ferential equation with time varying coefficients dependent upon two em-
pirical parameters. A single storm event is used in which rainfall fre-
quency is proportional to runoff frequency. 
The most desirable type of runoff model for reservoir sizing con-
siders the flow which occurs both during and in between rainfall events. 
These models are known as continuous simulation models and will be the 
next group of models discussed. 
One model which simulates watershed runoff on a continuous basis is 
Haan's (1972) water yield model. This model uses daily rainfall, poten-
tial evapotranspiration, initial soil conditions, and four parameters 
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which characterize the watershed, These four parameters represent maximum 
infiltration rate in inches per hour, maximum daily seepage in inches, 
moisture holding capacity of the less readily available storage in inches, 
and fraction of seepage that becomes runoff. Because of the variability 
in most watersheds, these parameters must be optimized using previously 
recorded streamflow characteristics. Haan's complete model has a param-
eter optimization section, hence, the user should optimize the four param-
eters with recorded streamflow if possible. ll'hen recorded streamflow does 
not exist, a procedure developed by Jarbo and Haan (1974) describes how 
the four parameters can be calculated. Rainfall is broken into six minute 
intervals by a predetermined convention to arlow for varied rainfall in-
tensities. The rainfall is then divided into infiltration and surface 
runoff. Deep seepage is calculated daily, depending upon the maximum seep-
age rate and the percentage of less readily available soil moisture. From 
this deep seepage value the volume of return flow is calculated. The 
total volume of runoff for a given day is the direct runoff from precipita-
tion plus the return flow volume. Details of Haan' s model are found in a 
later section. 
Many runoff models are developed for specific locations. De Boer 
and Johnson (1971), for example, developed a model to predict runoff 
where depressions are created from glaciers. 
Sinha et al. (1971) developed a model that accounts for infiltra-
tion, transpiration, evaporation, and percolation losses. The direct 
runoff is routed overland and the ground water flow is channeled to the 
reservoir system. Sinha's model is similar to Haan's model in that it 
predicts runoff on a continuous basis. Depending upon the difficulty of 
usage, it may have potential for use as a reservoir inflow estimator. 
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Wilson et al. (1977) developed a five day water yield model. The 
analysis mode optimizes 11 parameters using recorded runoff. The simula-
tion mode uses the 11 parameters to calculate runoff knowing daily rain-
fall values. When using converged parameters, runoff predictions ranged 
from 97.5 percent to 103.1 percent of observed. 
Huggins and Menke (1968) attempted to define a watershed as a grid 
of small independent elements to avoid the use of lumped parameters. The 
idea is good, but more applied research is needed before a watershed can 
be easily and accurately defined. 
One of the more commonly used runoff models is the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture Hydrologic Model ·(USDAHL). It is based on the physical 
processes of infiltration, evapotranspiration, and overland flow, Crow 
et al. (1977) adapted the USDAHL model to a 37 hectar grassland watershed 
near Stillwater, Oklahoma. Good correlation was obtained between simulated 
and measured monthly runoff. Crow et al. (1980) used longer calibration 
and test periods for the same 37 hectar watershed. The model was then 
applied to two more grassland watersheds using parameters obtained from 
the 37 hectar watershed. The objective was to simulate runoff from grassed 
watersheds with and without prior calibration. With prior calibration, 
satisfactory results were obtained for one-half of the study period. For 
watersheds not calibrated, a tendency for overprediction occurred. 
Arlin et al. (1977) applied the USDAHL model to a watershed in the 
southern great plains. They found that the model does not account for 
varying surface reservoir storage which could account for some of the pre-
diction error. In wet years the model overpredicted runoff and in dry 
years it underpredicted runoff. 
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Fisher et al. (1977) adapted the USDAHLto three Maryland watersheds. 
Results indicate that the model accurately represents the hydrology of the 
watersheds. They believed that the model is a valuable tool for studying 
changing land use. 
Molnau and Yoo (1977) and Perrier et al. (1977) compared the USDAHL 
model with other runoff models. Molnau compared three models: the Tennessee 
Valley Authority runoff model (TVA), the Kentucky Watershed Model (KWM), 
and USDAHL. Three years were used in the study: 1961, 1962, and 1963. 
1961 was a dry year while the other two were wet. All models simulated the 
dry years more accurately than the wet. The TVA model was simplest in 
terms of required parameters and the complexity of watershed representa-
tion. Runoff potential is determined by subtracting interception from 
precipitation. The runoff potential is then divided into direct runoff 
and infiltration where a portion of the infiltration water makes its way 
back to the stream due to ground water movement. The TVA model also has 
a modified snow melt routine. The KWM is a widely used lumped parameter 
model. All precipitation is subject to interception capacity, may infil-
trate immediately, or be stored in depression or overland flow storages 
which are also subject to infiltration, depending on the time it takes 
for water to flow. The lumped parameters take into consideration all 
of these processes. The USDAHL is the most complex in terms of model 
complexity. It attempts to describe actual watershed processes. The 
overall simulation by the USDAHL model was more accurate than the other 
two models. 
The study by Perrier et al. (1977) was conducted to compare and eval-
uate simulated hydrologic response parameters from five existing 
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deterministic mathematical simulation models. An additional, andmore im-
portant purpose was to determine which model is best suited for incor-
porating chemical washoff alogrithms for water quality studies. The 
models are Hydrocomp Simulation Package (HSP), Stanford Watershed Model 
(SWM), Streamflow Synthesis and Reservoir Regulation (SSARR), Flood Hydro-
graph Package (HEC-1), and USDAHL. These models are termed lumped sys-
tems. The dynamic equations governing their behavior are not position 
dependent. All except HEC-1 are continuous models, where the physical 
variables representing input and output are continuous functions of time. 
HSP is the largest and most complete simulation of the watershed. SWM 
in its simplicity allows adaptation to specific modifications. SSARR 
has a generalized watershed model for runoff, a river system model for 
routing streamflows, and a reservoir regulating model. HEC-1 is a 
single event storm model using the Muskingum method for streamflow rout-
ing. USDAHL has the most complete description of the watershed charac-
teristics and is comparatively small and easily modified. One of the 
major drawbacks found in using a particular simulation package is the 
user's manual. In most cases they are misleading and create confusion 
for exact definitions of various terms. They are often not up to date 
with current programming changes. The Hydrocomp Model was by far the 
most complete model investigated. It can output data at each of 150 
reaches, thus, washoff alogrithms could be inserted to permit continuous 
simulation of water quality throughout a watershed. Although the USDAHL 
model did not lend itself to calibration of the outflow, it does give the 
most complete description of the watershed characteristics as input into 
a cascading model. The cascading concept lends itself to closer 
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characterization of chemical washoff for eventual loading into a river 
system. If streamflow routing, diversions, and more seasonal parameters 
were added, then calibration could be expected. 
Three runoff models are compared by Moore and Mein (1977): the 
Stanford watershed model, the Boughton model, and the Monash model. They 
are evaluated as to how daily runoff is predicted. The Boughton model is 
the most widely used digital rainfall-runoff model in Australia. Rainfall 
is divided into interception, upper and lower soil moisture. Eleven 
parameters and four estimated initial moisture states are used in the 
Boughton model. Two versions to the Monash model are available, one 
operating on a daily cycle, and the other operating on a daily cycle 
with an hourly cycle superimposed during rainfall events. The first 
version was used in this comparison. The watershed can be subdivided in-
to four areas with different parameter sets. The parameter sets contain 
information describing interception, depression, and soil moisture storages. 
The soil moisture capacities are fixed, while ground water storage has 
an unlimited capacity. The Stanford watershed model has seen many appli-
cations in the U.S. It consists of four storages: water, interception, 
upper and lower soil moisture zone, and ground water. It uses an empiri-
cal channel routing routine within one catchment. A number of different 
hydrologic regimes can be handled. An alteration was made from a time 
interval of 15 minutes to an hour. Moore and Mein arrived at the 
following conclusions from this study: 
(1) Each of the three models has advantages over the other, depend-
ing on the catchment hydrology, the budgetary constraints (data 
availability and computer time), and whether daily or monthly 
flows are required; 
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(2) The Boughton model performed almost as well as the other two for 
monthly flow reproduction and its running costs and data require-
ments are considerably less. For daily flow reproduction the 
standard of simulation is considered poor; 
(3) The Monash model and Stanford model (as modified) produce com-
parable results, but the former requires less computer and user 
time; 
(4) The baseflow routines of the Stanford model give it an advan-
tage on catchments where baseflow is important; 
(5) The catchment routing routine of the Monash model gives it 
an advantage on large catchments; 
(6) The use of daily input data and a daily time increment do not 
permit peak daily flows to model well; 
(7) The Stanford model requires a considerable amount of operator 
experience if good simulation is to be achieved; 
(8) Given familiarity of the user with the operation of the models, 
the parameters of the Monash model are easiest to optimize; and 
(9) No one objective function, as a basis for parameter optimiza-
tion, proved adequate over the whole range of flows. 
Shanholtz and Lillard (1971) used the Stanford watershed model on 
two small watersheds in Virginia with five years of calibration data and 
another five years for testing. Runoff results were reasonably good, 
along with peak estimates. 
A report by Gwinn and Ree (1975) presents a method for determining 
what size reservoir will produce a dependable supply of water for periods 
when no surface runoff occurs. Minimum streamflows were emphasized because 
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a dependable water supply was desired. The results will be conservative, 
so very little risk is encountered. 
As previously mentioned, a continuous flow runoff model is most 
desirable for predicting watershed runoff into a potential reservoir site 
for irrigation purposes. The model needs to be fairly simple to use, yet 
it must represent the watershed. Haan's model proved to be most desirable. 
The portion which controls the hydrology of the watershed can easily be 
made into a subroutine to incorporate with other models. The complex 
portion of Haan's model is in optimizing the four parameters. Once the 
model has optimized these parameters, the optimization section is no 
longer used. Haan's model can be used in its complete form initially to 
optimize the four parameters to be used as input values. An additional 
important factor was that Haan was available for personal consultation, 
which proved invaluable for adaptation and usage of the model. 
CHAPTER III 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 
In simulating the economics of supplemental irrigation for corn, an 
important objective for the simulation model is that it be flexible and 
adapt to varying climatic and regional conditions. The components es-
sential for the simulation are: (1) crop growth function, (2) water supply 
function, (3) reservoir sizing function, (4) supplemental irrigation func-
tion, and (5) economics function. 
Based on the review of available models, the Duncan SIMAIZ model was 
selected as the crop growth function, and the Haan Water Yield Model was 
selected as the water supply function. The reservoir supply, supplemental 
irrigation, and economics functions were developed as part of this research 
effort. 
All of the components are combined into one model in this report, 
which is used to simulate the economics of supplemental irrigation. The 
title of the model is known as IRrigation ECONomics ~imulator (IRECONS). 
Incorporating daily weather information into a crop growth function 
allows daily growth predictions to be made and final yield to be predicted. 
The soil water-holding capacity, daily evapotranspiration, and precipita-
tion are used to adjust the soil water available for crop development. 
When soil water is deficient, plant available water is restricted, re-
sulting in crop stress and reduced growth. Irrigation is a component de-
pendent upon water supply. Consequently, the availability of water supply 
for irrigation must also be determined. Since many sub-humid areas, such 
as Central Kentucky, rely on streamflow as the major source of water supply, 
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a watershed runoff function must be incorporated, When unreliable or in-
adequate water supply is available from streamflows, a reservoir sizing 
routine is needed for storing irrigation water. Site characterization 
is necessary for predicting the model's response at specific locations. 
Crop variety, watershed topography, and soil conditions are just a few 
of the variables which must be able to be input, enabling the model to 
be adapted for different locations. Climatic simulation, whether actual 
weather data, calculated based on other climatic variables, or statisti-
cally simulated, must represent the site being analyzed to accurately 
make predictions. 
The inputs to the Duncan SIMAIZ model are used to adjust the model 
to the variety of corn being simulated and to the soil type. The vari-
ables used in the Haan runoff model define a given watershed, In the 
sizing of a storage reservoir, additional important inputs concerning 
the topography of the reservoir site are needed, The pond area at in-
cremental elevations allows the volume of the reservoir to be determined 
for varying dam heights. This also allows direct evaporation from the 
reservoir site to be calculated along with direct precipitation into the 
reservoir for varying dam heights, The centerline width of the proposed 
embankment at incremental elevations allows geometry to be used for.deter-
mining the volume of fill necessary to construct the dam. Knowing the 
volume of fill for the dam, construction cost can be determined. The 
centerline width is also needed to calculate seepage losses through the 
dam. 
Daily climatic information, consisting of maximum and minimum tempera-
ture, precipitation, and cloud cover, are supplied from a 25-year data tape. 
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To obtain the needed climatic information on one tape, data from two sep-
arate National Weather Service data tapes were combined. Because of the 
unavailability of long-term solar radiation data and its importance in 
crop growth functions, monthly regression equations were developed for 
Kentucky which relate known extraterrestrial radiation and cloud cover 
to solar radiation. In addition to daily climatic information, average 
daily potential evapotranspiration for each month, as predicted by the 
Thornwaite equation, is used to predict evaporation from the reservoir 
surface and in the watershed runoff model. 
SIMAIZ 
The model which will be used to predict plant growth, yield, and 
water requirements is SIMAIZ, a corn simulation model developed by Duncan 
(1974). SIMAIZ describes plant development and grain yield in response 
to environmental factors. In the model development it was assumed that 
agronomic practices do not limit growth; i.e. fertilizer application, 
weed control, and pest control were optimum. This would typically be 
the case for operators that would consider investment in supplemental 
irrigation. 
In using SIMAIZ, one can vary both environmental and physiological 
factors and observe the resulting changes. A few examples of these physio-
logical factors are photosynthetic rate, number of ears per plant, length 
of filling period, silk-period stresses, and plant available water. A 
complete list of data inputs and the commonly used values can be found in 
Appendix A. These factors allow SIMAIZ to adjust for different varieties 
and geographic locations and be site specific, which is important when 
evaluating irrigation economics. 
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Conceptual Basis of SIMAIZ 
In simulating field conditions, the climatic information used must 
be easily obtainable. SIMAIZ uses maximum and minimum temperatures, 
rainfall, solar radiation, and when available, pan evaporation. This 
climatic information is used to calculate evapotranspiration and the 
daily photosynthetic rate for plant growth. SIMAIZ consists of a main 
routine which reads in and initializes important factors, and then di-
rects and controls several subroutines which are responsible for the ma-
jority of the calculations. 
The subroutines are called: WATERX, PHZDAZ, LAILEF, PTOTAL, QPVEG, 
TASSEL, KERNOZ, GRAINZ, and DRYING. WATERX is based on Ritchie's (1972) 
row crop evapotranspiration model, Figure 3-1 is a flow diagram of Ritchie's 
model and Table 3-1 explains the terms used. In addition to calculating 
ET, the model determines a water stress factor used to take into account 
the effects of soil water deficit on plant growth, PHZDAZ was designed to 
calculate a parameter defined as a physiological day which is used as a pre-
dictor of the morphological development of corn. One physiological day 
is equal to the average number of growing degree days accumulated in one 
day for that climatic region. The calculation of growing degree days 
is based on daily maximum and minimum temperatures using the National 
Weather Service Modified Method. LAILEF was designed to estimate daily 
leaf area index (LAI} for a corn canopy. The rate of development for 
LAI is dependent on the stage of leaf area development, equivalent physio-
logical days, and the water stress factor, which is established in WATERX. 
Leaf area growth follows a sigmoidal curve in which intital growth is 
exponential for a short period followed by a linear growth stage and 
finally a linear tapering off of growth rate. PTOTAL calculates photosynthate 
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Table 3-1. Definition of Terms for Figure 3-1, Ritchie, 1972. 
E - total evaporation rate from soil and plant surfaces, 
evapotranspiration, millimeters per day; 
Em - evaporation rate measured with a weighing lysimeter, 
millimeters per day; 
E0 - potential evaporation rate above the plant canopy, 
millimeters per day; 
Ep - evaporation rate from plant leaves, transpiration, 
millimeters per day; 
Es - evaporation rate from the soil surface, millimeters per 
day; 
Eso - potential evaporation rate below the plant canopy at the 
soil surface, millimeters per day; 
evaporation rate from the soil surface during stage 2 
evaporation on a day when P < EEsz, millimeters per day; 
Lai - leaf area index, dimensionless; 
P - rainfall or irrigation rate, millimeters per day; 
~o - net radiation above the canopy (1 mm/day is equivalent 
to an energy flux of 59 cal cm-2 day-1); 
Rns - net radiation at the soil surface below the canopy, 
millimeters per day; 
Rs - solar radiation, millimeters per day; 
t - time, days; 
Td - dry bulb temperature, °C; 
Th - maximum daily temperature, °C; 
r 1 - minimum daily temperature, °C; 
Tw - wet bulb temperature, °C; 
u - wind speed, kilometers per day; 
U - upper limit of cumulative evaporation from soil during 
stage 1 drying, millimeters; 
EEsl - cumulative evaporation from the soil surface during stage 1, 
millimeters; 
EEsz - cumulative evaporation from the soil surface during stage 2, 
millimeters. 
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produced (PTS) in grams of carbohydrate per day, per unit ground area, 
which is later used to calculate plant growth. A gross photosynthate 
value is interpolated from a table as a function of solar radiation and 
LAI. This value is for ideal soil moisture and optimum leaf temperature. 
Two correction factors are used to account for nonoptimum conditions. 
QPVEG simulates the vegetative growth of a corn plant by distributing 
daily photosynthate to the individual plant parts including leaf, stalk, 
cob, husk, and reserves. TASSEL is used to determine the time when 
both tasselling and silking have occurred. This is when pollination 
occurs and when the transition from vegetative to grain development be-
gins. KERNOZ is entered after pollination begins, and is used to deter-
mine an initial potential grain weight based on conditions at the start 
of pollination, an adjusted potential grain weight after a latent period 
has elapsed; and maximum number of ears per plant. GRAINZ simulates ear 
growth after vegetative growth has terminated by distributing daily photo-
synthate among husk, cob, and grain. DRYING is an in-field grain drying 
routine, used after the corn has reached maturity. It is a rough approxi-
mation used mainly for cosmetic purposes, as all yields are calculated on 
a dry weight basis. 
Planting date is an input to SIMAIZ, but in using 25 years of data, 
it was impractical to assume a planting date. Duncan.!! suggested a plant-
ing_date could be simulated based on the fact that farmers try to plant 
corn as early in the spring as possible. Thus, for a given location, 
there are normally three major considerations: (1) corn is never planted 
.!_/ Duncan, W. G. (1978) Personal communication on corn growth modeling. 
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before a specified date (April 2 for Kentucky), (2) the soil temperature 
should have reached a minimum level (15°C for Kentucky); a common assump-
tion is that soil temperature lags behind air temperature by approximately 
one week, and (3) the soil must be dry enough so planting equipment can 
enter the field, In the simulation model, the rooting zone of the soil 
is divided into ten layers. In the planting routine, when the first layer 
is 50 percent dry, the soil is ready for corn to be planted. When all 
three of these considerations are favorable, the model chooses that date 
for planting. It is understood that this method is a rough approximation, 
but is more accurate than any other method known to the author. 
Subroutine WATERX is called before planting date and a soil moisture 
balance is calculated daily. Once planting date is reached, a daily loop 
is entered which controls growth calculations by calling appropriate sub-
routines when needed. Figure 3~2 shows a conceptual flow diagram of daily 
calculations. The first set of subroutines, WATERX, PHZDAZ, and LAILEF 
are entered daily regardless of the stage of corn development, The remain-
ing subroutines PTOTAL, QPVEG, TASSEL, KERNOZ, GRAINZ, and DRYING are en-
tered depending upon the stage of development of the corn plant, The model 
checks daily to see if the grain is mature. When maturity is reached, 
the desired moisture content for harvesting. If the grain has not matured, 
then subroutine PTOTAL is entered. Before both tasselling and silking 
have occurred, subroutine QPVEG is entered. If both tasselling and silk-
ing have occurred, then vegetative growth is complete and QPVEG is omitted 
from further computation, The next controlling question is, has pollina-
tion occurred? If both pollination and tasselling have occurred, then 
TASSEL is entered. If neither pollination nor tasselling have occurred, 
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and ~hysiolugical 
Days 
CALL LAIL.EF: 
L'akulate l..caf Arca 
Dcvclopniont and 
Scnescuncc Using 
l'HZDAZ 
CALL l'TOTAL: 
Calculate Ncl 
Photosynthesis 
Using H.adiiltion, 
LAI, Tc1npcr,11ure 
and Sl'lll::SSF 
<.:ALL KEHNOZ: 
Estln1a1c putcnlial yidJ 
bused on l'T{lTAL duri11g 
tasscli11~ aud size of 
stalk al tasseling:, 
CALI. GllAINZ: 
Esthnalc daily grain 
growlh 1111d rcscrv1:1 
hascd on l''fOT AL and 
PHZDAZ. 
CALL Dk YING: 
Calculates drying 
rate. 
Conceptual flow diagram of Duncan SIMAIZ Model (from Barfield, 1977), 
I 
<.n 
-I 
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the model skips the remaining subroutines for that day's growth calcula-
tions. After TASSEL has determined when pollination occurs, KERNOZ is 
entered daily until a latent period has elapsed. After entering KERNOZ 
and before grain has matured, subroutine GRAINZ is entered daily, until 
grain maturity. 
On attractive feature of SIMAIZ is that is is easy to modify. The 
fact that most of SIMAIZ's calculations are made in the subroutines al-
lows for much easier substitutions when further experimentation and re-
search develops more reasonable estimates of plant growth. 
The ability of SIMAIZ to predict grain and dry matter yields has been 
tested using data from four states: Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Utah, and 
California. Fritten et al. (1975) used SIMAIZ to simulate both grain and 
dry matter yields at State College, Pennsylvania in 1974 and 1975. In 
the initial simulation attempts, field measured climatic parameters, field 
measured hybrid parameters, one parameter calculated from long-term cli-
matic records, and other input parameter constants recommended by Duncan 
as being representative of corn, were used. The results are shown in 
Figures 3-3 and 3-4 indicate poor agreement between observed and pre-
dicted yields. Firtten et al, postulated that the primary reason for 
the lact of fit was due to the inability to properly evaluate a parameter 
defining the number of degree days per physiological day, a term calculated 
using long-term climatic records. Since accumulation of physiological days 
is used to control developmental growth of the crop within SIMAIZ, the fail-
ure of the long-term climatic data to truly represent the field condi-
tions resulted in a poor simulation of silking date (see Figure 3-3 and 
3-4). SIMAIZ was modified to more accurately represent Pennsylvania 
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conditions and predict silking date, The modified version more accurately 
predicted both grain and dry matter yields, as can be seen in Figures 3-5 
and 3-6. 
Barfield et al. (1977) used SIMAIZ to predict grain yields for both 
irrigated and non-irrigated corn at Lexington, Kentucky using four years 
of data and three planting dates. Exact planting dates for 1964 and ir-
rigation amounts for all the years were not known. The irrigation policy 
was to keep the soil moisture content at or above the 75 percent level. 
Since soil moisture samples were not taken, it is not possible to deter-
mine how accurately this irrigation policy was followed. For this study, 
SIMAIZ was programmed such that irrigation was assumed to occur when 25 
percent of the plant available was depleted. Table 3-2 shows a sununary 
of observed and predicted grain yields, and Figures 3-7, 3-8, and 3-9 show 
a plot of observed versus predicted yields for irrigated and non-irrigated 
conditions. One of the parameters which was varied is the STRESF curve. 
STRESF is used to account for moisture stress on both photosynthesis and 
transpiration. STRESF I follows an assumption from Tanner and Ritchie 
(1974) that there are no effects of soil moisture on photosynthesis and 
transpiration until approximately 80 percent of the plant available mois-
ture is depleted. STRESF I can be seen in Figure 3-10. STRESF II is rep-
resentative of conditions in Kentucky since the soil is well drained and 
little moisture exists below the rooting depth, as contrasted to the ex-
periments conducted by Ritchie in which lower soil layers held consider-
able amounts of water into which plant roots could grow during periods 
of deficit. With a well drained soil it is conceivable that soil mois-
ture stress starts well above 80 percent soil moisture depletion. To rep-
resent this, STRESF II was used to account for soil moisture stress. 
-----·--· 
-----
Table 3-2. Summary of Observed and Predicted Corn Yields. 
Computed Yields Computed Values Computed Values 
Measured Yields STRESF I** STRESF II** STRESF I & lI*** 
Planting Irrig Nonirrig Irrig Nonirrig Irrig Nonirrig Irrig Nonirrig 
Date Yields Yields Yields Yields Yields Yields Yields Yields 
-
1962 
April 28 207 135 164 151 161 145 172 172 
May 25 168 109 156 122 151 120 168 166 
June 22 ll8 75 151 94 148 103 164 161 
1963 
April 8 165 152 180 168 172 151 189 187 
May 9 161 145 164 159 159 144 175 172 
June 10 136 126 145 124 143 123 153 153 
1964 I <J1 
April 15* 156 103 176 77 173 75 185 180 <J1 I 
May 15* 156 16 171 88 168 88 175 106 
June 15* 112 55 162 25 158 47 171 76 
1965 
April 14 144 97 177 52 170 74 185 100 
May 17 172 78 152 58 150 58 161 73 
June 17 126 26 155 13 149 18 166 54 
Mean 1 152 93 163 94 159 96 172 133 
Mean2 155 105 160 104 155 104 170 137 
Standard 
Error of 1 22 31 26 27 34 52 
Estimate2 27 22 25 16 31 44 
% Error in 
4 year 1 7.2 1.1 2.5 3.2 13.2 43.0 
•' Average2 3,2 1.0 0.0 1.0 9.7 30.5 
* Actual planting dates unknown. 
** STRESF I or STRESI' 11 for photosynthesis and transpiration. 
*** STRESF I for photosynthesis reduction and STRESF II for transpiration reduction, 
l. Averages including 1964 data. 
2. Averages exclud:ing 1964 data since 1964 planting dates were assumed. 
-·-··-------- ·----··------·---· .. -·-- .. --··--- - -··-· 
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Plot studies were conducted at the University of Kentucky during 1978 
on irrigated and nonirrigated corn using four planting dates. SIMAIZ was 
used to predict both grain and dry matter yields. Adjustments were made 
in SIMAIZ to produce the most representative yield results. A plot of ob-
served versus predicted values can be seen in Figures 3-11 and 3-12. The 
standard error of estimate is larger than desirable. In general, their-
rigated yields were under-predicted and non-irrigated yields were over-
predicted making prediction of irrigation yield increases conservative. 
Stewart et al. (1977) reported on a two year irrigation experiment 
in four Western states: California, Utah, Colorado, and Arizona. This 
was an extensive study in which varying amounts of irrigation water was 
applied on several plots. The effects of irrigation with saline water 
were also evaluated. Since SIMAIZ does not account for the effects of 
saLine water, the data from these plots was not used. Because of arid 
conditions in the western states, the potential evapotranspiration (PET) 
equation used in SIMAIZ was altered to account for the effects of wind 
on PET using Penman's combination equation. A complete climatic record 
for both years was obtained for California and Utah, so SIMAIZ was used 
to predict both dry matter and grain yields for these states. SIMAIZ 
was calibrated for each site by varying the data inputs. The results, 
as can be seen in Figures 3-13 and 3-14, were acceptable. 
Once SIMAIZ is calibrated to a specific location, reasonable results 
can be obtained. One of the problems in using SIMAIZ to accurately pre-
dict yields is in the timing of phenological development. 
The Pennsylvania study shows that proper timing of the events· leads 
to excellent predictions when using SIMAIZ. The timing of tasselling 
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was not possible in the other studies. Since the timing of tasselling 
controls the length of filling period, it is probable that improvements 
in predictions of phenological development would improve the model pre-
diction. When better procedures become available, they can be incor-
porated in the model. 
It would be desirable to have a more accurate model of grain yield. 
However, none are available at the present time that can be used to pre-
dict both irrigated and non-irrigated yields. Since yields due to irriga-
tion are the subject of interest in this research, and since they are con~ 
servatively estimated for Kentucky data, the use of SIMAIZ to model the 
effects of irrigation on yields will give conservative economic values. 
HAAN WATER YIELD MODEL 
The model which will be used to predict daily flows into a reservoir 
is the Haan water yield model (Haan, 1972), This model was selected since 
it was developed to simulate monthly watershed runoff for small rural water-
sheds. Haan defines small as being less than 40 square miles. The origi-
nal constraints used in the model's development were that it be simple in 
concept, applicable over a wide range of conditions, and require a minimum 
of input data. Because of these constraints, duplicating the exact.hydrol-
ogy of a watershed exceeds the ability of the model, For example, the 
infiltration parameter selected by Haan more accurately represents a com-
bination of infiltration, interception, and surface storage. The model· 
does, however, reasonably estimate the runoff for a given watershed from 
daily precipitation. 
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Model Parameters 
The Haan Water Yield Model has four parameters which must either be: 
(1) optimized using estimated values and at least one, and preferably 
two or more years of recorded streamflow, or (2) calculated based on 
several measurable watershed characteristics. These parameters to be 
estimated represent maximum infiltration in./hr (VARI), maximum daily 
seepage in./day (VAR2), maximum capacity of soil water which is less 
readily available for evapotranspiration inch (VAR3), and the fraction 
of seepage that becomes runoff (VAR4). The parameters cannot be direct-
ly measured, as they only represent the components described in charac-
terizing the watershed. 
To optimize the parameters, Haan's (1972) complete model must be 
used separately, as it contains an optimization section specifically de-
signed for this purpose. Haan's model optimizes the parameters by mini-
mizing the sum of squares between observed and simulated runoff values. 
When several years of recorded runoff values are available, the model 
initially optimizes the parameters using the first year of record, and 
then runoff is simulated for the remaining years of observed runoff. 
The two years with the poorest fit are used to again optimize the param-
eters. The results from the two years are averaged to obtain the final 
optimum parameter set. Results of using optimized parameters on seven 
watersheds in Kentucky, obtained from Haan (1972), are found in Table 3-3 
for independent predictions. The model does an excellent job of predict-
ing monthly runoff using optimized parameters. 
When observed runoff is not available for the site in question, a 
method for calculating the parameters must be used. To calculate the four 
-68-
Table 3-3. Water Yield Model Results Using Optimized Parameters. 
Cor.Y 
Obs. Sim. 
Years Used No. Years 2/ Mean Mean Watershed for Opt. Simulated Coeff. Slope- RO RO 
Cane Br. 57,58 10 .96 1.02 17.25 18 .11 
Cave Cr. 53,61,62 16 .93 1.04 14 .63 15.14 
Clemson 1 64,65 6 .97 1.04 9.75 10.63 
Clemson 2 64,65 6 .95 1.02 17.42 17.53 
Clemson 3 65,66 5 .95 1.02 7.35 7.35 
Helton Br. 57,58 12 .94 1.05 17.48 16.93 
Perry Cr. 53,59,60 13 .95 1.04 13.04 12.85 
.!! Correlation between observed and predicted monthly runoff. 
2/ Slope of regression curve between observed and predicted runoff. 
parameters, the following regression equations, developed by Jarbo (1972) 
and Jarbo and Haan (1974), can be used when no streamflow data is available: 
(1) Maximum Infiltration (VARI) in./hr 
VARI= 4.66 - 11.49 VAR2 - 0.0003 Sd5b - 0.031 A Hg 
- 0.131 Pl Fe+ 1.136 Vr Pl (4) 
(2) Maximum Seepage (VAR2) in. /day 
VAR2 = 0.037 + 0.002 We+ 0.00067 Iw L - 0.0026 Pa Hg 
+ 0.00006 Fe L - 0.0086 Vr Hg (5) 
(3) Soil Water Less Available for Evapotranspiration (VAR3) in. 
VAR3 = 3.03 + 0.005 Iw Sb+ 0.011 Sd Hg+ 0.0096 Fe Iw (6) 
(4) Fraction of Seepage that Becomes Runoff (VAR4) 
VAR4 = 0.326 + 0.011 L + 0.008 Pl Sb+ 0.0018 Ps Sd 
- 0.045 We Pl (7) 
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where: 
Sd = average soil depth for the watershed (inch). 
Sb= slope of mainstream, which is the slope in feet per mile of 
the stream from the reservoir site to the point where the 
farthest upstream tributary enters the mainstream. 
A= watershed area (acres). 
Hg= hydrologic group index. 
Pl= percent area of lakes or ponds. 
Fe= percent area of forest cover. 
Vr = volume of rock drained by stream system. This value can be 
calculated by multiplying the watershed area by the difference 
in mean elevation of the basin and elevation of the proposed 
dam site. 
We= the average available water capacity for the watershed. 
Iw = a water availability index obtained from U.S. Geological Survey 
hydrologic atlases. This is an integer value ranging from 1 
to 4. 
Pa= average permeability of the A horizon. 
L = length of mainstream. 
Ps = average soil permeability. 
Results of using calculated parameters on six watersheds in Kentucky, ob-
tained from Jarbo and Haan (.1974), are found in Table 3-4. The non-opti-
mized model has an acceptable ·accuracy, but is not as accurate as the op-
timized model. A comparison of calculated versus optimized parameters 
can be seen in Table 3-5. 
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Table 3-4. Water Yield Model Results Using Calculated Parameters (from 
Jarboe 1972 
Average Average Average 
Annual Annual Annual Percent 
Watershed Obs. RO Sim. RO Dev. Error 
Helton Br. 17.16 17.57 0.41 2.4 
L. Plum Cr. 18.40 18.90 0.50 2.7 
McGills Cr. 16. 34 18.27 .1.93 11.8 
N.F. Nolin R. 15. 71 17 .11 1.40 8.9 
Perry Cr. 13.45 13.21 0.24 1.8 
Stillwater Cr. 19 .13 16.92 -2.21 11.5 
Table 3-5. Optimum and Calculated Parameter Values (from Jarboe I 1972) , 
Opt. Cale. Opt. Cale. Opt. Cale. Opt. Cale. 
'.'iatcrshed f f s s c c F F 
max max max max 
Calibration Watersheds 
Bear Br. 3.00 3.22 0.035 0.034 7.50 8.25 0.52 0.52 
Cane Br. 3.20 2.68 0.030 0-. 028 10.00 9 .18 0.35 0.44 
Cave Cr. 2.80 3.10 0.070 0.047 3.80 5.91 0 .52 0.56 
Flat Cr. 3.00 2.28 0.040 0. 055 4.20 4.50 0.36 0.38 
Green R. 3.06 2.43 0.073 0.071 4. 09 4.92 0.44 0.48 
McDougal Cr. 3.00 2.96 0.050 0.065 7.20 6.33 0.60 0.52 
Rock Lick Cr. 2.32 1. 75 0.050 0.054 5.90 5.51 0.60 0.54 
Rose Cr. 2.90 3.17 0 .066 0.059 4.97 4.58 0.28 0.23 
s. Elkhorn Cr. 2.00 1.82 0.050 0.050 4.90 5.50 0.55 0.59 
S.F.L. Barren R. 1.30 1.41 0.088 0.083 4.90 5.25 0.58 0.49 
w. Bays Fk. 2.09 2.73 0.070 0.056 4.10 4.85 0.56 0.42 
Wood Cr. 1.10 1.41 0.050 0.042 7.00 6.33 0.70 0.66 
Obion Cr. 1. 28 1.03 0.080 0.075 6.20 5.17 0 .13 0.16 
Bear Cr. 1.13 1.29 0.050 0.050 5.10 4.78 0.28 0.49 
Pitman Cr. 0 .45 0.96 0.046 0.047 6.76 6.29 0.45 0.50 
Plum Cr. #4 3.20 3.24 0.040 0.041 5.30 4.22 0.49 0.49 
Plum Cr. 2.00 2.15 0.040 0.037 3.84 4.09 0.52 0.46 
Test Watersheds 
Elkhorn Cr. 3 .15 -3.28 0 .030 -0.620 6.50 5.20 0. 70 1.12 
Helton Br. 2.80 3. 35 0.050 0.032 9.40 8.28 0.35 0.44 
McGills Cr. 1.10 2.31 0.090 0 .053 5.50 5.51 0.45 0.40 
Perry Cr. 0.95 3.17 0.065 0.061 4. 75 5.20 0.00 0.01 
Stillwater Cr. 1.80 1.93 0.043 0.058 7.00 5.58 0.75 0.53 
L. Plum Cr. 2.00 2.56 0.050 0.045 2.90 4.58 0.35 0.52 
N.F. Nolin R. 0.55 0.54 0.040 0.055 7.00 5.93 0.30 0.55 
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Conceptual Basis pf Model 
In addition to the four parameters, initial conditions for soil mois-
ture should be defined. The soil moisture is divided into readily avail-
able (Mr) and less readily available (Ml) for evapotranspiration. The 
maximum value for Mr is one inch and for Ml is VAR3. A conceptual dia-
gram of the runoff model is shown in Figure 3-15. 
The evapotranspiration (ET) value is a function of daily potential 
evapotranspiration (PET) per month which depends upon soil moisture sta-
tus and daily precipitation (Pd). The following relationships describes 
how ET is calculated: 
ET = PET 
ET = PET(Ml/VAR3) 
(8) 
(9) 
ET = 1/2 PET 
when Pd= 0.0 
and O < Mr < 1.0 
when Pd= 0.0 
and Mr= 0.0 
when Pd> ,01 
and O < Mr < f. 0 
when Pd> .01 
and Mr= 0.0 
(10) 
ET = 1/2 PET(Ml/VAR3) (11) 
Once ET is determined it is subtracted from soil moisture. 
Deep seepage (S) is calculated daily by: 
S = VAR2 (Ml/VAR3). (12) 
The fraction of this value which returns to the mainstream as surface run-
off (Vr), is given by: 
Vr = VAR4 x S (13) 
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Daily rainfall is distributed into a .rainfall pattern with six minute 
intervals. Initially, an hourly pattern is formed using a SCS Type 1 
or Type 2 distribution (Table 3-6), depending on the geographic location. 
This distribution was obtained from Kent (1968). The hourly rainfall is 
then further divided into six-minute intervals using a pattern proposed 
by the Soil Conservation Service National Engineering Handbook (U.S. Soil 
Conservation Service, 1957, Figure 21-3), as shown in Table 3-7. 
Table 3-6. Distribution of Hourly Rainfall Within A Day. 
Accumulated Fraction of Daily Rainfall 
Hour Type 1 Storm Type 2 Storm 
0-1 0.017 0 .011 
1-2 0.035 0.022 
2-3 0.055 0.035 
3-4 0.076 0 .048 
4-5 0.091 0.064 
5-6 0.125 0.080 
6-7 0.156 0 .100 
7-8 0.194 0.120 
8-9 0.254 0.147 
9-10 0.515 0.181 
10-11 0.624 0.235 
11-12 0.682 0.663 
12-13 0.727 0. 772 
13-14 0.767 0.820 
14-15 0.798 0.850 
15-16 0.830 0.880 
16-17 0.854 0 .898 
17-18 0.870 0.916 
18-19 0.902 0.934 
19-20 0.926 0 .952 
20-21 0.944 0.964 
21-22 0.963 0.976 
22-23 0.981 0 .988 
23-24 1.000 1.000 
From Haan (1972). 
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Table 3-7. Rainfall Distribution Within-:An Hour. 
Percent Rain in Cumulative 
Minutes Time Interval Percent Rain 
0-6 4 4 
6-12 6 10 
12-18 9 19 
18-24 33 52 
24-30 18 70 
30-36 9 79 
36-42 7 86 
42-48 6 92 
48-54 4 96 
54-60 4 100 
From Haan ( 1972) . 
Given a rainfall rate (P), rainfall is distributed into infiltration 
(f) and direct surface runoff (Vs) in the following manner: 
Infiltration 
f = VARI when P > VARI 
and Mr < 1 or Ml < V AR3 
f = p when P < VARI 
and Mr< 1 or Ml< VAR3 
f = 0.0 when Mr= 1 and Ml= VAR3 
Direct surface runoff 
Vs = (P - f)t when P > f 
Vs= 0.0 when P < f 
where tis time increment. 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
The Haan (1972) model was designed to produce monthly runoff calcu-
lated continuously using daily rainfall. It has been shown to do an 
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excellent job simulating monthly runoff. Daily values of runoff are 
taken from the continuous calculations and used for this study. 
RESERVOIR SIZING ROUTINE 
In areas where surface water must be stored for irrigation purposes, 
a system for sizing reservoirs must be employed. The proper sizing of 
irrigation reservoirs to minimize initial capital investments, while con-
serving water and energy, must start by considering all inflows and out-
flows, as shown in Figure 3-16. The inflows are precipitation and water-
shed runoff, given by: 
= 
= 
PR x Areservoir 
RO x Awatershed 
(19) 
(20) 
where RO is the watershed runoff and PR is daily precipitation. The outflows 
which should be considered are evaporation, seepage, prior water rights 
(baseflow), and irrigation demand. The volume of water lost due to evapora-
tion is: 
QE = PET x Areservoir 
where PET is potential evaporation. Seepage has two components; seepage 
through the dam and into the soil. Following Schwab et al. (1966), this 
can be calculated as: 
= ( 4Kh2 C) I (9L) 
(21) 
(22) 
where Qsl is the seepage discharge, K represents the hydraulic conductivity 
of the least permeable section, his the distance from the impervious base 
QRoi~ 
-... 
aoi 
Q S2j 
Figure 3-16. Water balance of an irrigation water supply reservoir showing all 
inflows and outflows. 
I 
___, 
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to the present level of water in the reservoir, Lis the mean length of 
the seepage line, and C is used to convert Qs1 into proper units. One 
assumption in equation 22 is that the downstream saturation line is at 
1/3 the height of water stored. Schwab indicates that this is usually 
good for discharge slopes flatter than 1:1. Seepage through the bottom 
of the reservoir is considered to be a constant rate, Qs2. If prior 
water rights must be incorporated, a base flow, Qb, or full release of 
natural flow, whichever is least, is the most common practice, Irriga-
tion outflow, QI, is given by: 
Qr = Ix Acrop/effs (23) 
where I is the amount of water applied, Acrop designates the area of irri-
gated land and effs is the efficiency of the irrigation system. 
A daily balance incorporating these inflows and outflows can be used 
to calculate the daily change in storage, ~S, or: 
= 
(24) 
(where terms are shown in Figure 3-1). The storage at any date is given by: 
s = (25) 
where n is the number of days since reservoir was last full. 
In order to size the reservoir, an initial dam height is assumed. If 
the reservoir becomes dry during any year of the data set being analyzed, 
the model increments the dam height which increases the volume of the reser-
voir and returns to the beginning of that year's data set. The model will 
continue to increase the reservoir volume until a dam height is reached 
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which will enable the reservoir to supply irrigation water at all times 
for the period under study. This is called the maximum reservoir size. 
The ideal reservoir size is not necessarily the maximum size since 
many factors other than water supply must be taken into consideration when 
sizing the reservoir. Some of these factors are: (1) how much can the 
farmer afford to invest in an irrigation system, (2) how much labor is 
available to set up the system, (3) how often can the irrigation system 
be run, (4) what yield must the farmer maintain to justify the expense 
of the reservoir and irrigation system, and (5) what percent risk, that 
the yield will be less than the maximum, is the farmer willing to accept. 
The next step after the maximum reservoir size has been determined is to 
reduce the reservoir volume by increments until a nonirrigated condition 
(zero reservoir volume) is simulated. Return period calculations are per-
formed on the resulting yields for each reservoir size. These values can 
be plotted, producing probability curves of yields as a function of reser-
voir size, as in Figure 3-17. Other economic factors besides increase in 
yield must be considered before irrigation can be advised. 
IRRIGATION MODEL 
An important element for a successful irrigation operation is proper 
scheduling of irrigation. One typical method is to irrigate when the soil 
moisture has depleted to a preselected level. Several methods have been 
used to determine soil moisture content. One method would be to use pre-
dictive equations for evapotranspiration calculations, and actual rainfall 
data to calculate daily a soil water balance. This method can be periodi-
cally checked and adjusted by actually measuring the moisture content of 
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the soil. Soil probe samples, tensiometer readings, and neutron probes 
are ways of directly measuring soil moisture. An irrigator with some 
experience can estimate the soil moisture content by feeling the soil at 
a given depth below the surface. This is a simple on-site way of deter-
mining moisture content. 
Another method for scheduling irrigations would be to irrigate at 
regular intervals, depending on the stage of development of the crop. 
This method works fine in arid regions where rainfall is insignificant 
throughout the growing season, but is impractical for supplemental irri-
gation scheduling because rainfall occurs sporadically throughout the 
growing season. 
Irrigating when the soil reaches a given moisture content is the 
most desirable for supplemental irrigation and is also easily incorpo-
rated into SIMAIZ. SIMAIZ calculates evapotranspiration daily and per-
forms a mass balance on the soil moisture. When the soil moisture reaches 
a certain level, irrigation can be signaled. 
A subroutine is incorporated into the overall model which controls 
irrigation. The user defined variables for this subroutine are potential 
plant available water (will vary with individual farms, H20CAP), amount 
of water which must be depleted from the soil profile before irrigation 
begins (H20DEF), and the amount of water to be applied when irrigation 
is performed (H20IRR) . A daily check is made to see if the difference 
between potential and actual (H20PRO) plant available water is less than 
H20DEF. When 
(H20CAP - H20PRO) < H20DEF (26) 
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the subroutine adds H20IRR to the rainfall term for that day. The actual 
demand of water, in inches per acre, from the reservoir is: 
DEMIRR = H20IRR/EFFS (27) 
where EFFS is the efficiency of the irrigation system in conveying water. 
By varying H20DEF and H20IRR for a given situation, several irrigation 
scheduling patterns can be considered. H20DEF enables the user to vary the 
moisture content of the soil which signals irrigation. H20IRR can equal 
H20DEF or it can be less than this value so the soil moisture would not be 
completely replenished. This would allow less actual rainfall to be wasted 
due to a recent irrigation completely refilling the soil profile. 
Once a reservoir volume has been determined which will supply water at 
all times, the reservoir volume is incrementally reduced. Calculations for 
all the years are made for each reservoir size. Consequently, there will 
be times when not enough water will be available in the reservoir for the 
desired irrigation application. When this occurs, the model will irrigate 
with the amount of water that is available, given it is above a minimum 
amount. To prevent the model from irrigating with an insignificant amount 
of water, a value (H20LIM) is defined which prevents irrigation from occur-
ring when the current volume falls below this value. In reducing the 
reservoir volume, it is possible that a situation will exist where, even 
when the reservoir is full, the volume of water is insufficient to meet 
the minimum requirement for irrigation. When this situation arises, the 
irrigation subroutine redefines the H20LIM term to be 95 percent of the 
potential volume of the reservoir. The results from varying H20IRR and 
H20DEF is contained in the sensitivity analysis. 
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ECONOMICS MODEL 
In an economic analysis, all cash flows are evaluated at some refer-
ence time. With the calculations performed in the previously discussed 
models, a yearly cash flow can be determined for pumping irrigation water, 
labor for running the irrigation system, yearly maintenance, and additional 
income from increased grain yield. In addition to yearly values, the cost 
of the irrigation water supply can also be determined. These values allow 
the operating costs, water storage costs, and benefits from irrigation to 
be known. An area neglected is the cost for the irrigation system itself 
(i.e. pipes, pump, and sprinklers). Arriving at a cost for the irrrigation 
system is a complicated procedure and varies considerably, depending on the 
type system and where and how it is purchased. Since this is the only 
value not considered, the results from an economic analysis would indicate 
the amount of capital available to invest in the irrigation system. This 
is the predicted parameter in the economics routine. 
Two water supply sources are considered; a well and a storage reser-
voir. The well is assumed to have an adequate water yielding capacity so 
that water supply is not a problem. This enables the grain yields, which 
resulted when the maximum reservoir size was determined, to be used for 
the well economics. The cost of constructing the well is an input, WELCST, 
dependent upon the required depth of the well. Pumping costs are increased 
by adding the additional head, WEillED, from the well to the total dynamic 
head term, TDH, in the pumping equation, given in equation 30. The well 
maintenance is a yearly expense figured as a percentage, PERCM, of the 
construction cost. 
MANTCS = WELCST x PERCM (28) 
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The labor costs and increased grain yield are the same as was calcu-
lated for the maximum reservoir size. 
To calculate the cost of the darn, it is necessary to know the volume 
of fill. Knowing the reservoir site topography, a relation between vol-
ume of storage water and dam size is made. The length of the dam can al-
so be measured from the topographic map. Hence, the total volume of 
earth to be moved in constructing the dam can then be calculated allow-
ing a means of determining reservoir construction cost in relation to 
reservoir volume. 
Reservoir cost was calculated from: 
Reservoir Cost= (Volume of Dam) x (Fill Price) + DAMCST (29) 
Fill price is an input which may vary for different locations.· A value of 
$2.00/CuM was recommended by the Soil Conservation Service in Kentucky as 
reasonable for small earth dams. DAMCST is used when additional expenses 
such as sealing problems and special outflow structures are encountered. 
Reservoir maintenance cost is figured as a percentage of the reservoir cost, 
which is an input to this model. 
Pumping costs are calculated knowing the volume of water pumped and 
the total dynamic head by: 
Pumping Cost= CKWH x TDH x HZOAD*AREAIR*.085308/(EFFP x EFFM) (30) 
where CKWH is the cost per kilowatt hour ¢/kilowatt hour; TDH is the total 
dynamic heat in feet, which will vary with the site; H20AD is the total 
volume of water pumped from the reservoir during each season in inches; 
EFFP is efficiency of pump_: EFFM is efficiency of motor; and AREAIR 
is the area irrigated. 
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The labor cost for system operation must also be estimated. This 
value will vary with different type systems and is an input to the model. 
To calculate total labor cost for the irrigation season, the labor cost 
for system operation is multiplied by the number of times irrigation was 
performed. 
The value of the increased yield is calculated from: 
Value of Increased Yield= Yield difference x GRPR (31) 
where GRPR is the price of grain and yield difference is the difference in 
yield for a given year due to irrigation. 
A present worth method of analysis was chosen using the cash flows 
previously described in order to account for the interest factor in invest-
ment. By using a present worth anaysis, a value is obtained allowing the 
farmer to determine the total amount of money he/she can invest in an ir-
rigation system. Another advantage to using a present worth analysis is that 
a separate constant inflation rate can be incorporated for each yearly cost 
value. If the farmer wants to see what would happen if labor costs inflated 
at a higher rate than corn prices, this is possible. Of course this would 
only serve to answer the question, "what if", as inflation is essentially 
impossible to predict and is almost never constant for any length of time. 
Prices could just as easily enter a period of deflation as increased infla-
tion. 
To account for yearly inflation (f) on a yearly cost (A), the follow-
ing relationship is formed: 
Cost in year 1 would be 
Cost in year 2 would be 
A 
A(l + f) 
Cost in year 3 would be 
Cost in yearn would be 
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A(l+ f) (l+ f) 
A(l+f) (n - 1) 
This method was also used by Chu (1980) to inflate yearly costs. 
To project each yearly cost (B) back to the present from yearn, 
using an interest rate (i) , the following equation is used: 
Present worth = B(l+ i), - n 
(32) 
(33) 
Combining equations 32 and 33, and summing over the life of the system N years, 
we have: 
PW = A(l+f)(n-1) x (l+i) (-n) 
where PW is the present worth value of yearly cost A. By combining all 
costs and benefits in their present worth value, the total present worth 
of the system is known. 
(34) 
By calculating a present worth of the system for each year of simu-
lation and each reservoir size, an average return on investment could be 
calculated over the period of simulation. To make this analysis mentioned 
above, the following steps need to be taken: 
(1) Calculate the yield increases due to irrigation and expenses of 
irrigating on a yearly basis; 
(2) Calculate the average present worth of the increased yield minus 
the increased annual cost due to irrigation (not including equip-
ment amortization) over the period of simulation; 
(3) Subtract the cost of the reservoir construction (or well construc-
tion) from the value obtained in (2). This will be the average 
cash available for investment in an irrigation system (CAIS). 
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An example is shown in Figure 3-18 for an irrigation system with a 10-year 
life. The characteristics of the watershed, crops analyzed, and invest-
ment costs are found in Appendix A 
To use the analysis system described above, cost and return decisions 
must be based only on the long term average values for return on invest-
ment without information on the level of risk involved on an annual basis, 
or over the life of the system. To develop information on the level of 
risk involved, one would need to simulate a large number of values (30 
to 40) for each point on the curve shown in Figure 3-18 and do a return 
period analysis on the results. Such a simulation would require either 
300 to 400 years of adequate weather records or the use of a technique 
to simulate daily maximum and minimum temperatures, and incoming solar 
radiation. Neither of these methods is presently feasible. 
An alternative approach would be to use the present worth values as 
outlined below: 
(1) On a yearly basis, calculate the yield increases, irrigation 
set up times, and volume of water pumped for each reservoir 
size evaluated; 
(2) Calculate the present worth of the yield increase minus the 
annual cost of irrigation for each year and reservoir size; 
(3) The capital available for investment in an irrigation system 
will be the amount figured in (2) above, minus the cost of 
the reservoir (or well); 
(4) Rank capital available for investment in an irrigation system 
for each reservoir size and calculate the associated probabil-
ity of occurrence. 
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An example of the output, for reservoir sizing, using this method out-
lined, is shown in Figure3-19for the example farm and watershed. If 
a reservoir of 40,000 cu meters was constructed for this site, in50percent 
of the years (point A) one could expect to have a return on investment 
if $13,000 or less were invested in the irrigation system itself (pipes, 
sprinklers, and pump). The calculated average value, from Figure 3-18, 
for a given reservoir size is considerably different from the 50 percent 
curve in Figure 3-19,which represents the mean value. The distribution 
of the curves in Figure3-19can explain why the mean and average values 
would differ so greatly. The interval between the 50%, 73%, and 96% curves 
is much less than the interval between the 50%, 27%, and 4% curves. The 
distribution also indicates that in many years the farmer would lose money 
due to an investment in irrigation while some years the profits will be 
very high, thus offsetting the loss experienced in the other years. 
In more humid areas, the rainfall is often adequate to meet the 
evaporative demands of the crop. Because of this, the farmer who irrigates 
has to expect that irrigation will not always produce significantly higher 
yields compared to the farmer who does not irrigate. The major benefits 
from irrigation are realized during drought years. During these years 
the farmer who irrigates can expect the same high yields experienced dur-
ing a good growing season, while the neighboring farmer who does not ir-
rigate will have disasterously low yields. This is indicated in Figure 3-19, 
in 73 percent of the years (point B) if one were paid $13,500 to take an 
irrigation system they would break even or make money. On the other hand, 
in 27 percent of the years (point C), one could afford to invest $70,000 
in an irrigation system and break even. 
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This type analysis could be used to offer farmers additional infor-
mation to help them decide whether to invest in an irrigation system; 
however, it essentially tells the investor the probability of recovering 
enough return on one's investment in any given year to meet the payment 
on the system at a given interest rate. Information is still needed on 
the level of risk over the life of the system. 
An approach to the analysis of risk over the life of the system can 
be developed using the Central Limit Theorem. The probabilities of the 
present worth values for a given reservoir size in Figure3-19were cal-
culated from a return period analysis on N years of record (25 in this 
case). These present worth values have a mean llCAISi (estimated by 
CAISi) and a standard deviation of crCAISi (estimated by ScArsi) where the 
subscription CAIS refers to the estimation made based on annual values 
for a given reservoir size. Based on the Central Limit Theorem, it can 
be shcrwn that the present worth, based on an average over m years of re-
turn, will be normally distributed with a mean of: 
llCAISm = llCAISi (35) 
and standard deviation of 
crcAISi 
crCAISm = 
,r;;;- (36) 
Using this fact and the standard normal curves, the risk (probability) levels 
can be developed for values of cash available for investment in an irrigation 
system based on an m year life (CAISm). 
The values in Figure 3-19 are transformed this way and plotted in Figure 
3-20. A comparison of Figures 3-19 and 3-20 can be made for any specific reservoir 
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size. We will use the example of 40,000 cu meters and look at the 50 
percent level. One could expect the increased return on investment of 
$13,000 in an irrigation system to more than meet the annual payment in 
50 percent of the years and be 50 percent sure of a return on invest-
ment of $35,000 (point A) amatorized over a life of 10 years. Looking at 
the 73 percent curve (Figure 3-19) one would have to be paid $13,500 to 
take an irrigation system to more than meet the annual payment in 73 per-
cent of the years; however, one can be 73 percent sure (Figure 3-2C) of 
a return on an investment of $25,000 (point B) in an irrigation system 
amatorized over the 10 year life. The difference in the two values is 
due to the fact that the annual return on investment more than meets the 
annual payment in most of the years. 
A comparison based on a given potential investment is a more ap-
propriate way of using Figures 3-19 and 3-20. For example, if one were 
considering investing in an irrigation system that cost $6,000, and 
constructing a 40,000 cu meter reservoir, Figure 3-20 would indicate a 
better than 96 percent chance of making a return on the investment over 
a 10 year system life. Figure 3-19 indicates that approximately 55 
percent of the years will have an increased return on investment equal 
to or greater than the annual payment required for the money invested. 
Therefore, using Figure 3-:o, the investor can determine the risk of ob-
taining a return on investment over the life of a system, and by using 
Figure 3-19, an estimate can be made of the probability of obtaining 
a return in any one year. The use of Figure 3-19 would only be important 
when cash flow is a problem and the investor is not willing to accept 
a high risk of no return on investment in any one year. Further examples 
of varying different parameters will be discussed in another chapter. 
CHAPTER IV 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR SURFACE WATER SUPPLY 
A sensitivity analysis is needed to evaluate the sensitivity of the 
economic output to the more important model inputs. The majority of in-
puts required for SIMAIZ were left constant, as they describe a typical 
variety of corn for the area simulated. Appendix A contains a complete 
listing of all the necessary data inputs from which 29 were selected for 
a sensitivity analysis. Table 4-1 shows each variable and the range of 
values used. In the sensitivity analysis, standard conditions were used 
for all conditions except the one being varied. The standard value 
selected is typical of that parameter in Kentucky. The high and low 
values were selected to include the range of conditions which might be 
expected in the midwest. 
First, the results from the reservoir economics will be examined. The 
average curve, as in Figure 3-18, is used in comparing the sensitivity of 
each input. The average curve for high, standard, and low values for each 
variable were plotted together and can be seen in Figures 4-1 through 4-26. 
The results are categorized in four groups. Those in which the economic 
output was: very sensitive, Figures 4-1 - 4-3; moderately sensitive, 
Figures 4-4 - 4-9; sensitive only for very small reservoir sizes other-
wise not sensitive, Figures 4-10 - 4-14 (this group contained values which 
affected runoff); and mildly sensitive, Figures 4-15 - 4-26. Table 4-3 
shows a tabulation of how each variable affected the output. 
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Table 4-1. Range of Values Used in Sensitivity Analysis. 
Variablelf Low Standard High 
(1) Water Yield Parameters 
VARI .35 .53 .70 
VAR2 .02 . 05 .08 
VAR3_ 3.75 5.86 10.00 
VAR4 .20 .44 .70 
AREARO 100.00 300.00 600.00 
(2) SIMAIZ Parameters 
POPNOI 18000 24000 30000 
AREA IR so 100 200 
u 6 12 18 
ALP AA 3 5 7 
(3) Reservoir Parameters 
QDSEP .05000 0.00000 .2000 
CK 0.00001 0.00004 0.0001 
Reservoir Shape Res. A Standard Res. B 
(4) Scheduling Parameters 
H20IRR 1.1 1.93 2.75 
H20CAP 3.0 5.50 8.00 
H20DEF 1.1 2.75 3.85 
(5) Economic Parameters 
FCOST 0.00 .06 .12 
FGRAN 
.06 0.00 .12 
XINT 
.06 .11 .18 
WELHED 50.00 100.00 200.00 
WELCST 800.00 950.00 1350.00 
PERMC 
.005 .02 .OS 
TOH 100.00 200.00 300.00 
EFEP 
.28 .53 . 75 
CKWH 
.03 .045 .06 
FillPR 1.00 1.50 3.00 
GRPR 2.00 3.00 5.00 
EXTDPR 0.00 2000.00 4000.00 
ALABOR 50.00 266.7 500.00 
LIFE 5.00 10.00 15.00 
1/ See Table 4-2 for definition. 
VARI 
VAR2 
VAR3 
VAR4 
AREARO 
POPNOI 
AREA IR 
u 
ALPHA 
QDSEP 
CK 
Table 4-2. Brief Definition of Important Parameters for 
Sensitivity Analysis. 
Maximum infiltration (inch/hour). 
Maximum possible seepage rate (inch/day). 
Maximum capacity which is less readily available for evapo-
transpiration (inches). 
A constant defining the fraction of seepage that become runoff. 
Area of watershed, units acres. 
The population density for nonirrigated corn. 
Area of corn to be irrigated, units acres. 
Amount of water that must evaporate from bare soil before it 
ceases to act as a free water surface (mm). 
Soil water conductivity. 
Deep seepage through the reservoir (inch/day). 
Hydraulic conductivity of the material comprising the least per-
meable section of the dam (feet/min). 
Reservoir Shape - Accounts for different reservoir topography. 
added at each irrigation. H20IRR 
H20CAP 
H20DEF 
FCOST 
FGRAN 
XINT 
WELHED 
WELCST 
PERMC 
TDH 
EFFP 
CKWH 
FILLPR 
GRFR 
EXTDPR 
A LABOR 
LIFE 
Amount of water in inches to be 
Available water held in soil to rooting depth, in inches. 
Water deficit below field capacity at which irrigation is 
started if no rain occurs that day (inches). 
An inflation rate for the irrigation expenses. 
An inflation rate for the price of corn. 
Interest rate on capital. 
The depth water must be pumped from if using a well (feet). 
The cost of constructing a well. 
A factor used to determine maintenance cost for the reservoir 
based on the cost of the reservoir. 
Total dynamic head (feet). 
Efficiency of pump. 
Cost per kilowatt hour ($/kilowatt hour). 
Fill price used to determine the cost of constructing the res-
ervoir based on the volume of soil moved in cubic years ($1.50/ 
cu yd). 
Average price of grain ($/bu) . 
Used when additional expenses are encountered for dam construc-
tion. 
Labor costs assumed for setting up the irrigation system for use. 
Expected life of the system used for economic calculations (years). 
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Table 4-3. Sensitivity to Inputs. 
Very Moderately Partially 
Sensitive Sensitive Sensitive 
(> 63%) (62% - 14%) * (see text) 
AREA IR FGRAN AREARO 
GRPR LIFE QDSEP 
H20CAP FILLPR VAR4 
XINT VAR3 
H20DEF VAR2 
u 
Percent change from standard condition. 
Mildly 
Sensitive and 
Insensitive 
(14%-0)* 
VARI 
Reservoir 
Shape 
H20IRR 
POPNOI 
CK 
ALPHA 
FCOST 
CKWH 
TDH 
ALABOR 
PERMC 
EXTDPR 
As expected, the area irrigated, AREAIR, had a significant effect 
on the economic output and maximum reservoir size, as can be seen in 
Figure 4-1. The values used for the sensitivity analysis were SO acres 
for low, 100 acres for standard, and 200 acres for high. The maximum 
reservoir size for irrigating 200 acres was over 170,000.0 cu meters. 
This was not plotted to keep the scale of the curves uniform. No other 
condition produced such a large reservoir. Obviously the more acres a 
system can irrigate, the more economical irrigation becomes. 
The price of corn, GRPR, had a significant effect on the economic 
output, as can be seen in Figure 4-2. The values used were $2.00 per 
bushel for low, $3.00 per bushel for standard, and $5.00 per bushel for 
high, as compared to standard and low. The results appear to be somewhat 
linear, 
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The potential plant available water, H20CAP, plays an important role 
in the economic output, as shown in Figure 4-3. The values used were 
3.0 inches for low, 5.5 inches for standard, and 8.0 inches for high. 
In this case, the 8.0 inches corresponds to the lowest curve in Figure 
4-3. At this value, the soil is able to store enough water to supply the 
crop with water during most drought periods, whereas with only 3.0 inches, 
irrigation is needed at more frequent intervals and the increase in yield, 
as compared to nonirrigated conditions, is much greater. Consequently, 
the benefits from irrigation are much greater. 
An inflation factor for the price of grain, FGRAN, had a moderate 
affect on available capital, as shown in Figure 4-4. In this case, the 
standard condition was O .0 because, traditionally, grain prices have not 
inflated at the same rate as the expenses of irrigation. The low value 
is .06 (6%) and the high value is .12 (12%). The results are as expected, 
with the standard being lowest and the increases being uniform for all 
reservoir sizes. This again shows hew important grain price is in irriga-
tion economics. 
The economic life over which the system is evaluated, LIFE, has a 
moderate affect on the economic output, as shown in Figure 4-5. The low, 
standard, and high values are 5 years, 10 years, and 15 years, respectively. 
As can be seen, as the years increase, the increased benefits on economic 
output become less. 
The interest rate on money, or cost of money used in the economic 
analysis, XINT, has a moderate affect on economics, as shown in Figure 
4-6. The values used were O. 6 for low, 0 .11 for standard, and O .18 for high. 
The benefits were uniform throughout the reservoir size. 
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The amount of water which must be depleted before irrigation begins, 
H20DEF, had a moderate affect on the economic output, and also affected 
the maximum reservoir size, as shown in Figure 4-7. The value used for 
low was 1.1 inches, which is a 20% depletion in plant available water; 
standard was 2.75 inches, or a 50% depletion; and high was 3.85 inches, 
or a 70% depletion. In this instance, the standard condition proved to 
be most economical. When 3.85 inches needed to be depleted before irri-
gation began, a smaller maximum reservoir size was needed. This is prob-
ably due to the longer duration between irrigation, allowing runoff to 
replenish the reservoir and also allowing rainfall to replenish the soil 
profile somewhat before irrigation is needed. The lower value of 1.1 inch 
depletion resulted in more frequent irrigations and .a larger maximum reser-
voir size was needed. Also, the more frequent labor costs began to 
be significant. The amount of water which must evaporate before the soil 
no longer acts as a free water surface, U, has a moderate affect on the 
economic output, as shown in Figure 4-8. The values used were 6 mm for 
low, 12 nnn for standard, and 18 mm for high. This value affects the rate 
of soil evaporation. The higher the U value, the longer water will evapo-
rate at a higher rate. 
The cost per cubic yard of fill for constructing the reservoir, FILLPR,. 
has a moderate affect on the economic output, as shown in Figure 4-9. The 
values used were: $1. 00/ cu yd for low, $1. SO/cu yd for standard, and $3. 00/ 
cu yd for high. The value of $1.50/cu yd was recommended by the Soil 
Conservation Service in Kentucky as a reasonable value for small earth 
darns. 
The area of the watershed which contributes to runoff, AREARO, affected 
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the volume of runoff, but did not have a large affect on CAIS, as shown 
in Figure 4-10. The values used were: 100 acres for low, 300 acres for 
standard, and 600 acres for high. The high value did result in a smaller 
maximum reservoir size which cannot be seen in the figure because the 
curves overlap beyond a 60,000.0 cu meter rese·rvoir volume. The area of 
the watershed did have a mild affect on the economics for very small 
reservoir volumes. The amount of water lost from the reservoir due to 
deep seepage, QDSEP, had only a mild affect on the economic output for 
the smaller reservoir sizes and had no affect on the larger reservoir 
sizes, as shown in Figure 4-11. The values used were: 0.05 in./day for 
low, 0.0 in./day for standard, and .2 in./day for high. 
The variables in Haan's runoff model were varied to determine their 
effect on the economic output. The values were obtained from a study 
done for several watersheds in Kentucky (Haan, 1975). Each 
variable was averaged to determine the value. The high and low values 
were determined by observing the range of values used and selecting rea-
sonable values from those used in the study. The fraction of deep seep-
age that becomes runoff, VAR4., affects the volume of runoff from the 
watershed, but does not have a large affect on CAIS, as shown in Figure 
4-12. The values used were: .2 for low, .44 for standard, and .7 for 
high. The high value required a smaller maximum reservoir size than did 
the other two values. This is difficult to see in Figure 4-12 due to 
the overlapping of the curves for reservoir sizes greater than 50,000 
cu. meters. VAR4 did have a mild affect on ·.the economics for reservoir 
volumes less than 50,000 cu meters. Two of the other variables for 
Haan's model had similar effects on the economic output, VAR3, Figure 
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4-13, and VAR2, Figure 4-14. VAR3 represents the maximum soil moisture 
capacity which is less readily available for evapotranspiration. The 
values used were: 3.75 inches for low, 5.86 inches for standard, and 
10.0 inches for high. VAR2 represents the maximum possible deep seep-
age rate. The values used were: 0.2 in./day for low, .05 in./day for 
standard, and .08 in./day for high. For both VAR3 and VAR2, the high 
values required a smaller maximum reservoir volume. The final value 
forHaan•smodel was VARI, which represents maximum infiltration, and 
showed no variation in results (Figure 4-15). The values used were: 
.35 in./hr for low, .53 in./hr for standard, and .7 in./hr for high. 
The cost of constructing the reservoir, as was explained in an 
earlier section, is based on the amount of fill required for the dam it-
self. The information needed from a topographic map is the pond area 
and width of the proposed dam site for incremental elevations. The 
standard values were obtained from the Soil Conservation Service for 
a reservoir site in Kentucky they were studying. The other two reser-
voir topographies were artificially generated to represent extremes, 
one being a very narrow dam for the volume contained in the reervoir 
(Reservoir B), and the other has a very wide dam for the volume of 
water contained in the reservoir (Reservoir A). The effects of dif-
ferent topographic sites had only a mild affect on the economics, as 
shown in Figure 4-16. Also shown are the stage storage curves for 
each reservoir shape. This result indicates that a detailed map of the 
reservoir site is not highly crucial to the analysis. 
The amount of water applied during each irrigation, H20IRR, had 
only a mild affect on economics (Figure 4-17). The values used were: 
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1.1 inches for low, which is 40% of what was depleted; 1.93 inches for 
standard, which is 70% of what was depleted; and 2.75 inches for high, 
which is 100% of what was depleted. 
The plant population density for irrigated and nonirrigated condi-
tions are inputted separately. The irrigated population density was 
set at 30,000 plants/acre, while the nonirrigated population density 
was varied. A population of 18,000 plants/acre was used for low, 24,000 
plants/acre was used for standard conditions, and 30,000 plants/acre was 
used for a high value. Varying population density had a mild affect on 
economics, as shown in Figure 4-18. Therefore, it is not crucial to 
have an exact estimate of plant population. The hydraulic conductivity 
of the material comprising the least permeable section of the dam, CK, 
had no affect on the economic output, as shown in Figure 4-19. The values 
used were: .00001 ft/min. for low, .00004 ft/min. for standard, and .0001 
ft/min. for high. 
ALPHA is used to calculate soil evaporation during stage 2 drying 
and is dependent on the hydraulic properties of the soil. The effects of 
varying ALPHA had only a mild affect on the economic output, as shown in 
Figure 4-20. The values used were: 3 for low, S for standard, and 7 for 
high. 
The remaining variables had a direct affect on the yearly expenses 
of irrigation. Only a mild affect resulted on the economics, ·which can 
be seen in Figures 4-21 through 4-26. FCOST is a factor which allows 
irrigation expenses to inflate at a separate rate than grain price. A 
0.0 inflation rate was used for low, .06 (6%) for standard, and 0 .. 12 
(12%) for high. Standard conditions for inflating grain price was 0.0, 
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the reason for this is that, traditionally, the price of grain has not 
maintained the same inflation rate as farming expenses. CKWH is the cost 
per kilowatt hour used in calculating energy usage for pumping. Most farm 
energy usage is not calculated, based only on the kilowatt usage. Gen-
erally, a graduated cost is figured, depending upon the total usage. A 
base cost is usually charged during the off season when the irrigation sys-
tern is not in use. The standard price of 4.5¢/kilowatt hour was arrived 
at based on a study by Griffiths.!/, where the total electrical costs for 
a year were divided by the kilowatt hours used for that year. This was 
also the average price the local electric company used. The low of 3¢/ 
kilowatt hour and high of 8¢/kilowatt hour were a reasonable range for a 
Kentucky condition. The values for total dynamic head, TOH, also used 
for calculating pumping expenses, ranged from 100 ft for low, 200 ft for 
standard, and 300 ft for high. The total labor cost for irrigation is 
based on the number of times during the season irrigation was needed and 
the cost of operating the system. The cost of operating the system, ALABOR, 
was also obtained from Griffiths.!/, in which he quoted the cost of labor 
per acre for the growing season with six irrigations needed during the 
season. A hand-moved system was considered high. For 100 acres this 
would be $500.00 per irrigation. A semi-automatic system was considered 
standard. For 100 acres this would be $267.00 per irrigation. A fully 
automatic center pivot was considered low. For 100 acres this would be 
$50.00 per irrigation. The annual reservoir maintenance expense is based 
1/ Griffiths, Richard (1980) Personal Communication, Extension Irriga-
tion Engineer, ut-ah State University. 
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on a percentage of the reservoir construction cost, PE~~C, Values used 
for this were: .005 for low, .02 for standard, and .OS for high. The 
last expense considered, EXTDPR, accounts for any extra expense encountered 
when constructing the reservoir such as special outflow structures or 
sealing problems which may exist. Values used for this were $0.0 for 
low, $2,000.00 for standard, and $4,000.00 for high. 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR GROUNDWATER SUPPLY 
The average values from the sensitivity analysis for pumping from 
a well is tabulated in Table 4-4. Only one well was assumed to be re-
quired, which may be a problem with large acreages. The number of wells 
needed for an individual farm will vary depending on the pumping capacity 
of the well and the size of the farm. This would be known when evaluat-
ing a specific farm. 
Two additional variables must be defined which affect the economics 
of irrigation when using groundwater. These variables are: WELCST and 
WELllED. WELCST is the cost of constructing the well or wells. Costs 
determined from well drillers as typical of Kentucky are: $6.50/ft for 
low, $8.00/ft for standard, and $12.00/ft for high drilling costs. In 
all cases it also cost $7.50/ft for 20 ft of casing for the well. WELllED 
is the depth of the well and is added to the total dynamic head of the 
irrigation system when calculating pumping cost. The values used were: 
50 ft for low, 100 ft for standard, and 200 ft for high. 
The results of the sensitivity analysis on well economics are tabu-
lated in Table 4-4. The table value is the cash available for purchasing 
the irrigation system, pumps, and pipes after all other costs are considered. 
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Table 4-4. Average Values for Sensitivity Analysis of Well Economics. 
Variable High Standard Low 
FGRAN*** 93459 53597 70672 
FCOST** 46398 53597 58107 
XINT** 42785 53597 63751 
H20IRR* 52978 
" 51837 PERMC* 53433 
" 53677 WELCST* 53152 
" 53765 WELHED* 50914 
" 56280 EFFP* 55959 
" 45211 H20DEF** 47279 
" 33356 GRPR*** 98391 " 31201 CKWH* 50915 
" 56280 H20CAP*** 14664 
" 112045 AREAIR*** 108249 
" 26273 LIFE* 65310 
" 33581 ALABOR* 49669 " 57247 POPNOI* 59828 53597 55681 
*** strong effect 
** moderate effect 
* mild to no effect 
It can be observed from Table 4-4 that FGRAN, GRPR, H20CAP, and 
AREAIR had the most significant effect on well economics. FCOST, XINT, 
and H20DEF had a moderate affect on well economics, as shown in Table 
4-4; and the remaining seemed to have only a mild affect on well economics. 
The sensitivity analysis indicated that some inputs were more sensi-
tive than others. The more sensitive inputs for both the well and reser-
voir economics were: AREAIR, the area irrigated acres; GRPR, the price 
of grain $/bushel; H20IRR, the amount of water applied during one irri-
gation; FGRAN, the inflation rate for grain price; LIFE, the economic 
life of the system; XINT, the interest rate on capital; H20DEF, the amount 
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of water which must be depleted before irrigation begins; and U, the amount 
of water which must evaporate from the soil surface before the soil ceases 
to act as a free water surface. Great care should be observed when de-
fining these inputs. If the user is unsure of the exact value for any of 
the above inputs, a range of values can be simulated indicating the expected 
range of results. Definitions and standard values for all inputs are found 
in Appendix A. 
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Figure 4-9. Sensitivity of CAIS to the fill price for constructing the dam. 
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Figure 4-10. Sensitivity of CAIS to area generating runoff (AREARO). 
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Figure 4-11. Sensitivity of CAIS to deep seepage through the reservoir. 
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CHAPTER V 
RECOMMENDED PROCEDURES FOR MODEL USAGE 
The model presented in this report can be used as a tool for examin-
ing different irrigation alternatives for corn and assist the farmer in 
the investment decision. The farmer who is considering investing in an 
irrigation system, or who wants to consider different irrigation manage-
ment systems, could describe the farm, the variety of corn used, and the 
water supply; and use the model to examine the expected economic results 
from irrigating. By varying the data set, different irrigation strate-
gies and financial situations can be simulated. 
It was shown in the sensitivity analysis that some variables are 
much more important than others under Kentucky conditions. Table 4-3 
shows the distribution of the variable sensitivity, The variables, whi.ch 
were very sensitive, should be determined much more carefully and as ac-
curately as possible. If this is not possible, then a range of values 
should be used before a final decision of whether or not to invest is 
made. 
In the sensitivity analysis, only the average curves were considered. 
Although these curves do help in determining the amount of capital avail-
able for investment in an irrigation system, they co not indicate the 
level of risk involved in the investment. Curves should be generated 
which illustrate the level of risk associated with the investment in ir-
rigation. In Chapter III curves were generated which show the probability 
of making enough money in any one year to make the payment on the irrigation 
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system (Figure 3-4) and the probability of breaking even on the irrigation 
investment over the life of the irrigation system (Figure 3-5). These 
curves should be generated for each alternative which is simulated. Before 
the simulations are made, the farmer must decide which management considera-
tions and economic conditions to evaluate. One point which must be kept 
in mind is the cost of running the simulation model. At the present time, 
it costs approximately $25.00 to make one simulation. It is also im-
portant to know what type of irrigation systems are practical for the 
type of land and available labor. The type of system will influence the 
labor expense, the number of acres that can be irrigated, amount of water 
applied during one irrigation, and the total dynamic head of the system. 
When using IRRICON, the following steps should be taken: 
(1) Determine what type of water supply will be used; either pump-
ing from a well or storage reservoir. If pumping from a welf; 
the water yielding capacity and depth must be know~ so the 
total number and cost of wells can be determined along with 
the additional head used for calculating pumping costs. If a 
reservoir is needed, then the volume of water flowing into the 
reservoir must be known. Haan's water yield model is used in 
IRRICON to calculate volume of flow. Ideally, a couple of 
years of gaged runoff will be available, so the variables to 
Haan•s model can be optimized as described in Chapter III. Or, 
if no gaged streamflow is available, the variables can be cal-
culated from measurable watershed characteristics as described 
in Chapter III. In the sensitivity analysis, the variables 
to Haan's model were only partially sensitive to economic out-
' 
1/ 
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put when varied; therefore, only a reasonable estimate is 
necessary)) 
(2) Once a water supply has been decided upon, a description of the 
site is needed, Assuming a reservoir is to be constructed, a 
topographic survey is needed for the site to determine the pond 
area and the centerline width of the embankment for incremental 
elevations (MIS). Additional site descriptions would be: water-
shed area contributing to the runoff, AREARO (PS); acres to be 
irrigated, AREAIR (VS); plant available water to the rooting depth 
in the field to be irrigated (VS); and Ritchie's (1972) parameters 
ALPHA and U (MIS and VS). ALPHA and U can be determined for the 
soil in the field by conducting a soil drying test as indicated 
in Chapter III, and as described in Ritchie (1972). 
(3) Information on the proposed dam must be gathered. The vertical 
distance from riser to the top of the dam, ZZ (IS), in feet; 
the angle formed by downstream and upstream faces of the dam 
and the ground surface, ANG (IS); the hydraulic conductivity 
of the material comprising the least permeable section of the 
dam, CK (IS), ft/min.; and the top width of the dam, W (IS), ft. 
Default values are assumed in the model when zeros are used. 
In further discussion of input parameters, the terms are labeled as 
very sensitive (VS), moderately sensitive (MOS), mildly sensitive 
(MIS), partially sensitive (PS), and insensitive (IS), depending on 
sensitivity of the economic output to parameter variation. Careful 
consideration should be given to the VS and MOS parameters, reason-
ably correct estimates are sufficient for MIS and PS parameters, and· 
rough estimates are sufficient for IS parameters. 
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The default values are: ZZ = 5 ft, ANG= 3, CK= .00004 ft/min., 
and W = 12 ft. 
(4) Additional terms which should be defined for dam construction 
are DAMCST and FILLPR. DAMCST (MIS) allows for additional ex-
penses for special outflow structures or sealing problems. 
FILLPR (MOS) is the fill price used to determine the cost of 
constructing the reservoir based on the volume of soil in cubic 
yards needed in constructing the reservoir. The value used for 
calculating deep seepage through the reservoir, QDSEP (PS), must 
also be defined, depending upon the material comprising the 
reservoir site. 
(5) Once the physical characteristics of the site are defined, the 
values for the corn model must be defined. Ideally, a few years 
of recorded yields are available so that the model can be cali-
brated to the site in question. If this is not possible, rea-
sonable values should be assigned. In Appendix A, after the 
definition of each term, values recommended by Duncan are given, 
and at the end of the definition, the values used in calibrating 
the model to Lexington, Kentucky; Logan, Utah; and Davis, Cali-
fornia are given. This should assist the user in assigning 
values. 
(6) The next step is to define the type of irrigation system, manage-
ment strategy, and economic considerations. The terms directly 
affecting the irrigation system are: total dynamic head from 
the reservoir to the sprinkler head, TDH (MIS); efficiency of 
the pump, EFFP (MIS); and efficiency of the motor, EFFM. 
The terms directly affecting the management strategy are: amount 
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of plant available water in the soil profile, HZOPRO (VS); the 
water deficit below field capacity which signals irrigation, 
HZODEF (MOS); amount of water in inches to be added at each 
irrigation, H20IRR (MIS); lower limit for irrigation applica-
tion amount, H20LIM (MIS); and term used to signal saving a 
volume of water in the reservoir until pollination begins, 
IRPLAN. The terms affecting economic considerations are: 
interest rate on capital, XINT (MOS); inflation rate for labor, 
FLAB (MIS); inflation rate for pumping cost, FPUM (MIS); infla-
tion rate for maintenance, FMAN (MIS); inflation rate for grain 
price, FGRAN (MOS); the anticipated price for grain, GRPR (VS); 
labor expense for setting up and running the irrigation system, 
ALABOR (MIS); a factor to determine reservoir maintenance cost, 
PERMC (MIS); and the expected life of the system for economic 
calculations, LIFE (MOS). Since it is impossible to forecast 
inflation rates and interest rates, it is desirable to make 
simulations using several rates and make a decision based on 
a comparison of the results. 
(7) The final set of inputs which must be considered is the climatic 
variables. For Lexington, Kentucky, a weather tape has been 
generated which has 25 years of daily maximum and minimum tempera-
tures, precipitation, and cloud cover. A solar radiation term 
is needed which is calculated using cloud cover as explained in 
Chapter III. If a climatic data set must be generated, be sure 
the above climatic values are defined. 
Once all the data has been accumulated, the simulations can be run. 
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An example of how the different alternatives can be examined is 
given. In this case, variations considered are the amount of water de-
pleted from the soil profile when irrigation is signaled. Values of 
1.1 in. and 3. 85 in. are used. For each case, two sets of curves are 
generated, as explained in the economic section in Chapter III. 
In Figures 5-1 and 5-2, a value of 1.1 was used for H20DEF, and 
in Figures 5-3 and 5-4, a value of 3.85 was used for H20DEF. Initially, 
it can be seen that a smaller maximum reservoir size was determined for 
the 3.85 in. soil water depletion. Irrigation would not be as frequent 
and the reservoir would have more time to fill up in between irrigations. 
For each case, the maximum CAIS value (capital available for investment 
in irrigation system) occurred for about a 30,000 cu meter reservoir. 
For a 30,000 cu meter reservoir, the CAIS values are higher for both 
the annual value curves and the average over the life of the system. 
Based on these curves, it could be recommended that a 30,000 cu meter 
reservoir be constructed and irrigation should be initiated when 3.85 
inches of plant available water has been depleted. 
These curves can be generated for a variety of conditions, enabling 
the user to visually compare the results from different simulations. 
It must be remembered that this model should be used as a tool and 
that good management judgement must be made before any final decision 
is made. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A simulation model, IRECONS, has been presented which uses the 
Duncan SIMAIZ Model to simulate evapotranspiration and corn yields, 
and the Haan Water Yield Model to simulate water flow into a storage 
reservoir. These models are linked with a reservoir water balance 
routine and a present worth analysis to simulate the economics of 
irrigating corn for a variety of rese1-voir sizes. All procedures 
are described. A sensitivity analysis is presented on select inputs 
and a recommended procedure for model usage is defined. 
The sensitivity analysis indicated that some inputs were more 
sensitive than others. The more sensitive inputs for both the well 
and reservoir economics were: the area irrigated (acres), the price 
of grain ($/bushel), the amount of water applied during one irrigation (in.), 
the inflation rate for grain price, the economic life of the system, 
the interest rate on capital, the amount of water which must be de-
pleted before irrigation begins, and the amount of water which must 
evaporate from the soil surface before the soil ceases to act as a 
free water surface. Great care should be observed when defining these 
inputs. 
The remaining inputs analyzed in the sensitivity analysis only 
mildly or partially affect the economic output. These inputs are 
summarized in Table 4-3. The definitions are found in Table 4-2. 
Because the economic output was only mildly or partially sensitive 
to variation in the later parameter values, a good approximation of 
the value is sufficient. 
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IRECONS can serve as a valuable tool for the farmer trying to 
make a decision of whether or not to invest in an irrigation system, 
or for the farmer wanting to examine different management strategies 
for an existing irrigation system. With appropriate field reconnais-
sance and calculations, input data forIRRECONS can be characterized. 
This capability is important, particularly when the economics of ir-
rigation is questionable. IRECONS allows its user to examine the ef-
fects of different economic and management options on the economics 
of irrigating corn. 
The major calculations in IRECONS are carried out in subroutine 
form. This allows for easier updating when more reliable methods of 
calculation are developed through further research. Research regard-
ing evapotranspiration and soil moisture effects on plant growth is 
one area where the development of more reliable methods of calcula-
tion would improve IRECONS' reliability. 
At the present time, IRECONS simulates only corn growth. An 
improvement would be to incorporate growth models for other crops. 
Another improvement would be to consider the length of time required 
to complete one irrigation, and instead of depleting the water needed 
for irrigation from the reservoir in one day, distribute the rate of 
water usage over the time period needed for irrigation. 
APPENDIX A 
DEFINITIONS AND TYPICAL VALUES 
KPCORN - the number of daily plant descriptions in the three tables 
that will follow. (Three per card) (255) 
XPCORN - contains daily descriptions of the weights of different parts 
of a corn plant for three maturity classes. Values found at 
end of Appendix B. 
PTABLE - a photosynthesis table relating radiation, LAI, and daily 
photosynthesis per plant. Values found at end of Appendix B. 
EVAPK - a curve relating soil moisture deficit and evapotranspiration. 
Value found at end of Appendix B. 
XSTRES - a curve relating soil moisture deficit and plant stress. 
Values found at end of Appendix B. 
VARl - maximum infiltration ( .53) 
VAR2 - maximum possible seepage rate (.0496) 
VAR3 - maximum capacity which is less readily available for evapo-
transpiration (5.858) 
VAR4 - constant defining the fraction of seepage that becomes runoff 
( .44) 
RMU volume of water in soil which is readily available for 
evapotranspiration (1. SJ 
RML volume of water in soil which is less readily available 
evapotranspiration (.5) 
EVAPFC - factor relating pan evaporation to evapotranspiration. 
DRYFAC 
Example (.75) 
arbitrary daily fraction of grain moisture lost per day. 
Example (.SO) 
for 
RESUSF - maximum part of reserves which can be mobilized in a day. 
Example (.10) 
RESPFC - growth-related respiration rate. (RB, active respiration) 
Example (.30) 
BMETFC - mass related respiration. (RO, basal metabolism) Example (. 001) 
SLKINF - physiological iays required for ear-shoot development under 
favorable conditions. Example (9) 
KERFIX - days after pollination kernels are considered latent. Example 
(7) 
PRESAD - rate reserves are built up in competition with other growth. 
Example (.1) 
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DAYDEG - average number of degree days per day, (22) 
SETMIN - base or minimum temperature for degree day calculations. 
Example (SO) 
TMPOPT - maximum temperature for degree day calculations. Example (86) 
HARVST - moisture percentage at which corn is to be harvested. Example 
(20) 
GRNSLO days from slow-down in rate of grain growth to black-layer. 
Example (5) 
XLEFGI - factor for arbitrarily changing leaf-stalk ratio. Example 
(1.3) 
FMULCH - factor modifying surface evaporation. (Used to simulate no-till) 
Example (.1 to 1.0) 
VTRTEX - exponent for modifying calculated effect of stress during 
vegetative growth. (Affects kernel numbers) Example (1) 
H20PRO - inches of water in profile at first climatic information. 
Example (5.5) 
STLAEX - exponent for modifying calculated effect of stresses on rate 
of leaf area development. Example (1) 
TLEFFC - exponent for modifying calculated effect of temperature on 
the rate of leaf photosynthesis. Example (.10) 
RUNAVG - days in moving average for various calculations. Example (12) 
PRSMXF 
H20CAP 
PNWLFX 
factor relating maximum reserves permitted to plant weight. 
Example (1.5) 
available water held in soil in rooting depth, in inches. 
Example (5.5) 
fraction of leaf area assumed to be actively growing and 
hence unable to export all of its photosynthate. Example (.1) 
XERH20. kernel moisture present at black layer maturity. Example (30) 
STYLEF - leaf area difference in dM2 between maturity groups. Example 
(20) 
OILFAC - factor for reducing grain weight to account for oil content. 
Example (.95) 
XSKREX - exponent for adjusting calculated factor for kernel number 
reduction by silk-period stresses. Example (1) 
BARREN - average daily rate of photosynthesis per plant below which 
barrenness begins. Example (2.8) 
U - amount of water that must evaporate from bare soil before it 
ceases to act as a free water surface. Example (12) 
ALPHA - soil water conductivity. Example (5) 
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Varietal characteristics 
with STYLE= 1 (early maturity) CLASSM can be+ or -2 
with STYLE= 2 (standard maturity) CLASSM can be+ or -5 
with STYLE= 3 (late maturity) CLASSM can be+ or -8 
STYLE - the maturity classification of the variety. 
intermediate= 2, late or full season= 3) 
(early= 1, 
(2) 
CLASSM - fine adjustment of maturity classification in days later ( - ) , 
or days earlier ( + ) than standard. (0) 
WTKERN - the weight of an average kernel for the variety being simu-
lated. (. 33) 
CORNMX - approximate weight of a whole plant grown under ideal condi-
tions at a low plant population. Example (500) 
EARMAX - maximum weight of the grain on a full ear. Example (200) 
EARNMX - maximum expected ears per stalk at low plant population. 
USTEMF 
Example (2) 
the normal ratio between grain weight and stalk weight (less 
reserves) under favorable conditions. Example (4.0) 
PCORRF - a factor for adjusting the photosynthetic rate of the variety 
to account for differences in this. Example (.8 to 1.5) 
KERNLF - a factor for adjustment of the potential kernel number. Example 
(1) 
YNGLAR - the initial leaf area of the seedling at emergence. Example 
(. 07) 
XSTDLA - the expected final leaf area per plant at low population. 
Example (110) 
PLAIFC the slope of the regression relating the log of leaf area per 
plant to the log of the plant population. Example (.7) 
STDECL - the days after silking when decline of leaf area starts. (10) 
DCRATE - the linear rate of leaf decline (fraction of maximum area 
per day). (. 005) 
GRNSTU - the lag in the start of grain growth after pollination .. 
Example (6.00) 
TTLC - provision for the name or other identification of the variety 
being simulated. 
H20LIM - lower limit for irrigation application amount. (0 .5) 
POPPLT - plant population in plants per acre. (30000) 
H20DEF - water deficit below field capacity at which irrigation is 
started if no rain occurs that day, in inches. (2. 75) 
H20IRR - amount of water in inches to be added at each irrigation. 
(1.93) 
NYEAR - number of years of weather information to be used. (25) 
ISR the number of divisions the reservoir volume is to be divided 
into. (10) 
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PANCHG - a one punch in colunm 70 signals that pan evaporation is to 
be used instead of calculating evaporation by the Penman 
equation. (0) 
IRPI.AN - a value of 1 indicates normal irrigation, a value of 2 indi-
cates that water is to be saved for irrigation during pollina-
tion. (1) 
AREAIR - area of corn to be irrigated, units acres. (100) 
AREARO - area of watershed, units acres. (300) 
ZZ - vertical distance from riser to top of dam, units feet. 
ANG - angle formed by downstream and upstream faces and the ground 
surface. 
CK - hydraulic conductivity of the material comprising the least 
permeable section of the dam, ft/min. 
W - top width of the dam, units feet. 
H - initial height of dam, units feet. (17) 
HV - number of width readings. (42) 
HH - increment for reading on pond area, 
HA - number of readings for pond area. 
units inches. ( 12) 
HFIX - maximum height for dam, units feet. 
(27) 
(22) 
NEWSIZ number of days dam may be dry before incrementing size. (1) 
SAVIRR - amount of water to be saved for irrigation during pollination 
period, units are inches/irrigated area. (0.0) 
This is where PR, the rainfall distribution curve for an hour, is read. 
Values are found at end of Appendix B. 
PERMC - a factor used to determine maintenance cost for the reservoir 
based on the cost of the reservoir. (.02) 
FI.AB - an inflation rate for labor. ( .06) 
FPUM - an inflation rate for pumping cost. (.06) 
FMAN - an inflation rate for maintenance cost. (.06) 
FGRAN - an inflation rate for the price of corn. (0) 
POPNOI - the population density for nonirrigated corn. 
WELHED - the depth water must be pumped from if using 
WELCST - the cost of constructing a well. (950) 
(24000) 
a well. (100) 
QDSEP - accounts for deep seepage through the reservoir. (.0) 
This is where WIDTH, which is the cross-sectional length of the dam, and 
PACRE, which is the pond area, are read in for each elevation for the 
proposed dam site. Values found at end of Appendix B. 
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This section reads in HD, the rainfall distribution curve, for 24 hours. 
Values found at end of Appendix B. 
This section reads in the potential daily evapotranspiration/month, 
Values found at end of Appendix B. 
This section reads in the percent sunshine 
values from the weather data tape, SUN(I). 
Appendix B. 
XINT - interest rate on capital. (.11) 
TDH - total dynamic head. (200) 
EFFP - efficiency of pump. (.53) 
EFFM - efficiency of motor. (.90) 
CKWH - cost per kilowatt hour. (.045) 
associated with the integer 
Values found at end of 
FILLPR - fill price used to determine the cost of constructing the 
reservoir based on the volume of soil moved in cubic yards 
$1.50/cu yd, 
GRPR - average price of grain. (.3. O) 
EXTDPR - used when additional expenses are encountered for darn construc-
tion. (2000) 
ALABOR - labor costs assumed for setting up the irrigation system for 
use. (267) 
LIFE - expected life of the system used for economic calculations. (10) 
ISTA - weather station number. 
IYR - year 
JM - month 
IIDAY - day 
JULL - Julian day number. 
TTMAX - maximum daily temperature (degree 
TTMIN - minimum daily temperature (degree 
RR - precipitation (inches). 
CA - average cloud cover (tenths). 
Data changes for Lexington, Kentucky - 1978 
DRYFAC - 1 
HARVST - 25 
H20PRO - S 
TLEFFC - . 5 
H20CAP - S 
F). 
F) . 
YSTEMF - 3 .9 
PCORRF - 1. 2 
POPPLT - 20i00 to 25000 
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Data changes for Davis, California - 1974 and 1975 
DRYFAC - 1 
DAYDEG - 20 
XLEFGI - . 99 
H20PRO - 16.5 
H20CAP - 16.5 
U - 7 
CORNMX - 390 
EARNMX - 1.3 
YSTEMF - 3.9 
PCORRF - .9 
POPPLT - 25300 
Data changes for Utah 
DRYFAC - 1 
DAYDEG - 20 
H20PRO - 7.5 
H20CAP - 7.5 
XSKREX - .9 
u - 9 
STYLE 1 
CLASSM - -2 
CORNMX - 400 
EARMAX - 210 
EARNMX - 1 
YSTEMF - 3.5 
PCORRF - .95 
POPPLT - 34800 
1974 
Data changes for Utah 1975 (variety changed from 19i4) 
DRYFAC - 1 
DAYDEG - 20 
H20PRO - 7.5 
H20CAP - 7.5 
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Data changes for Utah 1975 - continued 
XSKREX - .9 
BARREN - 3.2 
u - 9 
STYLE - 1 
CLASSM - -5 
CORNMX - 410 
EARMAX - 210 
EARNMX - 1.3 
YSTEMF - 3.5 
PCORRF - .95 
POPPLT - 34800 
APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER LISTING AND INPUT DATA 
DI~ENSICJ FI.Ja6L~(11,20) ,XS'!i:i.ES(1t) ,EVlFK(11) ,:lIDTH(6C) ,l?AC3.E{65}, 
1 STD P. "1 ( 6 5) , CD ( 2 4) , PE'I' ( 12) , rcoR N ( 26 C, 5) , CL I 1'11! ( 3 6 6 , 6) , Ei ( 3 6 6) , E=TS ~LZ 
1 t 317) , J ~c < 3 6 C) , ID ,1, y ( 360 l , so r L • 1 ( ; 11 , 1 Ol , sc1 t {, o) , s UN t 1 t > , cc.\ t36 6) , 
1HR(24) ,aC(36E) ,CAYI!IX(366) ,IlllR{25) ,J.:1(2=,3E6) ,IIt.\t(~S,366), 
1JUL.I.(25,J66) ,!'!~Al (2.:,366} ,'!T~It-.(25,366) ,P3(25,366} ,C..l(25,36E) 
1 X S'!C R ( 2 :} ,.IP AC Ii E ( 2 5} , I iI CT H ( 3 5) , De ( 3 5) , X CI E f (2 5, 2 5) , 
L\ ( 25 , 21S) , BE I !i'l ( 2 S , 2 '5) , VC LC d:1 ( 3 5) , YI! I l:'j ( 2 5 , 2 5) , H20 .:\ t ( 2 S, 2 5) 
tNSETULl\25,25) ,1PR(25} 
OI?!:I::?iSICN E'R (10) ,ROFF (25,360) 
I~T!GEB*2 IYRR,J~,IlCAY,JULt,IDAY,J~C 
!EAL ~EBFIX,Lll,LATUDE,~I~UtS,~INflC,ILY!A1,NE~OlY,LlF9T,~E6~AX, 
1KERH2C,iERPC1,11~!lC,lYTTYM,MYTAVG,KfRCJY,KE!SU3,KES~C~,KLXlAT, 
1L!FCEC,!E2~LF,lO,tL 
ItfT'E:GZ~ OAY7;C,{1C,DAZ:E, ~A,SV,HAI,H,EFIX,EF.,EVAP,i?:lCEL:1 
~······································································· C !~CC~~ IS !HE :ia~EE~ OE CAilY PLAUT CESC~I~!!C~S I3 19! !E;EE ~AELES THAT 
C '.1111 !CllCi. ('!'Bn"EE: i?::'.F C~FIC) 
c••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
:?E!C{::,1C31) K~CCRJ 
~······································································· C• JCPCC!?N C0~'!.\!!15 CAI.l..Y O!SC:t!P'!IO~S Of 1RZ li!IGHTS Of tifF!RE9T PAEi':S 
C• CF ~ cc~~ Fti~t ECF !Ha!! ~1TU3ITY Ct1SSES. 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
J EJI.C (5, 1000) ( (FC02N IJ ,K) ,ii:>=1,5) ,J=l ,KFCCBN) 
1000 FOR:HT(15FS.C) 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C P!lBLE IS l P60~0SYNTHESIS !A3t! RELl!lNG aAtI1!ICN, LdI, ANt C1IlY 
C EUOTCSYN~gfSIS PER ~LlN!. 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
R 'EA C ( 5, 100 ill ( (P '!la LE (J, K) , !t= 1, 2 01 , J =,, 17} 
1004 FCR~A! (20F4.1) 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c• 1ST2ES IS ~ caavE RZll'IING SOit ~OISTOE! C!!ICIT !NO FLltT S~RESS. 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
?.E~D (5, 1005) (X!:T:l:ES {J) ,J-=1, 11) 
T9. I'I~ (6, 1005) (XSTR.eS (J) .,J= l, 1 l) 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c• E~l?K IS 1 CO~VE SELA!IllG SCIL ~CISTUE! CZ!lCI~ lND rviEC73A]SPIRAT!O~. 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~~At(5,1CC5) (EV.:\~~(J) ,J.::1,11) 
WRITE(o,1005) (EV.HK(J) ,J=l,11) 
1005 :OR!'!AT { 15F5 .. 2) 
HNC3l=O. 
PLTSO~=C. 
CPCA'IE-=0. 
LOP rs= 10 
c ····-····················· ,. ............................................... . 
C* V~3S1 ~AXI~U3 INfIL!Bl'IIO~ 
C* VA~a2 JAiian~ POSSIStf SEEPAGE RA1E 
C* VAR03 !SE lAXI~U~ C~PlCITY iHICS IS L!SS S!lCILY lVAIL~ELE FOR EVl?CTR~US?!R 
C• VA!34 ; CCNS~ANT CfFINI8G !HE FB1Ct!CN CP SE£F~GE THA1 E!CO!!S !UlOPF. 
c• R~U 70LU~E Of ~l7!R IN SCIL iHICH rs ~fltI!Y 1VJ!ll8LE FC~ EV~~CT!AN3?!~1TIO~ 
C• R!l 7Ctilj! Of ~ATE2 I~ SCIL iHlCR 13 LESS ;E~CilY lVlILAfL! FCR EVAPOTRlNS?~? 
c••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
a c: 1 c < s, 1 a J J) ,, ;\ s a 1, v ARE 2 , ·, ! P. e J , "11, FE r.i. , :t ~ t , sea 
:lR I!! (6 , 1 03 3) V :l RB l , i AR E2, VA H CJ, V:.. f E Ll , 5 ~ L, ~:1U 
10,J ,oa~.1T(6,10.:q 
12 '?~C8L:1-=1 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C EVAPFC !AC?Ca ;ELA1!~G ?IN EVlECRA!ION TC EVAPC!~A~S~l5~!IC3. !X~j2LZ(.7~) 
C DBYF!C AiE1!2~i7 CAilY Fi~C~!C1 CE GRAIN ~CISTURZ LOS! ~ES C~Y .. EIA~?LE ( .. SO) 
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C 5.i:SUSF ii;\Xl:10~ P.\3T OF BESEP:'JES '.iiHICH C.\N ;!I i·!OE.!LIZEC Itl ,\ DlY. EY.\~PLl:: {.10} 
C RES:?FC G30iiTH•gEL.;'!:E:C R!S~I?..4.RIO~ 2.ATE. (JE,.\CTIVE E..ES!:=IFATION) EXlMPLZ ( .. 3·1) 
C Ea.ETFC ,1.,ss 3EL.\'::EC 5EStlfATIC~. (?.C,EAS.\L ~E'1'iECLIS~) E'lA:1'.PLE(.001) 
C SLKI~! PHYSIOLOGICAL C!YS 3EQU!9Et FOB !l?-5HC01 &EVELOP~ENT OUDER flVORA3L! 
c cc,orirc~s. EK~JPLE (9) 
C KEHFIX CAYS lET!P. !:=ClLI5~TICN KCR~EIS ARE CC~Sit!~ED LA!ENT. EXft~PLE (7) 
C fRZSlC ElTE RESERVES ~BE BUil! UF 13 CC~FETETIO~ ~ITH C?BER GROiTH.EIAJPLE(.1) 
C SEt~I~ ElSE OR 3INI4UN T1MP!RATUEZ FOR tEGaE Cl! ClLCOl~TlOSS. EX!!PLZ (50) 
C '!~~CPT f!XI~UN TE~fESATOEE FOE ClG2EE CAY C~LCltATIONS. EXlePLE (96) 
C f'.i\RVST ~OlS'IORt PERCZ!iO::::d.GE: lT iiHIC:i cc:s~ IS tc ll HARV:ESTEI: .. EXA:1b1Li.: (20) 
C GRNSLC ClYS EPO~ SlC~-CCiN IN B~TE Cf GBlI~ GFCYTH TO ELICK-LA?E3. EXl~fL?(S) 
C XL~FGI FJ.CTCB FC2 d!i6I'IJAP!L'l CH.\NGI~:G LEA!-5':',\LK g:.T!C. zxi:·!PLE (1.3) 
c ":~"ILC;i FAC'!CR aOJIFYI!iG s::aFrtCE ::Y:\FCii.J.TIC~. {OS"=.C !O SI:1:jL,\T! !fO-!IZ.!.) 
C E.X·\.1CL.E: (.1 re 1.;)) 
c•••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*********••• 
,::, J ~ ~ C ( 5.- 1 J:Z 1) ::v :\.?:'C, :a 'i'.F,\C ,;;;:.:s"JSf, a!S F!C, 2:·: E':"FC, SL.:.::r il F ,:<:ZS.f IX, 
1?BZS~[,tlYCZG.-SE!?IN,:~POP:,e1?7St,GaS3IC,ILEF~!,J!OLC5 
",i:\!T-S (6, 1041) :::·:A;:FC.,CGYf ,l,C, ~::.susE ,FESf:FC, =~=r:c, s1:,r:1F ,K"::?.F!:<, 
1P?ESAC,C\1tEG,S~I~I~,:lP0~~.9~iVS!,GESSLC,lt!E;I,E~alC3 
C***********•••********••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•*•******* 
C* V~RT~X !XPC:1.ENT ?OR !C~!i!l!G CALCUtA~!C !FE?C1 OE S!RES!E CURilG VEGET1TI72 
c• G:-.o;:1E:. (.~FF::CTS KERN!l S0'11BERS} ElA:,jflE (1) 
c• ~2C~RC I:ICil'.:S 0F iATfR r, PRCFIL! AT !liST CLI~ATIC I!FOaJATIO!. !XAJ?LZ(S.5) 
c~ STLi!l ~XPC~!~~ FCJ ~CtIFYI~G CltCULATEC EFF!C! C! S!B!SS!S Otl 31T! OF L!!f 
C* ASE.'i C.EVELCf:-:E:iT. 2XA~E=LE (1) 
C* T!.:":E'FC E~?c~:.E!iT FCB aCC!f?:!:G C.lLCULAT!I: EfFEC'! CE ':'.Er11?ER.\TURE 0?1 THZ ~.:\TS Of 
C* LE.\F' FHCTOSYSTri.ES!S. ZXAi'!FLZ: (. 10) 
C* E0~11G Cl!S I~ 30VI~G AVERAGZ !OR VAEICOS CALCUtATICNS. EIA~FLE (12} 
C* ?:?S::x:F F.~C'ICR REldTI~lG .'L\XI:'!U~ BESEF.VES FEii1".!':!ft TO :?"t.J.~tT iJE'tUHT. EX.\t1P{1.5) 
C* 920C1P 1VAILAfLE ~.\T.ER 8ELD IN SCII TC RCCTI~G CE?TH, !j IHC3ES. EIA~PLZ(S.5) 
C* F~iLFX F?ACT!O~ Cf LEAF JaEl ASSD~!t 1C E! JCTIVZIY GaCilJG A~C aEMC? UNlELE 
c• 'IC E:IPCRT dll CF 1TS FHC'!'CSY~IT:!ATE .. EXAaPLE (.1) 
c• IE~H20 K~n~EL lOtSTURE PR!SENr ~T 21.\CK llYER ~ATUiI!Y. !~lj?LE (30) 
C* STYL.Ef t,~.;F 15:'EA CIFFE2E::.:! t!I 0:-!2 EET'ii'E!!l :1..110:'I':'i GPCUtS .. !XJi.'!F!.3 (20) 
c• CILflC FlC!CF fCR SE[UCI~G GRAI~ iEIGBT TC 1CCCU91 FCS OIL CONIE~T. EI~](.95) 
C* ISKE!X EX?C3!KT FC3 ltJOS1ING CJLCUL~~EC F!CTCE FCR KE35!S ~U~E!R RECUC~!C.i 
C* EY SILl-FE?.IOC STRESSES. EIA~Pt2 (1) 
C* B\8R!9 lVERAG! CAilY RAT! CF PHC!OS131H!SIS F!S ~LANT E!lC~ WHICE EARE!~NESS 
C• 2E:;I~S. ElL~~F.1!:: (2.3) 
C* U 11100:1,: Of i/A':ER !H.\T JiJS':' EV1F09A'II fE.C:1 E!FE SCIL EEFC3E IT C:E.\SES TO lCT 
C* .\S 1 FREE U~TER S~RF.~CE. E:t.i\~PlE (12) 
c• .~L?iii\ SCIL lilTEE co11ccc'!I~/ITY. EYJl'!Fl! (5) 
C***•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••***************9•••••••••*****~*******$** 
c 
c 
c 
c 
3E.\t (5, 1021) VTF'!S:!,H~Ci::{C, S'!ld?:X ,'!!.!PFC ,F.U?iA'IG, ~ES~X! ,H20C~F, 
1P~~l?X,XE~S2C,ST?LEF,CILFAC,XS!SEX,Eli?E!,J,~L?gj 
.i?. ITE. (6, 1021) 1ir:g,r:::x ,3.201::?0, STLAE:X, !LSFFC, 3.iJNdVG, P'..15 .:-ix E, E2CC1t::, 
1P~~L?l,XEa32C,STYLEE,CILF~C,ISKREX#EAF5~5,U,1L~H! 
1031 FOFSAT(I10) 
H20ZZ::!:=H2CFtiC 
?!.R'!:C=. 35 
DET1II.=O. 
If(YTBTfX.!Q.0.)S!CP 
32:Cl?X:C= (E2Cr?C;f!20C!P) •100 .. 
H20SXX=H2CC.;.F 
IS=O 
VABI:::T:\L H.\P.AC!.!2!S'IICS 
liI'IR S'!."'lL :1 ( EA ELY :1A'!U:IT'l) CL.c1SS~ C.l.N 
ii!! H STYl =2 (S~.\N DAR C .'l:.\!'CRI!Y) CL,\SS~ 
'.JI'!Il ST!.!. =J {L.l'!E ::L\IORITY) CL.155.:1 C -~ N 
E • CE -2 
c 
" 
i;:; • OR ·5 
E • CF -a 
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C ;'!YI.ETHE 1".A':URITY CL.\SSIFIC.\'!'ICN QF TEE VAR!ETY. (E.\RLY =1, IH!:E!t~ED!.\TE= 2, 
C LAT! OR EOll SE\SON = 3) 
C CL.\SS,, FI!lE J.CJOS!.!E~'? CF ~A'IURITY ClASSIFICA'!ICN IN CAYS L.l.'t!E. {-}, OR C1YS 
C !;\RLI!R (+) IH.\!1 S'IA!lCAB[. 
C iTKE~N IS Tf!! iEIGBT OF .\ti AVE:L\GE K:ES.NEl FCS TSE VAP.IT'! E!ING SI:1.UL.\'?EO. 
C CCR!i'.11 IHE AEI=RCXIl'!..ITE 'lil!lGST CF A 'il'fiClE l?tA!i:'I GRC\IN UNCE; :t!ll CONCITIONS . \T 
C l LO, PLA~T fCPUll!ICN. UHHE (500) 
C IA~~!X THE M11I~OM ffEIGHT OF !BE GaAlN CN A FOLL ZAR. EXltFL! (200) 
C.: !AR~~:<: THE ti:.\XI:'!U! EXPEC'IEC E . .\PS ~!E STJI!< l'J: tCW FLl~l };CS:OLATICN. EXA~PL!(2} 
c YS!EJF !S TEE SCfe.U El!IC E!THEN GBAIN HIGET A~D S!ALK >HG,! (Less 
C ~ES!~V!S) U~C!~ Fl70SiELE CCNDITicas. EXl~~t! (4.0) 
C ;coa;F l F~CTCR FOR }DJOSTING ?E! PHC'ICSY~T5!!IC RITE G! t3E viatE:Y TO 
C .\CCCU~lT E'CR CIFFEFE!ICES !ll ':RISa EX.\:1f1E ( .. 9 TC 1. 1} 
C ~E?.NL::- ! FACTO] fOR rltJUS!L1E~T CF '!.'HE: ~G!ENTilL :':!SNE!. .iU!!EE?. .. EXl:1.?t== (l) 
C' Y~lGL.d.R !HF. I!IIIIlt LEif .\SEA CP 1HE SEEJ:LI:rG l'! :E!'lf3GENC!. !"IA,1!?!..E (aJ} 
C X~!;)I._\ !II! !XPEC'!ZC ?tt;rl.1 Li?rl! -~aE.~ F!F l?Llii! rr LC~.i PCPUL.\Tro::. EX . .\i:it'LE (ll'J) 
C ;tl!?C tEE SLC;! Of TRE 3!G~!SSIC~ 3!LA1ING ?Hf LCS C? IEA? l&~A iEl PLrl.l!! 70 
C :F.s LGG c:: :nE ?!..;?i;! fCCOt:\1'!CN. EI.;.!FI.E { .. 7} 
s::::ct IS TE! CAIS Af!!S SIL!I~G ~8Etl t:::crt~E C! LEAF AREA S!!RtS. 
c CC~A:Z JS T!E LI~tia RA!E UF LZAF DECLI~E {filCT!C~ CE aAx A?El P!? Dl!) 
C G?.:ISTU !HE L.d.G. IN '!SE START CF GR.\!5 GE.C•Ta .-\F!ZE ?OLlI?..\'IIC~ .. EX:\~?LZ (6 .. OJ) 
C 1tt= rscVISIC~ Fca IH£ NA!! C5 CTBEE ICENTIFICAIION OE !HE Wl~IET! 
C***********************************•••••••••••******************************* 
3 ?.'.::AC,:, 1022) S'IYL.C:,Cl.\SSj,~'IKERN,CCatii!1,!.\F.eAX,EAEllii:IX,1S!E"L·lf, 
1FCCiBF,K!R~Lf,INGLA&,XSTDLA,?L~IFC,SICECt,CCiATE,G3~S!J,:TLC 
iiRI 1£ ( 6, l 02 2) S 'IYLZ, Cl.\SS~, i't K.:"R !I, CCB sex,! lR11 AX, E.d.S i;'1 X, YSTZJ F, 
1fCC?FF,KEE~LF,YNGLAR,XSTCLl,~LllFC,STD!Ct,oc;A1E,GF,sta,TTLC 
1022 FCB~AT(3Fij.2,2f4.0,5f4 .. 2,F~.0,4Fq.2,4A4) 
1021 F09:i:1~T(16":5 .. 2) 
IF(STYLE.E"i; ... C.) S"IOP 
C************************••••••••••••••••••••~****************************~**** 
c• H2CLI~ LCJ!R LIMI~ FOR I~RIGATION l?PLICl~ICN ~~oa,T. 
C FCP~LT ~LA~: ?OPUlAtlCN IN PllNTS P!E JCEE. 
C H2CDEF ~lT~F Ct!!CI! 8ELC~ FIELC ClPAC!TY AT ~ElCH IPRIGA!IC:; IS STAE·r~D IP 50 
~ ~1!5 occaas ~RAT CAY- IN IRC3ES 
C 112craa A~CCt! OP lJ!!B IN I~CHES TC fF lCCEt 11 EACB IRRIG!!!O!. 
C* STEA? NU~E!S OF YEISS OF ~!ATHER I3FCE!ITIC, tC EE OS!Ca 
c~ rsa THE ~J!3~R CF CIVISIC~S !H! RESERVCIE VClJ~E IS TC EE ::vIC!S INTO 
C* ~l~CllG ACNE PU5CH I~ CCLD!N 70 SIGN~LS TBA! ~lE EVa?CRl!lCN IS TO BE USEC 
C~ INSTE!C OF CILCULlTIJG EVAPORlTIC~ BY THE ?ESlA~ fQUA!ION 
C* IB?LAN A VlLCE OF l INCIClTES jC~JAL ISRIGltICN J VAIU! C! 2 INCICAT!D TMlT 
C* ~!TE~ IS IC EE SIVED FC~ IRRIGATICN CUEING FCLLINATIO! 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
R E...\.C (5, 10 ;01 H2Cili:1, f0PPLT,H2CCEF ,E2ClEI~ ,!\YEA a ,rsa ,F ~~C:iG, IStl,\~j 
~BIT!(6,1CJO)ij2CLI!,PCP?LT,32C:!E,H2C1RE,!YE~R,!.SIT,?lNC5G,l3PL1N 
!.IX=O 
!'ICI SR=O 
1030 F08HT (4f10. '· a10 .nc.J,I1 CJ 
IF(H2CCH.EQ.O.) H2CCEF:99. 
I~(HZCIP.~.EG.J.)320IRF.=.001 
H2=8:~0!Z.~ 
c••••••••••••*•*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c• l3EAIP. IP~ OF COEN :a 3! IEJ!G~'IEO, U~ITS ACSES 
C* .!liElF.O ,s .\ CE" ~A'IE?.:;iH!r:, :JNITS .\CBES 
C* ZZ VZR~IC I t!STliC! f5C~ RISER TC TCi CI CA~, UMI~S f ET 
C* l~G l~GLE fOR~!C EY CO~JSTlEA~ lNC UFST~El~ F.\C!S ~NC HE ~30JSt 5USP1C! 
c• CK 3Ycs;~ IC co,occT!VITl GE TUE ~l!EJIAl CC~PSISIUG TE L!AST 2!3MEJElZ 
C* SEC'IICN C 
c• iJ '!'OP WI!: 
c• e ::-.rrr.~L 
::!f C.\~ 
R OF ~HE DAM, a~r:s ?EE~ 
i:!!GBT CF C.\1'!, U~t!IS FE.!:'! 
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C* HV NOMEEE CI ~ICTE REiCI!GS 
c• aa I~CRE~E~l FCB 6EACiiG c~ FC~t l8!A, U5I!S I~CHES 
C• HA ~U~E!i Of l!ACilGS FCB PONC AgEA 
c• HFIX M!lI~U~ HEIGHT fCE tAa., UNITS !!ET 
C* N!WSIZ NU~EEG CF CAIS [l~ ~AY EE DBY EI!CRE l~CFE~E,!I~G SIZE 
c• SAVI!R A~OCNT OF i~7E9 TO 3E S~VED fCF IBPIGATICN CaRI~G PCLLI~A=IoN PE~IO~ 
c• aurrs saE INCBES/IRRIGATEC A51A 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~ 
REAC(5,~200)AREAIR,ARE1RO,ZZ,ANG,CK,W,H,SV,HH,HA,3fIX,NEWSIZ, 
1S1YI3.S',.E!FS 
~RI!E(6,2200)lREAIE,AFEAiO,ZZ,lNG,C~,~.a,ev,aa,HA,Hf!X,NE~SlZ, 
1S,\'/!RR ,:E:'fS 
c••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
=$ !9!5 IS ;HES! PR !BE"lAINFALL OI3!!I5UTIC~ CCRVE FC; lN 6CU5 IS ;EAC 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
q::;.:.r: {S,9000) (fR(J} ,J'=l.10) 
:i'.!TE(6,9000) (n(J) ,J;1,10) 
(j()I)'.) ?0St'l.~T(1:JF8. ]} 
c~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$•••••••••••••••*** 
c• ?::c~c I:j .:!. f.;C'!O~ OSEC 'IC CETER:!'fl!'IE l'!AINTAI~f!!IC:' cos·r FCR THE 3::'.SE?.\l"O!R 
~· ~13!C CU TE! CCS! C~ !HE ~ESESVOIE 
C* fLl3 IS l! I!ltl!ICS FlTE FC~ LAECF 
C* tPJ~ IS AN INfLA'IIOS Rl7! EOi PU~PI,G CCST 
c~ ~]ll'. IS AS I:iFL1TICJ ~AT! FOR aA!~'IAI~!~C! CCST 
C* ?~JAN IS AN !NFLl!IC~ R~TE FC3 THE FEICE CF CCSN 
c• FCFNOI rs !li! ?C?OLATION DENSITY FOR NCNIRSIGA!Et cc~~ 
C* EEL3ED IS THi TH! DEPTH ~ATER ~OS'I EE ~O~FE[ FFC~ IF DSIIG ~ i!LL 
c• ;E~CS! IS !HE CCS! CF CCNSTeoc~I,G l WELL 
c• QDSEP ACCCUN!S FOR DEEP S!!PAG? THBCOGR T~? Feszsvora 
c••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
?.f :\C (5, 90CO) FEF:1C, EL.d.E ,FPU:!'!, F!AS, FGliAN, PCF:ICI, wet HE C, ~ "El CST, QDS EP 
W~ITE(6,9000)PER3C,ELAS,FPU3,F~AU,!GR~N,FCPNCI,WELEf!,JELCSt,QDS£P 
~200 F0Rl"!JT(6FE • .2,El:,.2F:.2} 
:t1.I~=:-:1c1r:~ 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C* !~IS IS i~E~E ~IDTH VHICH IS ~HE C30SSECTICJAL L!SGTH C! !HE CA~ ANt 
c• ?ACRE ';,iHICH rs '!t!E FC!iC AREA ARE B:f.\C IN FC5 EACH ELEVAT1C~i FOR T5E 
C• P~O~OSEC CA~ SIT!. 
c•••••••~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••••*••••••••••• 
tF(HV.lE.~O)GO !O 2000 
H ( HV .LE. ~C) GO !O 2001 
IF(HV.LE.6J)GG !O 2002 
\i!l:ITE { :, 2011) 
2011 FOR~).!(51,158 E53CR IN INFOT) 
STOP 
2C10 F'Cg_:,A'I (20F14-.0) 
2COO R'.:.1C(5,2J10) {WIDTH(!) ,I=1,HV) 
iRI'!.!(6.2C10) {liID1f.{I} ,I-=1,HV) 
GC !C 2C03 
2001 RE.\C(S,,u10) (•IDT~ill ,I;1,20) 
'~RITE(E,201:JJ {W!D'!E(I} ,!=1,20) 
REAi: (5,2010) (W!i:T~(I) ,!=21,H'l) 
ff~I'!E(6,2010) {':JI~':3(I) ,I=21,3V) 
GO '!C 200) 
2C02 R!.;C(5,2010) ('..II!:'l:r1(!) ,!=1,21) 
;;RIT!:(6,2010) (llIOT3(::;:) ,I=l,20) 
RE.l.C{:,2a1c) {'iiID'tE(I) ,!=21,ijQ) 
;i"RITE(6.2010) {Win~H{I) ,r.::21,~0) 
?.E.4.C(S,:J10) (r.iIDT'.--l (!) ,I'=41,H:'1) 
~RI!E(6,2C10} (',,iID'I:!.(l) ,I=41,HV) 
2001 CCtlI!llUE 
lE(D-°'.LE.13) <;Q TO 20()4 
IF(Hl .. LZ..26) SO 'IO 2005 
IF(H\.LE.39) GC !O 2006 
IF(E1.LE.S2) GO TO 2007 
IF'(H.\.L~.65) ~C '!'C 200S 
ii~ITE(:,2C11) 
ST Cf 
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200~ ~!J\t(S,2012} (P1C:=i..E(J) ,J=1,:t;J 
ARI'IE(6,2012) (tACSE(V) ,J=l,i:!l) 
GO 1'C 20·Jt; 
2;;05 RElC{S,2012) (Pl.:?.:(,1) ,J=1,13) 
W i\! ':. 2 { f:i , 2 :J 1 2) ( F lC ~ E { J) , J= 1 , 1 3) 
g::;_;C(':,2J12) (?AC::.l(J) ,J=1ll.,:C:.;) 
]?.l'i:(E:.~·'.)11) (?.\.:=.:::(J) ,.:z-=·4,:i.\) 
:;c '!C 2CJ9 
2::,.;i:; ::.::.~t(:,.2Vl2) (?i\C?.'::(J) ,J=~,11} 
:;~::!:(6,2-Jt.:.) (F.:IC2E{J) ,.;=1,13) 
~:\i'.: (:,2J!2} (?,\C?.!: {J) ,.;:1~,2t) 
·;~:'!':'.(f':,2C12) (?3.C:~{J) ,.J=1'4,1.6) 
?!:1C(5,2012} (P;\C'..1?:(J) ,J=27,~:\) 
iitl!'!!(6,2.J12) (t=:i.C~f(J),J=27,H.i) 
SC ';,'Q 20J9 
2GJ7 ?E.\C (5,2-112) (?AC:!E{J) ,J=l,13) 
'.I:::.ITE(0,2J12) (FlC~.E (J) ,J=l,13) 
c:iE:\!:{5,2G12) {?d.C3E{J} ,J=14,2i:} 
.iFITE(6,2012) (f,\C3E(J) ,.]=114,26) 
:tEAC('S,2012) (?.\CRE lJ) ,J=27,39) 
ilR!TS:{€,2012) (PlC!;.E(J} ,J=27,39) 
P.E.;D(5,2.J12) {P.D.C3.E{J} ,J=40,HA) 
IIRIT'::(6,2012) (PlC?.!(J) ,J:40,3,\) 
GO TC 2CJ9 
2:)03 ~EAC(S,2012) (F.\CRE{J) ,J=1,13) 
'JP.IT::(6,2012) {P.\CR.E(J),J=l,13) 
?Erlt ( 5, 2012) (PAC3.E {J) ,J= 14 ,2C) 
".iR:i:TZ (6,2012) {E=:1.C?.E{J) ,J=l"-,26) 
?'E.\l:(5,20i2) (PlC3E {J},J=27,39) 
WRI':E(E,2C12) (P.\C?..f(J) ,J=27,39) 
9Ei\C(5,2012) (PACRE(J) ,J.::~0,52) 
ilFITE(6,2;)12) (PACRE(J) ,J:!J0,52) 
~EAI: {5, 2012) (P!C3..E (J) ,J-=53,Hll.) 
,RI!o(6,2012) (F.IC.E(J) ,J=53,3A) 
2012 FORM.IT(13E6.2) 
2ooq cc:.Tr~at 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*• 
C* C1LC1LATION OF S!OP.lG~ VCLJM8 FCF EACS H!IGE! 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•*••••••••••••••••••••••·~··••••••••• 
STCRV(1) =fKRE(1) •HH 
S'I=:10?.V{l) 
DO 2C20 I=2,Hl 
STD RV(!) =ST+ P !C?.E {I-1) *HH+HR* ( P .~C;i ! (!) ... r:.~CB E !I- 1) ) 12. 
2020 ST=STORV (I) 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••~•• 
C* ~HIS SECTIC~ c~~ES!!iES ~T ~a;T LEVEL CR !L!VlTIC~ :HE Cl:! lILL eEG:~ 
, •..•...........••..•.........•......•...•...•........•...•......•...... 
I=O 
1c:= I-=I+1 
HC,IDTE(I) .~Q.O)GO TO 155 
I=I- 1 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C* !EIS S!CTIC~ ~ESEQU!~C!S !SE iIDtg A5?1Y 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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JV=HV-I 
DO 2:: J=1,J'1 
255 i!D~H(J)=AIOTH!J+I) 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C* !HIS SEC!ICN !~SECOlNCES TH! STOEV lRRAY lNt F~C3E ARFAY 
c•••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
J.\=Bo-I 
DC 355 J=1.JA 
STOBV (J) •S!OEV (J+I) 
355 PICR2(J}=PlCIE(J+l} 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c• TRIS S!CTICN ]!ACS IN Ht I3E aiINfitt CIStS]EU!ICN CJ!V! PCB 24 H; 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•~•••••••••••••••• 
K=O 
GC '~C 2201 
2202 :;=12 
221J1 :!E.i.:(5,2203) (HC(I+~},!=1,12) 
:.;R!!'~(E,2..;:03) (SD(I+K) .,:::=1,12) 
!F(?'. .. :'.';.J) -:iC !C 22C2 
~$··········*··························································~ 
c• T~IS SECTIO~ l!AC3 I~ I~E PC!E~II:t CAIIY EV:FCT~1~5FIP11IC~ I ~O~Ta 
C*********************************************************************** 
a=.:.r(S,2203) (PE·!(!),!=1,12} 
,i?I':E(E,2203) (P!!(I) ,I=l,12) 
2201 :r,;::;~ar (12FS~J) 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••••• 
c• TH! SECIIC~ Ct!E3aISS iHICH SET Cf ?CCF~ VAlD!! AF£ 'IC EI USEC 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
!F(S'!'!L.E.EQ.1.)LL-= 1 
IF (SHU. oC.2.} lL=73 
IF(STYL~.~C.3.)Ll=15q 
N-= 1 
DC 1C5 J= t, KFCCE.N 
!F(LL.G'I.J) GO 'IO 105 
DC 107 ~!=1,5 
PCC?N(:i,,1) =PCURN{J~:1) 
1 C7 CC?i'.:::!~U:: 
5=N+1 
,as CCU'II?JUE 
I3.~ =90 
I S0=305 
c••••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••********* 
c• THIS SECTrc, REACS I~ !H! PERCENT S05SEINE lSSCCIATEt WI!A THE 
c• INTEGE? i~LUES F;c~ TEE iEATAER c;Tl TAf! 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
!?:E.\C{5, 1i11) {SUil{I) ,!=1,11) 
•~I'I:'.(6,1111) {SIJ!T(!} ,!=1,11} 
1111 F:JS.1'11T{11FS.J} 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C* !!NT INTE?.EST RAT! ON CAPITAL 
C* TOH TC!AL CYNAM!C HE~C 
C* E?EP ~!FICI!~CY OP ?D~P 
C• EF;~ ~EFICI~NCY Of jQTC~ 
CS GP~ ;G~f!~G FLOW S~TE I~ GALLCNS ?!B ~l~UI!E 
C* C~~~ ccs: :EP. KTtC~~~'I HCOB 
c• FILLP~ ?ILL PRICE USEC re ~E~E3HI~E THE CCST CF CC~St~uct:~G TSE ~ZSESVCI! 
c• EASEC C?i TH! vota~! CE SCIL JOVED !~ CUEIC ?}E[S i1.50/CU YC 
C* GBP~ AVERAGE PBIC! OF GRAI! 
C• EXT~~& US2C ~HEN ADDITICNAL !XP!~S!S }RE !NCCUUTER!t fCR CAM C01ST2UCTIO~ 
C"* .\L.\BC~ i..l.ECa COS':S ,;SSU;iEC fCR 5.E:T'!'ING UE !;i! !::i9.IG.\TICS SYST~~ F08 JS! 
c• LIFE !lPfCI!C LIFE CF 1H! SIST!~ JS![ ECR ~CCNCJIC CALCULlTIOns 
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c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••* 
aElC(S,EOC) XIN!,TCH,!FfP,~FF~,GE!,CK~B,f!ttE;,GsF5,!X:Cf~,lLlEOR, 
1Lin: 
li!lITE (6,800) XI!l'I ,TDH, EFF~ ,E?F~ ,GP !!,C!<',Hi ,PILLE~ ,GctPa, E:rr::;?., ALAEOR, 
1LIFE 
ECO Fca~AT(10P7.2,I7) 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C* THIS LOOP BE\DS !3 !BI CLI~lTIC DAT~ Att CALCCLA!ES !H! CAILY EONCfF 
c• Tc BE STC8!C I~ ·~RAYS re~ Ll~T!g CAlCD!lTICNS 
, ............................••..•........................•............. 
CO 332 !Y!Aa=1,~IEAR 
JE!lC=365 
Da 3]1 :J-:1,365 
,~···········································~·························· C* ISil iE11HER S!l~IC~ 50~EEP. 
c- IYE 
c• J~ 
c• I!tlY 
c• JULL 
C• I'!'.:,.\.'.< 
c• '!t ~I ~l 
c• ~P. 
c• (.\ 
c• 'iiS:IX 
c• ~SP! 
Y!.\R 
~O!TT E 
t\ 1 
JUL!l~ DAY ~OJSEa 
~.\iI~U.'1 DAilY '!:'.:il:S~\':UF.E {C!G. :"} 
~r~:IMU!'!. CAIL! TE!'..FEF.iTTJ"a! {CEG. E) 
FSECIPIT~'IIO~ (InCE!S} 
!'lERlGE Cl.CCC CC'I.E:l (TZ~'!HS} 
.'.'l.tllI:'.'!Oe «INC SFE:EC (K~CTS) 
.\VZRAG:E: '.i1I1JC sp.::;;o (KNOTS) 
MlII3UM ~£T euLB '!!MPERA!U~E {CEG. F) 
c• 1~'3!l ~I!il?lJ:! 'ilET eu1: TE:'."!fEB.l'!'.UfiE" (C:EG. F) 
c• 7'l2X 
C* ?.EX !.\X!MUt~ 3Etl'!IV"f HUMIDITY {'.\) 
C* ~C!.f ~I:-!I~:JN BEL.l'IIV.! ElU~IDI'IY {%) 
-c•c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••****** 
~"E.~C [:::.O, 3333) IS'tA, IY'B~ (IY!lR) ,J! (IY:EAF,IJ) ,IIDAY {I'!!Afi, IJ) , 
lJUL.L (IY:Elfi., IJ} ,'I':!!.\1 {I'lE,\ll ,IJ), 'I'I~iN (I1E lF ,I.;} ,a~ (!Y:"il.5, !J) 
1, Ci (IYEAR,IJ), 'IIISP:C ,'ilSPl,TiE:C,TWEN, EEI, RHN 
3133 fOR~AT{1X,15,1X,3I2,1X,I3,iX,P}.0,11,F3.0,1X,FS.2,1X,f3 .. 1,1X,F6.1, 
11X, f6. 1, 1X,?E .. 2, 1 x, "f E .. 2, 1-X, FS.2, 1 J., fS.2} 
P. (IJ) =RR (I"'!'Ei\.fi ,IJ} 
;,-=J~ (11E.\R, IJ) 
c A Z.L sR u N CF ( FE'! , a :1 u, i:i ~L, v .a. E E, , v A & E 2, v :\5 E 3 , v ~ J s Ii, ~ c, IJ, a, ao, ~,Pr, 
1 p ~) 
331 ROFf(IY!Ai,IJ)=RC(!J) 
IYF=I"'!FR(I'!Ed.R) 
IF(IYR.Ev-~a.cr.IYF.EG.52.0R.IlR.EQ.56.CF..IY?..EQ.60.CS.I!R .. !Q.6~. 
10 R. I Y'.1. !':Q. 63. 0 E. HR. ~G· 12) JENt= 3 66 
tf (J!t:C .. EQ.365) GO 'IO 1.32 
R:E.\t (20,3333) ISTd,IlR,J~(IYEAR,366) ,!ItlY {IY"E~R,366} ,JJLL(!YEA.fl, 
1366) ,·~':':'!,\:{(!Y"ElE:,J€6) ,T':MI:r(!Y!lR,366) ,RFi(l7!.i.R,J66) 
~=J~1 (!'!'.::l?._, 366) 
, (366) =RR(rY!.H,366) 
C~L.L SRUYOF(PE!,aao,B~L,VA3B1,VAP.E2,VdBSJ,VA~e4,8C,366,R,~C,~,?E, 
, p El.) 
~OH (IH.\R, 36€) =ao (366) 
'.:32 CC~l'II~UE 
IY E .; R::J 
6666 1Y~~a-=!YEkH+1 
JEtlC=-365 
IF (!lCIE.P...E~.10) FOFFL'!-=l?CF:-lCI 
H20 :i:ES.::fi2 
c•~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••••••••••••** 
C• '!'HIS I.CCF CE'!!::R~INES !~E '!!::.\?.L'l CL.I!!TIC .\NC RU~ICFF ;\RRJY EOE: :\ Gt'lZ!i !E.\~ 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DO 333 !J=1,365 
IYF-=I1?.F (!1 !.\~) 
BC(lJ)=RCFF(IYEAR,IJ) 
CCA(IJ)•CA(I!ElR,IJ) 
JdO{IJ)=J3{iY2AR,IJ) 
IDA!(IJ)•IIDAY(IYE•R,IJ) 
JUt•JOlL(IYEAB,IJ) 
IT~AX=HHqIY!.\R ,IJ) 
IT~IS=!!~iN(IYEAR,!J) 
!(IJ)•IR(IY~AR,IJ) 
CLI?1il~ (J:JL, 1) =O.O 
CLI~1T(JUL,2)=I!jAX 
CLI{1?t.!{JUL,3) =IT.!!N 
CLI~A1(JUL,5)=0.J 
C!.I~.1T(JlIL,6) =JU!. 
JJJ CC!i'!:!IUE 
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:·~····································································· C* :srs szc:rc~ lCJCSTS FCE LElP Y!.\R 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••• 
::~· { :I: .• EQ. !.li].Q C\ .. !YR.'.::~. 52 .o ~. IYR.ZC:. 56. CS. I'!P. !Q ... tiO .. c:. IYR. ::c; .. '54 .. 
1 c~. I'{S • .=:,:;. 6 a.oa. IY?.. =Q. 72) ,J ENC= 366 
If(J::~O.E;:.365) GC 'IO 1551 
~-0(36E) =F:OFF(1YEl1.R,JEE) 
C!..I:!.\I ( ~66 ,6) =JOLI. (IYE.!B ,360) 
Ct.I:{.\ T ( 36 6, 2) =!'I .:!Al ( I YE AR, 3 66) 
CLIMA!(J66.,..3) =·t::!!N (IYEd.~,366) 
CLI.-l.lT(366,.:i.) =Fa(IYE:~S,366) 
3 (JEE) =Sn (IHlF.,366) 
J30(l6&)•J~(I!EIR,lEI) 
1551 CCtl'!!~l'U:E 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C* '!3IS SEc=rc~ CALCULATES SCLAR 3AtIA1IC3 ElSED G5 CICOC CCVE;, 
C* ClLCULl!!C EX!aAT!RESTRlAt 5ADI!TIC~ A~I ~C~!E. EQUATIC~ la! 
c• GENE~lTEt fY REGREss:c~ CSI~G LEXING!CN DATA FC~ lP?.Il TBttOaGB OCTU~ER. 
c•••••••••~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
:o s1a 1=1~1,:so 
:::su:i=CCA(!) *10.+1. 
r;~c=J:1c {I} -3 
r:,r;-io.LT.1) GO TO ':1C 
I:'(Ii1C.:i!.7) GC TC 510 
J=I 
.\TC= ( (Cl Ill 'I ( J, 2) +Cl! i! AT {J, 3) ) I 2. -3 ~.) * :. /9. 
R .~= 11 • 8 7 + 5. ~ S• COS (. 986 * (J + 19 3) * J .. 14159118 0 • ) 
RS~=?A•C.1•(557.3-.SO•llC) 
GO 'IC (5:J3,50~,:as,:c6,507,508,508) ,Il'!C 
SC1 cr.r:~~.'r (I, 1) =&St'I* {. 279+. 564*SUN (ISU~)) 
GO TO 510 
.:c·~ CL!:-!d.'I (I,1) =RSt!*(.JOU+.~72*SUN(!StIJ)) 
GO !O 510 
SOS CLI~.\T(I, lJ =RSM*(.J12+.~57•SON(ISON)) 
t;C 'IC 510 
SG6 ClI~AT(I,1)=RSM•(.311+.~17*SON(ISUN)) 
GO '!O 510 
507 C!.!~.\'t{I,1)=R.S~*( .. 311+.418•SU?:(:SUN)l 
GO TO 510 
sea C!.!(1.\'! (I, 1) =Rs~·,. 348+.Ll88•SU~ (ISU')} 
510 CGt:TI:1tJ! 
165 CON'l'I!iUf 
?IRE~Z':=-1 
:SS ?F:SET=O.O 
c•••••••··~·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·~·•• 
c• REC!fIHES a1I~FALL =~R~S FOR 1 GIVEN Y!AR 
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c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DC 696 I=1,3E~ . 
656 CLI~l1 (: .~) •R (I) 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C* S1\RTI3G HEBE V!IO!S AH.E IUI1IALLIZEC ECR !AC3 tEAB 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
STOF•SICRV (H) 
FI2oi::ic=H2CZZZ 
?l'!1.E::E'I=NS.ES'ET+1 
JCCONT=1 
RaFAC•.01H5.JJ 
M!N EAC=.OC0~909 
9U.\CRE=.15932tJ. 
D:!.\C2!=4C47CO. 
,cun 1•0 
G?..FAC!=POP!?LT*Z .. :,1.71 (10CC .. *1CO.) 
f\CiCF=?CfPL1/C~1C~ 
?CFF~C=C~;c;E;fO~?L 
;42 cr.1;::::)ruc: 
ssrn=u. 
K:'.RH2C=XErl:H2C 
L9TIU=56 .. 
GJ.\~EU=25~01. 
~GEU=G3AJEU/1000. 
lCR.E3A.::1 .. / .. 4047 
FU~Cf:":O. 
Z:"IESl:Q. 
IXX•O. 
Z:1E=2=0 .. 
1'!lRY=J. 
::snas=o. 
'.iI~lC=ZO 
K~RPC'!-=O. 
IR!tST:::0 
P.l'!ICS=O .. 
]L!NCX=O. 
P:t.SI:l:<=O. 
DH!•O. 
L.\G=7 
'!':1.P=:J. 
PRBSZZ-=0. 
CHZZ•O. 
HX•O. 
STA.GES=O. 
30!1R.\C=O. 
SLKING=2.0 
!JRE~F-=O. 
H20Ht•O. 
DRY•O. 
I?L?lT'ZZ-=0. 
KEP.D:\Y=O. 
AVGC.IY•O. 
QOALT7=0. 
SETi1IX=S:'.'!.iI~f 
!?RE.S!N=O .. 
IOLC•O 
AVGP'I~=O. 
!IUSK•O. 
:;R.\I:::.001 
YE>;.t11=1. 
KZRKCN-=0 
R.20LC3=C .. 
S&LCS'!=O. 
z!LKLYF=O. 
SILKEC=O. 
PTS!1rlX=O.O 
PCLY::~•O. 
L~3'IOT=Q 
HR=O 
00 15 J=1,317 
15 PTSHX {J) =C. 
l?L N'!'iil1=0. 
Df\JC,;Z=C .. 
!=1 
~!:~tF.:·=c .. 
'!1SSJ'.1=0. 
::~r'I~·i=O.O 
:S~CC':=1. 
:.;~.z-= ,. 
JA'!=J. 
L.\I=C. 
?LA~l'I;.j=l. 
?? ZS='). 
1:r:-, :::.,, 1. 
xsx~:::=o • 
..lGE= 1.J. 0 
::5':!;;'!:=0.001 
LEFft1=0 .. 001 
3SK'M'T=0.Ji)1 
CCB'iiI=0.001 
~OOTr.i':'-=0 .. 001 
K=I 
H=C 
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C*********************************************************************** 
C* T5!S LOU~ IS E?!T!2ED UST!L EL;NTIJG CA!E IS CE:ER~!lEC 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*********** 
DO 2~ J=l,200 
JJ:J 
C*************************1********************************************* 
c• IF THIS IS ..l JON IR3IG11ED SI!Ot~TICS sue~CJ~I5E :~MIS §CT !~TE;!c 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$•••• 
IF{NCirici.:'.Q.1J}GC !C :11 
D.EMI:5::::-=0.0 
Cllt DAM(DS~IFB,SO,AR~1I~,,aIJFC,H,STC3V,MEiSIZ,;EsET,JJ,av, 
1e,r,HA,ZZ,1NG,CK,i,STC9,aF:I,PAC2E,rE,WID7~.~.s2cI!3,JCCON7,IS,I!I 
1, Xi,iICTB ,;:a ,.:!F!CF::: ,:{STCS ,IS 9 ,·;;Cs ='F) 
!F(?ES!:.!Q.10)10 TO 555 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C* !ii!S SEC!IC~ CllCULJ.'!!S lN -~VERAGE TEftfiF17J?E FOF ONE ~EEK 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
:11 !F(JJ.G!.L~U}GC ro :3 
'!JP=CLI~J.'I (JJ ,.2} tT~f 
~O TO 5 1 
:3 ~~P=C:!~lI(JJ,2)•T!E-CLI!AT{JJ-LAG,~) 
51 COtl'!'!~iUE 
;•••················································••****•~•·•*········ C* 1HIS SEC~!c:; ?R!V!~1!5 ;tl~TI:IG ClTE TC cccasz 3E!ORE ~;;rt 2 
c•••••••••••~•·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••*••• 
IF(C!.I:!A~{JJ,6) .l'!.92) GC '!"!".; :5 
rx=r:<" t 
C:!.LL 
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1 Z~!S1,Z~ES2,TIRY,ESileS,S!RESF,XS1RES,STRESS,XXI,F~OICH,ELTH2C, 
1F!NSOr,TCTES,F!ETIC,SCit~X,C2IAil,~tElSC,?ANC~G,!7APfC,EV!PK,IX) 
TMP.\='r:1'£=/Ll;i 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c• IF THE 1ST .JF ,c ldYEBS Cf SCil lSNC'! :o'.'t C~Y TH!N ?tA~'II~lG DATT: oo~s 
C* NOT 0CC1:JP.E 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
IF(SOIL1iXtJJ,1) .G'I.S2CC.\P/20.}GC TC 25 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C* IF TME AVEEAGE fflII~O~ TE~EEBATUR! ECE THE LAS1 WEEK IS LESS TlilH 60 
C* CEG~EES F TH!j PL~N~ING CATE DCES~CT CCCU§E 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*******••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
IF ( '!~:S:A .. L1 .. 60} GO tC 25 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c• C~CE RE,c~I~G tH:s ~CINT PLlNT!NG ~Ill ccco; 
C**••••***************************************************************** 
-JO TO 59 
::: cc:!'!I~iat 
:5'-1 ..:o~Tr::oE 
J?Lc.:.·t-=JJ+l 
:S:L':~1Y=JPLJ:.\Y 
S!ASCl=!SO-?L1CA1 
tt20~CC=(H20PBO;H20CAP)*1CO. 
iri"RI'IE(6,40JO} CRC!3[~,IYF 
qQOJ FOiJAT(1H1,' fRCDLEM NU~EE2 
F:IOEL~=FRCE!.:1•1 
D ETA IL=O. 
', I 4, 1 Y L!R= ' , I J) 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C* !il!S IS THE BE~I:ING CF !HE CAIL! LCCP 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DO 59 JJ=JP_LCA!, ISO 
H2C!R~=n2cc~P-520PRC 
c~r,o=ct1~AT(JJ,5) 
IF(tiY.GT.0.)~C !C 999 
sa;1e~u=SU~RAJ:+CLI~}!(JJ,1) 
IF { f:L2CF?.O.LE.O.) C1.IL1l'! (JJ, 1) =O. 
C IF SCIL IS CRY FHC!CSI~TBESIS IS STCF~Et EY SE:TtnG RACIATION TO ?!30 
If{KCUN!1.GT.1Q)GO 10 97 
C*********************************************************************** 
C* THIS st,!EMENT CALCUll!!S ~lXIjU~ iEIGaT FC~ EL~NT ~ESERVES 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••• 
?~ES~X=PRS~Xf*(S!tiT+HS~WT) 
GO '!O 37 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••••••••• 
C* ~H!: ilT!R STRESS IS SEVERE ENOUG[I l~!E~ TJSSEl!NG SAS 1CCU2ED TO 
C* I~HI2I'! SI1KI3G< !BEn.raE ?LlUTS ASE ElF~!N ~llt THE ]OtEL !X!TS 
C* !~C~ TSE ClILI LOC2 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
97 ~RITE (6,JO?•)) 
3070 F03~A'I(,B0,' PL.\NT IS EARPE~ OU! !C STBESS') 
DRY= 1. 
,-;a 'IO 9 99 
gs '..iRI'!E(6,2069) JJ 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••·~·•••••••• 
C* iHE~ 9C !COE JCIS~~!E EXIStS I~ 1HE SOIL t!E flAN!S CI! lNC Z~E 
c• ~CUEL EXI!~ faOJ !HE CA!lY teer. 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2069 FOB.'!.\T(1HO .. '?LAt-lTS KILL!C CY tP.CCGE'I CN C.\'!' ,IS) 
DRY•1. 
GO TO 999 
37 COtlTI~lU! 
H2CLCS=O .. 
l:LO~'I=O. 
PTSPLT=O. 
?TSI,'.f=O. 
H205!:1:=0. 
AGE=.\GE+TI.:!E 
IF{AGE.G'I.SElSC~) GO !O 99q 
l.\S!=JJ 
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c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c• :HIS IS OS£D TO SIGNAl iaETHE~ lN IREIG~TEt cs NCN!5EIGJ'I!C YflR IS 
c~ Sl'!UL1!EC 
c•••$••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••~ 
IF(~ICI:tP..EQ.iO)GO ':C 611 
32CLI:!=HtI:1: 
C:\!.!.. IR IG.\'!' (JJ, H2CT1~, !l 20DZ.f, C lI !". .\'!:, g, 32C .; Ct, :i 2C rn r:, :i :' IX 
1,Q~~I3J,s:ca,~FE!I3,S!C~V.IR;:ur,22,:s,xs7a~.!!X,~2CLI~.:?~tlN, 
1"!lSSXX ,S:Z:1KE::,3L~"\L1F ,SA'l!~:1, EF:'S) 
~A~L Cl~(C:~IER.~O,liE~Ii,AR!A;c,11,s7c:v,1E~S!Z,}~S!T,J~,]V, 
'!:-!.,\I, it .l ,ZZ, .\ !G, c:'\, ii ,s:C5, :i:'IX, f:_\(;:i E, E ~, '; 1.C':F., ;, t120 i:?.:i ,j·:CJ~:T, !S, .!I:( 
1,I1!~~E,~!l,I?AC~E,XS!O~,IS~,QCSE?J 
C~*••••*****•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~· rs:s !S USE~ ;HE~ !I~CING TU~. ,ll!~OM ?ES!~VCIR SIZE 
:•••••*~································································ IF(?.£S~7.E;.10}GC TC 555 
Ell !X=IX+l 
C]~t 1AtElX(JJ,CLI~1T,LlI,C,lifRA,~2CCAF,32CfFC,~I~:,srrNOF?, 
1 Z~ES1,!~!S2,TC5!,ESUES,STRESF,XS!FIS,S!R!SS,rxx,F~atc~,PLTH2C, 
,~~ss~~,TOT!S,~t~TPC,SCitiX,DETA!I,~lEESC,PANCEG,!VAP~C.EVAPK,I!) 
CALL PBZC~Z(JJ,CLI~AT,DAY,~EiC~!,ICIC,1,CZGt~Z,G~CCAY,CAY!NC 
l,CAYD~G,P.DNdV;,,1vG~AY,~VGC~X,SE!Jl~,SitKEC, 
1J\GRl~,EL!L!R,!MPOPT,ttGaEZ,JPLDai} 
C.'i.LL LlILE F ( l.EFilT 'y~:; ti F, c.~ '!X, YXX, c :lYINC ,.XSTtl..\ ,':!.ASS a, 
lD,ACRE,PCFilT,FCEFAC,~l!IFC,Cri.YZZ,LAI,STRESF,STLAEX,?CORN,!, 
1F1C20P,5?YLE,STYtE!,JJ,SO~?AD,Xt~~L'I,YtMFtT,YNGtaa, 
, ZLAI, S'!: c:::cr., !;Cf A'!' E ,re !Y::A) 
!?(=L~:YR.G! •• 5)JO TO 50 
CAL!. ?'l'CT .~l ( Lil ,.:LI~.\ r, gcfF -~' ,F!.d.!lt., ~:::s P:"C, E~ E!FC, t:TS ,JJ ,ST 
1 R:'.SS, PTSlEF, PTS?l'I, f': .\El E, I, iVG E':S, FTSFLX, C JY I~iC, ?.G~! ,\VCi, PP ZS, 
1 ST3~T,Q~E3?,PSES~l,FLCST,PCC3RF,lCl2CS,!tZFFC,STlESF,e3ESI~, 
1 ZLdI, FTS:1AX) 
!:r( (!lSS!X.G'I •• 5) • .lND. {SILK';;O.:.i'I ... 5)) GG 'IC 40 
C.'i.tl QPVEG(PTS,I,PCCRN,~act~Y,CCP.~~X,EC011I,S!J~T,LEf~T, 
1HSKiT,PRES,SII!!t,tASSXX,CCEiI,S1&iSS,HUSK,SHOCT,ClASSJ,PtOST, 
1t!ES~X,aESUSF,JJ,C~GtlZ,SlfINF,Q?~SF,5T§!SF,SlXING,i!TIAI, 
1FLlN1~ 1 ?RESAC,S~llf,?!~!FX,PR!SIN,XLEF~l,EA!IOS,S!lGES) 
:..-0 COST!~OE 
IF(?ClYSA.G!.-S);C !C GO 
1F(!JSSX~.lt •• 5)GO !O 45 
ClLL TASSEI(I,JJ,CEGD1Z,:Assxx,srtKEC,SlKI~G,S3COT, 
1CL~SS!,?CC3~,FCIYNl,CSESP,ST5ESF,KCJ~T1,7TRTEI,7EGiCt, 
1 R J! !OS, S'!lG!S ,GROO,\ Y) 
50 CO!l'!!~!CE 
If (~::;Kc:;. 2Q.2) GO TO 70 
!F(S!l~E~.:T •• S)GC 1C 70 
ClLL K!~SOZ(I,JJ,~E~OlY,~ERPIX, ?~3?tT,lV~?TS,KE 
12~U~,KE~POT,E~RZ,iiR~lX.XSK!2,6LKIYE,!GFE,!EEKC~,cc~9~X,~UjAVG, 
1lVGCAY,ClY!:C,JDJF]C,F5!S,E!E:FC,FLJ~T~,~ER~LF,E~RU~X,1!G?OT, 
1YST!3f,STliT,GPODAY, V!3!E1,El5?0T,AGEFC!,ISKERX, 
1XSKREJ,S!8ESF,P!S!AX) 
70 CC~':t::UE 
IF(Ot71Y3.~! •• S)GC re 50 
XQ=JJ 
IF(PCtY~A.fC.XC)GC TC 45 
I:(FOLYN~.~Q.O)GO !O 45 
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CALL G~AINZ{I,JJ,CEG~EZ,KEa~ua,~c,DAZ!,E&!EY,ECCSN,~~~2~H, 
1DAYI:IC,GE!STO,!V~F!S,EARREN,HSK1!,CCEW~,~~S,OILF}C,?RESUX,eL~LIR, 
lQU!LTY,~LCS!,?J!S,£ARZ,~ARt.X,ZAR5MX,K!3fC1,G;4r~.naN!VG,EARt~C) 
50 CCN'IINUE 
I!{2LKLYR.Li ... =)GO !O ij5 
ClLL DP!!!G(KERE2C,ClI~AT,tEYfAC,I,JJ,CEGCAZ,H2CtAY,SEASOJ, 
1H2ClCS,Hl&1ST,~O,ClZ!,AYG2TS,P9ES,PSES~X,iLCST,J~L£AY) 
us co~TINO': 
?LA~1i=S1~iT+L!FiT+HSKijT+CCEi'I+~CCT~t•r-SEStG2Ail 
77 cc::T!NUE 
I:(JJ.E~ .. Jt1Dll)~C TC 51 
o2 :oNTI\;QE 
GO 10 24 
tl :ir-=J~O{JJ} 
'iD'ZZ=ID.\ Y (JJ) 
1'~ co:i!INUE 
$ fL C .S '!=!::Ft CS'!+ f LCST 
IF(H::'.<;;RC::1.:.r .. C.) GO 'IO 98 
ri2:J~Ei'.=P.:?C?:iC 
99 CO~i'!I(;UE 
999 CC~1!::CE 
t\S'!-=td.S'!T 1 
IF(~LKLY:l: .. !Q.0.) 1'EITE(E,1025) 
1C25 FOR~1T(1H0,'VARI1T! USEC JID ~CT ~JTURE IN EEEICD sa~;LI!D ') 
!I~LO={G2l!1/.8ij5)*(FCPPLT/GRAftfU)•EABflC 
GR1IM=(G3!I~/.EU5J*EASF1C 
I? (IIX.EQ .. 0) ;::svcl-=S'ICEV (ti) 
IF (II! .. SE .. 1) SESVCL=XSTCF. (IS) 
IF{:.l'.CIFP-.EQ.10) GO 'IO 711 
DO 666 JJ=LAST,J!~C 
~66 CALL J~~(DE~ISR,5C,!3EJia,;;Ed.FC,e,s:C3V,lE~SIZ,lESET,JJ,HV, 
131I,Bl,Z:,1s~,CK,i,STCJ,3?!X,PlCEE,f!,~ICT~,~.H20!iS,JCCONT,IS,III 
1, XWII;TH, CH, iP,\CBE ,XSTCS, rsa ,CCS EE=) 
711 CCSTIN'r.JE 
C \T THE E~C Ui EACH YEl~ THE YIEL~, 1C1l[ l~C~NT CF IE5IS!TICM iAT!a AP?LIEC 
C iic THE NO~EE~ CE TI~ES IERIGlTIC3 iAS PEaFCE~E[ l!! STcgEC I3 lfi!AYS 
C COP.BISFOUC!~G 10 rsz }EAa A~D aE.s?RVaIE SIZE. 
IF{II!.!E.O)GJ TO 5003 
YIELJ:G(IYE.\R,IS?.T1) =1!!:1.D 
il2Clt (Il'EAR ,IS?.+1) =H2CA.Cr: 
!SETnP(IYZli,IS~+l)=IiSTC~ 
l'iO ·ro soo 1 
SCC3 CC!l'!I~UE 
YI!LCG(I!EAg,rs, ='fICLC 
H2ClC(IYElR,I3)=B2CACt 
NS!T~P(!'fEAa,IS)=IBP.1Ci 
5001 cc,ann 
c ;./~E!I l co~e!.::·IZ ZE.l?. OF C.'\T.~ IS OSE:C .\~C ! 
C !HE ~EXT ?ElR GC~S :3ECUGH IS! SI!UllTIC~ 
C COftPL!TEC !Hf fI3ST !l~E !~E ClLCOLATICNS 
c TS! SESESYQI; SIZE :s ~!Doc:n EACH ;cc!TIC 
C P.~DUCE!: 1t~C 'i'.:iE CC~fl.EIE J}.Tl RECCRC IS ?E 
C EXISTS At tHIS ?CI~T THE C~IL! ClLCULl!ICJ 
IF{I"{EAEi.EQ.:i?!.:\?.) GO '::O 6 
GC '!C 6666 
6 IYE'.\R=O 
IF {!!X. !iE.J) G'C re 6555 
IS ~C7 7H LJST YEAR OE aECO?) 
F.CC!.$5. '.fH ~ '!SE C.\'!~ R:'.CQ'S:) [S 
ISCRIEED s LC~ AB! cc,~OCT!C ;~: 
11 't!::-1=. 'Iii Z:Es:s 1TO!F. SIZ2 ~s 
E.\T'.:J: 'J:lTI ,; ZE:l'O 3ESE270I;\ srz::: 
lRE COi1FL 'I.E. 
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C !HJS SECTI09 CE!ER!I~S !HE INCR!JENT~l ~ECOCTIC~S IN BES!SVCIR SiZE, !SR IS 
c TEE MUaaEE OE DIVISIONS !H~ ~lliao~ SIZE EESESVCIS IS IC EE ClW!t!C INTO 
I S=ISR+ 1 
I=O 
STEl!AX=O:'ICRV (H) 
S!ORI•S!OBV(B)tISS 
7CO ISTC6(IS)=S!6JlX-I•STCSI 
I=I + 1 
IS=IS .. 1 
H{IS.NE.0) GC re 700 
C TBIS SECTION t!TERd1H!S 'IHE COR~ISFON~ING tln HEIGHTS !Cf THE RZCUC!t 
IS-=ISr1+1 
DH(l)•O. 
:(';!jltJ1H ( 1) =O. 
:CP!C5.E ( 1) =O. 
:r ( 0. i. ! .. X S':O?.: ( 2) .. ii.!: C. XS! GE ( 2) .. L ! .. STC RV ( 1) ) C fl {2) = '.C~'IC R {2) / S TOR 'J ( l) 
CO 701 I1=2,IS 
JO 7C2 IZ=l ~ ;'L\ 
!F(S"IC~ll(.!2).L'I .. AS'IC?(I1J.1'~C.XSTCR(Ii).LT .. S7Cri.'l(I2+1))G:: ':'C 703 
!.::(XS'rOE.(I1) .. !f.E.S'::OF.ViI2r1))GC TC 7G2 
DH{!l) =!2+1 
XiIC18(I1)•WID!H(I2+1) 
X?dC~E(I1)=PlC3.E(I2~1) 
GO TO 7C1 
702 CC~!I:;JE 
GO IO 701 
7CJ XRl!IC•(XS:OH(I1)-STCRV(IZ))/(STCIV(I2+1)-s:o&l(I~)) 
D9(Il)•XSATIC+I2 . 
Ii!CTE(Il)=IRl'IIO•(iICitt(I2+1)-WitT3{I2)}+~lCTB(I2) 
<P.\CRE(Il) =IRATIO• (P~CR: (I2+1) -HCH (I2)) •PACH (!2) 
101 CON'IZ:~OE 
DO 319 !=1,10 
!S=IS+1 
H=R+1 
DH (!SJ =H 
I1I!TE(IS)=iiD'I3(H) 
919 CONTI~liJE 
IS=IS-10 
H=H-10 
HF:!. X=H 
c T!IIS SECTIOS ClLCOlAIES TSE VOLUME Cf !HE CA~ I~ CUEIC Y~er:s 
VCLDA~ (1) =O 
i3ASC:=NICiTH ( 1) 
00 a1s II•Z,IS 
!ICAM=CB (Ill +ZZ 
ID1=HD,\r, 
It2=Il:1+1 
U ~C=HCA~-IC 1 
i!WIDTB= ( •r C!H ( ID2) • iIC'Ia ( ID 1)) • Xl'AC HICTH (IC 1) 
VO LC.\. M ( II) =. 00 7 *:l!l !lll * (2. *!:A::'.!+ HW !CT E) • (2 ... * (Ht .\:1+ 3 5.) I:.+ 5. *Fi c.;,'1) 
818 CON'II'.'l'OE 
I.II=I.IX-tl 
E::5 CC~l'?:I!!UE 
IS= IS· 1 
!F' (IS. EQ. 1) 'TOI!tR= 10 
If(IS .. EQ.C} GO !O 6655 
GO TC 6666 
6655 CONT!:iOE 
IS:IS!?+l 
C T~IS fl.\F:T C!'IEF!.:1INS !F.Z: 'iIZLU !:!.FFE:?.ZNCi: JU~ IC !S:5.!G1!!C~ 
DO JOSS I=l,!YEAa 
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CO 30~5 J:1,IS 
30 :5 X!)!FF (I,J) =YIELCG {I ,J) -'!IELDG (!, 1) 
•RI'!.E:(6,JOOi) 
3001 FuRc1AT ( 1it1,51I, 1 :!ES~FIVCIR SIZE Itl .1.CEE-INCH') 
liRI'I!(6,3002) (1S'!C:::(I) ,I:1,IS) 
JC02 FCRSl!(1H0,9X,11F10.2) 
,n I!E (6, JOll J) 
3003 E'Cli:'L\T(10UO l!AR ,"8X, 1 Y!:0:1D IS EU/AC') 
C TRIS SECTION 1?3IN'IS CCT TtiE '!IELtS FC!i E.\C3 Y!AC COPEESFCUtING ~O .:\ :";17!~ 
C FES!~VOI? SlZf 
~O 30C5 I=1,NYEA~ 
"ii~IT!\6,3001+} !YER.(I), [1IELZG(t,!{) ,K=i,tS) 
3104 Fa?~ . \':(1HO,r7.~x. 11F1C.2) 
JCCS CC'.l'!I.~ICE 
C~LL ECON03(lYEAR,ltiff,NSETOP,~2CAC, 
1FILlfH,!XTD??,XI~:,LII!,AL\ECS,TCH,fEF 
1 , J E:;: :; 'I, ~ EF. :1 C, FL.\ 3, :' ~U ~ , FG P. .\ !~ , F ti A ?I , :i EL H 
C~LL EAttl(A,EEt:V,S!EAR,!S) 
'.:~I'i'!(E,JOC6J 
:::r'IE(6,20V7) (l'SIOR(I) ,I=l,!:S) 
'~R!'!:E(6,3012) 
CO 31~1 !=1,~!El~ 
Ii?3: (1) -=100. *II {~YEAR+1) + .. 5 
:,i?IT!(6,3J)~) IPR (I), (A (I,:q ,t<=l,IS) 
~101 CO~T!~;JE 
3EI~V (13,1) -=0. 
CO 69 I=:Z, IS 
Al=O. 
NSE':OX=O .. 
>l2CHX=C. 
DO a7 J=1,:rYEAP 
rliX=lX+X:C!FF (J,I) 
NS!TOX-=N.5E'IOP{J,I) +NSE'!''JX 
::i20ACX=ll2C1U(J,I) +H2CACX 
Ct=O.J 
CP-=O.J 
C~=C.O 
CG= 0. J 
H2CACX= H20~tX/~YEKE 
:\X=i\X;NYi:AE 
S,V lC,\ 
, :f ], c 
C , :.; : C3 
. 
'.lf.,:;??~,'1.r:!::.\IR 
HSZTOX=tlSETUXINYEAB 
~lPCST=CXiH*TCH*B201CX*l~EAI&*O.C85308;(EFFi*!FF~) 
DAHCS'!==VCLCAt-1 ( I) *Fll.lfF+EXTt'FE. 
CSTliE=NSETUX*JL!ECF 
~lNTCS=C1~CST*2ER~C 
G8iNiF=AX*~RPR*\fi!Aii 
DO 1 E7 K=1, !.IF! 
C.l=CL+CSTl..\i:*((1 .. +FLAE') ••pC-1)) *( (1.+X!NT) ** (-1.*I<)} 
C P=C F+ F !"i F CS I* ( ( 1. + f FU~) * * ( K- 1) ) * ( ( 1. + X INT) ** {- 1 • * K) ) 
C~=C :1 + 1'l A~i 1 cs• ( ( 1 • + F;'!..l!l) •• ( !<:- 1) } • ( ( 1 .. +II !l'I t • * (- 1 .. * !<) ) 
187 CG=CG+GPlNFB•((1 .. +FGBl:IJ•*{K-1))*((1.+XIN'!')•*(-1.•:I'}) 
aEiif'I ( 13 ,I) ,:(G-Cl-Cf-C,\:1cst-c:1 
:JRIT!:(5,J,J06) 
30C6 E'CR!1A'.!:(12E1:;:2oe.;.EILI':Y,~OX, 1 5ESEBVCI!i SIZ! I:T lC?..E-INC::! 1 ) 
ARI'!! (E,JCC7) (XS'!O? {I) ,!=1 • .?:SJ 
3007 F'ORr.A'I' ( 1050'.:L\tlKI~G , 11?10.2} 
•P.IH(6 ,3003) 
JOOS FOS~!T(10HQOF Y!ELCS.~8X,'YIELD IN ca;lC'l 
CALL 2iNK(~ 1 YI!lDG,SYElB,IS) 
DO 3009 I=l,HYEA8 
DO 60C J=1,IS 
€00 .\ (I,J) •A (I,J) 'KGEO*ACHHA 
IPR(!) =tUO.•I; {Ni!l8+1) +.S 
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W PIT E ( E, 3 CO l.l,) IPR { ! ) , { .\ {I , i<) , K= 1 , IS) 
JC09 CONU~ar 
3012 FOR::1lT(10HOOF Yl.ELDS,23:<,'A!!.OUNT CF CAl:ITAL AVAilASI:E Fen INVESTaE 
1 N'I IN !t;R!GATICN SYST'Et!: 1 ) 
?:F.'.OX-= l ... 
A~IT!(6,.1004] IFB:(13) ,(EEIN'V(13,K) ,t<:=1,.:S) 
li3I 'IE ( 6 ,399} H2CCdi f, H2C IPR, !Rf LA ~T, F! tX 
39g ::OF.1'!A1'(1H1,5:C,'?A'A= 1 ,FS.2,'!RRI'j.\':ICN .\Ffl!C.\TIC~T=' ,!"5.2, 
1'IRR!GA~!CN FLAN=',!2,'R.:.tiJCT!ON l?l SUl~EF: 5AI:IF.;Ll=',f3 .. 2) 
S'IOP 
:ENO 
SUB?C~7I~E ~lTiRI(JJ,CLI!.\T,LlI,a,JLPEA,6 CC1P,a2 
1 Z~!S1,ZlES2,TI~1,!Sa9S,STEESi,1f!!ZS,3!3 SS,lXl, 
181NSC~,IC~lS,PLBTFt,SC!!iX,DETJ11,ALEESC, A~CEG,E 
fi"E.1.L 11! 
c.r~1::,s:ai~ C!.I:1.\T(3E6,5} ,XSTRES{l1) 
0!~.!::SSIC!i SCiliiX(317,10), SC1tti{1J} 
DI~!~SIC~ E71FK(11) 
IF(lX.!IE.1) GO TC 6 
RIJ':SCFF=C. 
UES1•G. 
XYX=·J .. 
Z.:1!::S:i:=J .. 
!CP. Y-=0. 
!SJ!:S=O. 
62C~BZ=H2CF3C•25.4 
H20CAZ=F.20C!P•25.~ 
?t'1'.'H2C=G .. 
TC'!!S-=0. 
?. ,:1so:1-=c. 
Z?:SOi!P=O. 
ST?~SS=-1 .. 
STF. ESF-= 1 .. 
!te.::so=.07 
ESUEZ-=0. 
cc 5 J-=1,10 
5 SOILa(J)•(H2CFFZ/H2CCA!)*H2CCIZ/10. 
'f:(:SQ!l.~(1) •.6 
C CCNTI~UE 
R.\.INi-=CI.It..\T (JJ,Lt) •25. t1, 
3.1I:l~X=P.AI~:i 
ZLAI?=L.~I 
I.E' (L.lI .G'!.!.l.) ZLd.!Z==4 • 
.\.LilECC=.llEESC+ (.23-~LEISC) *• 25*ZI.1IZ 
B!CN0•.75•{1.·Al9ECC)*CLiaAT(JJ,1)/5S. 
I.F(5.1INi.GT •• 05) ~1.P.ESE=1. 
TMP>AX•(Cl:~.lT(JJ,,) ·]2.) •.5555 
Tl'IP:tIN-= (CLI,'1.<\T (JJ ,J)-32.} • .. 5555 
·!l'!P:\VG=(!Mt''.1Al+'I~P~IN112. 
D!I.!1 =. 78675+ (1~P;\ VG• .. 5) *· J27:io 7 
!J!I.T1=10 .. ••DEt!1 
O!::LT2=. ICE75+ ( 1~F:l ijG-.5) *· 0-2747 
DEL'l'2=1 C. **CEL'I2 
CE1.'IA=CZLT1-DELT2 
!SCT2C=1.3*SlC~O*~El !/(C!L~1+.66) 
If{P\:lCHG .. EQ.1.) ESO 0-=E'l.~PFC'*ClI:1~T jJ,5) *2~.4 
!SU eso = {CZLT .\/ {£:Zl 'I +. 66) ) • :I. ,\0 :1c• (!X P { - • 3 98• L.\!) ) 
2C,'.fI~!C,PU!:OFF, 
:J lC~, .?L:'~2C, 
t=':C,Z.'lll?K,IX) 
ESO~SG=ESU2SO*S!ttESS 
ESU2S'Z:ES013SO 
I:(ZOES1.Lt.O)GO TO 1 
IF{RAISW.GT •. 0.)GO TC 2 
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2• ESUESC•ESUBS0-31!Ji 
!DRY•!DRY+1.00001 
ESUES=ALPRA•(TCRY••.s-1rnar-1.1••.S) 
IF (ESUES.GL ESOESO) ESCBS•ESUESO 
Z~ES2=Z~E!2+ESOES 
!CRY= (Z~f52/Ul'A•) ••2 
GC '!O 9 
2 IF(E!INV.G!.ESCESO) GC TO JO 
Z~ZSl=Z~ES1-&~IN~ 
IF(Z!!Sl.LT.O.)GC ~C 3 
GO ':'O 24 
3 Z~ES2=Z~ES2+Z?ES1 
:~ES1=0. 
JO TC 2~ 
20 I: ( XX!. EQ. 1.) GC !O JO 
SH!E (6,202J) 
2.C2·J FOR~1..\T ( 180, 1 W.:\'!'::P. E:<B.105!:'.D FaC.:i iF:Cf!l.E 1 ) 
~O '!C 55 
3,J !F{Fll'ir::w.!.! .. Z.!i'ES1) GO TO )5 
~l!Nj=?AINi-Z~ESl 
Z~!S2=Z~ES2-R1INS 
ZJ~S1=t>. 
IF (ZaES2 .. L 'I. 0.) Z;:1 E!::2=0. 
GC TC 45 
IF{RAIN~.LE.O.)~O TO ~5 
ZJES1=Z~ES1-~~I~~ 
IF (ZL1ES1.GT.O.) GO TO ~5 
Z'."!ES1-=0. 
IF{Z~ES2.GT.O.)GO TO ~O 
GC '!C 45 
50 ZjES2=Z~ZS2-(BAI:r~-2~ES1) 
TP(Z~fS2.G!.0.)GO '!C ~5 
::tES2=0. 
GO '!'C "5 
35 3~~51=ZeES1-8AIN~ 
US Z1ES1=Zi£S1+ESU2SO*fMUlCg 
IF{Z.:!E51.GT .. O) GC TC 8 
ESU~S=Esueso·F~OlCS 
GO TO 9 
8 ESUES=ESUesO•F~ULC8-.U•(Z!ES1-U) 
!P(Z,1ES2.GT.0.)GO !O 60 
ZM~S2=Z~ES2+.6•(Z!!S1-U) 
Z:1ES1=0 
TDRY•(Z~ES2/AL~B~••2 
9 IF(LAI.GE •• l)GC ro 10 
esae?=O. 
GO TO !Ou 
6l1 TDRY=":DR'i+l. 
Z~ ES2.=Z :1:::'S 2 + .. 6• :\L; 8.\* {TD:?'!**. 5- ( '.rtE Y-1 .. ) *'*· 5) 
z:!ES1=1J 
GC '!C q 
10 r:F(Ld.I.G'I.2.7)GO '!'O ,e 
ESU8P=ESUB0*(-.21+.7•LAI~•.5) 
!SOEZ=ESOeP 
Q-=E=OEO-ES03S 
IF(CSiJEP.GT.O) GO TC 1E 
GO 'IC 100 
18 ~sue?=!SUEO-ESCBS 
ESiJBZ-=ES'IJSI? 
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100 ESUEfa=ESUE~*ST?ESS 
ED4ILY=ESOSP•ESUES 
XESITES:ES~es 
XESU3P=ESUO~+ZESUEF 
YESOEP=!SOSP+ZESC3~ 
PLI92C=Ft'Il12C+ESUEP 
90~~C!=F1I~QX-(H20CAZ-E20P!Z) 
1C'I~~=~C!ES+ESOES 
!F{?a3~CT.G:.J.)iC~CFF=RU~OFF+~U~FCT 
If{RU~!;;c-r.t'!.}.) su:i?O'I=J. 
g2o;;z=~2021?-~:~r1Y+~Ar~~X-EU!FC! 
IP(H2Cl?F:..LI • .J .. ) t!2CP?Z=O. 
I:'(22"."F~Z.L::'. .. J.) .;c 'IC 20 
?1CH0~=~1C~O*S9. 
:i2CFC':'=(H:OP?.'..:..;H20C1Z) •100. 
!F(rE1llL.!Q.J.)GO TO 55 
~~I7!(6,1010)JJ,SAD~CX,!ftFJAX,TrF!l~,fLTE2C,ISU!O,ESU SZ, SflES,ZSU 
1DZ,FLl~T!,!CA!lY,SI3ES~,:~ES2,Z~!S1 ,TtEY,H2CfC!,92Cf~ ,~A NCX 
101) l0R'.!1't{1H0,!3,F5.0,F5.1,.FS.1,F0.1,6F8.3,F9.2,3?S.3,2F .1, 6.3) 
5:; CO~l'I I!il..1.E 
IF(!AI5CX.G!.J.JGC !C 102 
ii,)1 cc 12: J:1,.10 
!F (SC!L" {J}. LE:.O.) GC TC 125 
IF(XESUeS.LE.O.)GO to 105 
SC!IZ=SC!li{J)-XISUE3 
!f{SCitz.r.::.O.) GO 'IO 110 
SOI t:i {J) =SC!l';,i (JJ -XZSrJES 
'.<ESUBS-=O. 
106 X~SUEF:Y!ZOEP*PL?.TFC 
SOiiZ=SCit·,.; (.J) -XtSUEF 
I!(SCILZ.LZ.0.)GJ to 115 
YE:~OE?=1ESCEP-)ESUEP 
SOILW (J) :SOrL,(J) -XESOB? 
GC TC 125 
10: IF(YESUEP.L! •• 0001)GO TO 125 
GO 10 106 
110 xrsnES=X!SUES-SOil~(J) 
SOII, (J) =O. 
GO 'IC 106 
115 '!!SOEP=Y!S02i?-SOIL:.i (J) 
SDil'.i (J) =O .. 
125 CC!i1I~OE 
ZESiJf?=lESUEP 
GC TC 130 
102 HINX=Rl!,Q:C 
RGRCdZ=E2CClZ/10. 
DO 22: J:1,10 
08:YC.\f=HCFC..\Z-sc::t-,. {Jl 
IF(C:3.YC.~P.LT.2,,IUA) GO TO 205 
SC!Lli(JJ =SCil·ii{J) +:i<!I:l:C 
S.lINX•O. 
GO TO 225 
205 SOIL,(J):HCRC1Z 
R .\I :iX= F .\IN A .. C3. ! CAP 
22:'. CC~lT!~lO'E 
t;O TO 10 1 
, J a uo 3 1 ~:, , 1 o 
31 SCILWX(JJ,N)=SCIL•(N) 
KSCILW=O. 
SCL:1AX=O. 
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DO 111 J=1,10 
IF(SCL~AX.E,.1.)GO TC 111 
I!'(SOILS(J).G!.YX)GC TO 112 
KSC!!.ii=PiSCILwl+1 
GO 'IC 111 
112 SOL~ AX= 1. 
111 CON'!INO! 
!F{!':SOILa' ... EQ.0) KSOILW=1 
S~R!SF=XStaES(~SCili) 
S!EESS=!VS?K(KSC!l~) 
~2CfBC=~20PRZ;25.~ 
P.ETOS~l 
:.~I~ 
!USRCU~!~Z ?11ZtlZjJJ,CL!!l~,DlY,JEW!lY,ICLC,I,~!GClZ,GJCC.\Y,:AtIJ~ 
1,C&YC!G,3C~lVG,AV~CAY,AVGC:\l,S!T!I:,srtKEC, 
1DlG?IH,EtKLYR,'I~PCfT,C!GREZ,JP~t~Y) 
OI~E~S!O~ D.\'iI~X (3€0), CL!i1..\'I'{366,6) 
?E;L :iE~CAY,aAX,~IN 
."l.l. X =C !.I:'!.\! ( JJ, 2) 
:'t!:i=CLI~:\T (JJ, .2) 
If{:i!I~.I.E.32.) r~RIT!:{6,1000) JJ 
1000 FCct~A'! (i.:to, 'POSSIELf FSOST CAii~GE CN• ,!ti, 1 C.lY .lF'I:.'.3 f:L.\1!1'I::G 1 ) 
I!(:1.lX.U':.!~POF'I) a.111.X='I2'.l=O£l'! 
~!;J XX=~!)I 
M.\Xx:<='1AX 
IF {t'!.\X. t 'I. SE'I!!:IN} J.~XXX=S:ETMIN 
IF(.'.'1l!l.1':::.S!T:1IN) '.1!~Xl=SE'I'.1IN 
C:::GREZ-=(~l~CIX+f.INXX) ;2 .. -SET'.:!I!J 
DEGLlZ=tEGC1Z+C!~P.EZ 
t\YI~C=tEGP!Z/ClYDEG 
r!{CA1IRC .. LZ.0.)C!!l3C=.001 
GR.OC.~Y=CdY!:fC 
:l?l.GFiI:l-=1. 
Cl Y = C .\ Y + Cl. Y ! :iC 
I=(C.\Y*10.+5.) ;10 .. 
IF (I.L~.1) !=1 
NEiit,\Y=I•lCLr: 
ICLC=! 
DIYIOl(JJ) •CIYINC 
IJJ=JJ 
AVG=AJJ-?.rr,AVG-J2LCAY 
!F{lVG.LE.O.}:OC TC 10 
AVG cl.\ 'l= ~ VG Cd Y + Cl Y I::J :! (JJ) ·O ). 7 I~ll {lJJ·~lJ r: .\ !/GI 
'JC ':C 20 
10 !VGD~Y=l~GC!l+CAYINI(JJ) 
20 co~TIOUE 
AVGDAl•IVGDIY/RUMAVG 
B!TTJ3N 
END 
susaoOTI!Z LAII!F(LEF~T,Y~GLSZ, AYI,YX~. AYI:rc,istcti,c:iss~. 
lDJlCJE,fC?PIT.~cPi;c.~tJI?C,C.\Y Z,LAI,ST ESi,STLAEI.~C:aM,r, 
1 F lC:?CP, STYLE', StYL!F, JJ ,SU l'1.SAD, ;{ {1fL'.:, '{ C 1! LT , '.!. ~Gl,\2., 
1 ZL.\I, 5'IC:::CL, CCI= ATE, i=C rY NA) 
aEAL L!_FW'I,LJ.I 
DiaESSIC~ tCCRN(260,5} 
STSLAt=5!F.E5!**STLAEX 
IP(FCLY~l .. G1.0.}GC TC 20 
!:'(r'CCR~i(I,3}.EG.:J .. )GC !C 99 
lf(LAI.EQ.·J.)GO TO 10 
D1YZZ=CAYZZ+CAYINC 
nEatAI=D~,L,!-lDMfL! 
IF(YNGLEF.GT.5.)GO TO 50 
D.\YX=C~YX+ClYINC 
A=·.E9E97+DAYX*YNGLAR 
YNGIEF=10 .. ••A 
PLTLEF=(YNGLEP·YXl) 
YXX=Y!IGLEF 
GO TC BO 
10 Pt'!!.'.:1= .. 2 
D:1FLN'I=100. 
CXON~'.'=O. 
GC '!C 80 
50 IF(LYY.EQ.1) c;o TO 1c 
G C ~C 16 
15 L'!Y=2 
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:i:F {S':!LE.EC.1.) S!Cl.l-=XS!C!.<i-5TYLZI:-S '!ll: f*. 09S*Cl.J.SS:1 
IF(S!YLE.!Q.2.)S!Cll-=iSTDLA-S!!lEf•. 95*CllSSJ 
I:' (S'l'YLE.EC.3.) S:i:CLd=-lS!D1!+S'!YlEF-S Y;'..EF•.09S•CL.\SS:1 
1QLAI=S10LA•12000./t~AC~! 
If(i"OPPLT • .C.E .. 12000 .. ) GO !O 51 
XQFCF=FCPFlt/12000. 
Xl::;;U=11C~10 {X<:t:.I) +FIAIFC* lLCGlO (lG~CF) 
C~PL~T=lO.**ILCG*PCPFA: 
52 CO/ft!rlDE 
IF (S'II.LZ.I::Q.1.) tLR.\1!-= (0!:IPLt{'I-27.) I (54.-22 .5-14. -Ct;,s :-i} 
If ( STY LS. EC. 2.) .ll SATE= { ca H N1-2 7. I/ (6J. ·22. S ·14. -c l.\S ,:) 
IF(S!YLE.!~.3.)lLia~~=(C~ElNT-27.)/(75.-22.5-14.-CllS J) 
XDMFLT=C~iFLN'I 
T.\PES.=6.5 
16 IF('i:.\PER .. GE:.RE~LA.I) GO 'IC 60 
PLTLEF=dLP.lTE•CAYl~C 
$0 LAI=LJI+PL:LEF*FACPOP*S!RLAI 
'?.L:\I=L.\I 
YCctfLT=L1!/FAC?01 
GO '!C 100 
60 PL'IlEf=.~3*C1YIMC*t~FLN'I/STDLA 
GC TC 80 
51 D~PL:i't=SIDLA 
,-;c 'IC 52 
99 LYY=l 
GC TC 100 
20 Il'(C!OH.G!.O.) c;o TO 21 
QX=LJI*CCE.\TE 
DXX =.J J- FC LY :>t ,l 
IF(tXX.G1.S!C£Cl)ClCME=1.0 
GO TO 100 
21 LAI=LH-CX 
IF(ldI.LE.0.0) LAI=O.O 
ZL<\I=L4I 
100 CO.S'I!:iO'E 
RETURN 
SUBR001I3E F!C'IAl(ll ,Cll~AT,?CF!lC,PLl!Ti,aEsFFC, M '!FC,?TS,JJ,ST 
lO!SS,?TSLEF,PTSiL!,r AELE,!,AVGF'IS,EISfll,O~YINC,a N VG,iEES, 
1 ST~i!,ORZS~,PF!S~!. ICST,?CCRRE,LCAECS,IL!1!C,STB S ,?R!SI~, 
1ZL.lI,I='IS,~AX} 
C !JIS SCBRCJTI5E CJLC !l!ES ~HC!CSYNTS!SIS i!R C!Y (~IS) i!R ?L~:~ 
C IN GSJ~S OF CRY]!!!~ 
C CLl~A! IS 3l!IATICN !B Dl! 
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C D\YTYa A~O ~Y~TY~ A3E LENGTHS CF CAY A~t ~IGHT I~ P2YSIOLOGIC1L 
C Tiil ! 
c B:ESFFC I.: a.:S?I.?.ATICN AS A F~lCTICN Cf ~ECTCSY:ITHEStS (!1 sue El} 
C fj!TFC IS !!S?!Rl!lON AS l FilC!ION CF tCT}t 05! iEIGE! {n sue 0) 
C PTSJEO IS THE FACTOB Et iilICH L!lF ~IL!IlG SECOCES TH! SATE Of 
C PHoicsYNtHE5IS 
BEAL LU 
01.!ENSIC:I PTSPL.I(317), CtI:IAT(]66,6) ,i?T.\EY.E{17,20) 
IF(Lll.EQ.0.JGC TO 20 
XLH•O. 
PTSEiED=:!FIESf 
I:'(Z!.A!.LZ.1.) ILAI=ZL.:\I 
!F ( zr..,r·. !.Z. l.} Zl.\I= 1 .. 
JlJ.I.l:::{Z!..A!"'2C.+1\J.) ;10. 
!FtJl.a\I:\.Gi.16) J!..d.I.l=lE 
JL.\I!= (ZL.\l:• 10. •Q. 9999) /10. 
Jt.:..IY=·!L.\I 
I:'(ZX-~'!.O.J GO TC 2: 
:<Ji..:\I=JL.lIY 
GO TO 26 
25 XJl.\I=JL1IY 
XJL.\!=X:JLAI+. 5 
26 CC~l'II~IUE 
JL:\! a:JL,\I :\+ 1 
J:(_\c.\=(Ctr:1.i'!(JJ,1) •.2+10., 110. 
Il(JP.ACj.GT.13)JR!CA=19 
J?. AD .\Z = { CL I~1 J\ T { JJ, 1) •. 1+4.9999) / 1 O. 
Jrl:AC!= ClI1'!:\'I (JJ, 1) 1100. 
ZY=-JR.\i:A'Z-J3.ACY 
IP(ZY.Gi.O.)~C TC 250 
X.J RA t=,lR AC"l* 100 
GC TC 2€0 
250 XJ3Ar=Ji.<ACI 
~JR~t=XJRAC•l00.+50. 
260 cc::'II~OE 
J::? .\ t 2-=JPti.C . .\ + 1 
SJRS~l=F!lELE(JLAIA,J5~C~) 
S~3EG:=PT.\ELE{JLAI8,J;AC:\} 
3GJSML=FTllll!{Jlll~,JBACE} 
3GREGt=FlA8lE(JlJIE,JBACE) 
ZS~B=(S?EEGL-S~RS~l)*{(ZLAI-XJLAI)/.S)+SJ!SSL 
ZEGB= (EGREGL-sGaS,L). ( (ZLlI-XJLAI) ;.SJ •EGFSH 
?TS.;(2!GR-ZS~R) •c (CLI~.!T (JJ .. 1)-XJ::At) 150.) +zs;-1R: 
IF(ZLAI.EQ.1.)F!S=P'IS*XLAI 
r:{ZL.it.EQ. 1.) z~.~I=:<LAI 
?'!S=F'r3*FCORP F 
IF{lC:\BCS.fQ.l}GO TO 51 
TX=CLIJ.\T (JJ, 2) 
TDifF=ClialT(J~,2)-ClI!IT(JJ,3) 
! ? (CI.;I,., .\": (JJ, J) • LI. 5 0 ... ) ID!??=ClI:rAT ( J J, 2) -50. 
!PTSfS={IX-TDIE?)•.C06 
T?'!S?~='t?'!SFS+ ( (T!-'!'DIFF•.d6) •.OUO) 
TPTSFS=T?TS!S+((1X-!CIFF*.7J)•.J6a) 
~PT!FS='!PTSFS•((~X-!CIF!•.52)•.073) 
TP'!:".F.!.='!P'ISES+ ( {!'X-TDIFF•.25) •.112) 
TPT S'F S='!PTS F S+ ( (TX-TD If:"*. 2·:J) * .. 1 J 2) 
1':"T!FS='!?'!S FS+ ( (!X-TD IF!•. 08) •. 139) 
!P't!FS-='!?'!SFS+ ( (T!-TDIF:'•.03) •.132) 
T?T.5!S="r?'TSE5+ { {'!X--ItIFF*.00) *· 112) 
TPT~FS='!PTSFS• ( ('!'7-!tIFF'*.OO) •.073) 
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'I?'! !:F :='!?!SF S+ ( {T x-rc IF:'*· 0 l) *· 0 6 8) 
TP'I!:fS.:.1PTSFS+ ( (TX-TCifF•.07) •.040) 
T?T SF S='Ii:TS FS + {(TX-TC I FF•. 1 6} *. 00-6) 
IF{'IP"::SFS .. GT.115.) GC '!C 50 
I?(TFTSFS.LT.50.)GC TC 50 
IF(TPTSFS.GT.i~.)GO TC 55 
51 IF(LC.\RCS .. .EQ.1) 'IPTSFS=CLI:1.AT(I,2) 
TPTSFS=-.~6+ .. 01717*1~!SFS 
GO TC 6C 
50 TP1!:f.:=0.001 
GC TC 60 
:s !P1SFS=l.0-.01717*('I;!SFs-;s., 
6J 2TS=~~S*POPF~c·?~s~iD•.Jl•{~2!Sf5•*1t!:'FC) 
1': 2!SL~F=f'!S 
lCTFL!=Ftl3!~-;;Es 
3lE!=;CiPLT*~ct?!FC~CAY!~C 
!:'.:':~=P'!S-t?'IS-~:!E~) •RESPFC-S:E': 
!:' {?'!S.LS •• 01) PIS=O. 
?':SFi.':=P'!'S 
C~ES;=~~ESP+P:SLEF-~'!SFL~ 
?TSf!..I (,1,l) =f='ISFLT 
;J,J=JJ 
IF(lWG.L!.J.)GC TC io 
\VGP~S=1VG~!S+PTS?Li(JJ)-PTSPLX(1JJ-RUS~VG) 
GC 'IC 20 
20 CO~lT!:lUE 
!F(lVGP!S.LT.F'IS~AX)GC :9 5 
f'I'S:! AX=AVG?'!S 
s ::c~T'!I~:uE 
F!:TU :i:l 
S02?CUT!~E QPVEG{P!S,I,?CC~N,GRCCJI,CC3~~ ,FCCT1T,S ~~7,tS!iT, 
1HSK~r,;3gs,s:t!EC,:1ssxx,cce~T,S7?2SS,JUS ,~HCC~,CL SSJ,?LCST, 
,Fa:s~X,3ESUSF,JJ,DEGCAZ,SLSI~P.CE~SP,ST;E F,3l~IlG, L!LAI, 
lPLJ~1i,PRE3AC,STYtZ,fNj!ft,?RESI~,!IEFGI, ~TICS,STl !SJ 
~EAL LEF'.i': 
IF((FCCR~(I,3).!Q.0 .. J.:u,c .. (I.LT.10))GC TC 7C 
E(LEF'JT.EQ.J.) lZF',T•.J2 
FIATIC=1 • 
. ~C=I 
I!{S!Y:.Z .. ZQ. 1.) GO TC E2 
!F(~'!YLZ.!~ .. 2.) GO '!'C 62 
IF'(S:Yt!.:;c.J.) GO TO 6t.i 
62 I:'(I.G'f.ijC) :1C=r!C+CLJ.S!:~ 
GC 10 6S 
6-1, !f (! .. GT.SO) lC=MC-+CLlSS~ 
65 co:11r•11JE 
f=G~GCAY*COR~~X/100. 
SHCCTX=P:A~Ti-~cc:~T 
20TLGJ=-.522ES+.96221*ALOG1J(SHOC~X) 
2TSICT=10•*9011CG 
PC51!=~~S O!-~CCTiT 
!P (I:i,:;QTS. ~.O.) PQ:!'IS=O. 
PQS'!:'l=FCC ~I (~C,21 •: 
?QLEF=PCO 1f(!C,J)•F•Xl!FGI 
~<;;.~CE=FCC tl{~C,5) *F 
PQHSK=FCC 9(~C,i)*f 
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IF(T}SSXI.GT •• 5)GC TC 6 
I'Fl?CCFi::p·~C,2) .G'I .. 9 .. ) GO ':O 5 
PJEC=?CETS+F~S13+FClEF+PQHSK+fQCGE 
P?. ES .;.z=PR ES\ I: 
PRESZZ=FSES/(S1JiT+tfEW!+.,001 
!F (PF=SZZ.Gl •• 03) PRESlZ:O. 
PRES=PRES+~~S*PRZS!Z 
F1S=P1;-P~ESAZ•P1S 
I1' (e!S.G!.?HQ) GO TO 25 
PESAYL=PaES*~ESUSF 
F\YA!l=P1S+R!SAVL 
Z::'{P1\'I.\IL .. GE .. ?::tZ:Q) GO 'IO 2.9 
~ATIC=2AVlIL/~~!U 
t::\ES .. t=3..ES-.?.ES.\1t 
IFtS'I:~'.i'I..L1.1.)GC ·re 27 
PN~LE!=P!S*PN;LfX 
IF(P!:~Lf!.Gl.~CLZ!)GC IO 27 
L!EiT=L!EiT+F!~t!E 
~QLZF=P~:zr-2l~LZf 
?lV!!l=F~VAIL-~~qtEF 
?!EC=P,EQ-?!ilEF 
Rl!IC=PAVAIL/~EE~ 
GO TC 27 
2g PEES=F3ES-PRE~+?!S 
27 LZF~!=LE7ijT+PQl!:•::!!IC 
~CC!~l=~CCTAT+PQJTS*R~TIC 
ST3~T=S!JWT+PQS7~•SlTIO 
ESK~t=iisK;I+FCHSK•r~!IC 
COEWT=Cce~T+PQcoa•RA'IIG 
61 lF(i!Uo!<.G1.0.) GO TO 50 
!i{?QiiSK.G'!.0.)GO 'IC 310 
GO TO 50 
31C R!JSK=1. 
SHCCT=:1.C 
SL~I~G=S!~I~F+S!ICC! 
GO TO 50 
6 2REC=?CHSK+?CCCE 
1F(F'IS.G7.?REQ) GO TO 30 
R~SlYt=F3ES*R~S~SF 
PA1iIL=PTS+a!SAVL 
If'(F.'l,~Ail .. GE.?SE•;} GC TC 31 
P.lTIG=FAVAlL/PBEQ 
?R!S-=t:!:iE.S-?-ES~Vt 
r;o TO 32 
J1 PRES=t"R:ES-P3EQ-+?TS 
GC TC 32 
JJ Jd1lO=F!51PREQ 
IE'(81\IIO.G1'. l.1S) ~.\'!IC=l.15 
P3ES=PEES+?TS-P~EQ•RATIC 
32 HSK~T=KSKi!+PQRSK•aATIO 
COSiT=CCU~1+~cccn•5AT!C 
GO !O 50 
25 R!!!C=f~S;P3EQ 
!F(S.~'!'Ic.:;-r:.1.15) ?.A':I0=1. 15 
PR:S=F~!S+ETS-~E!C*SlT!C 
GO TO 47 
5 CONH>luE 
TdSS:<:<=JJ 
~O !C 6 
50 IF{?..\TIC • ...;T.1) ~dTI0=1. 
IF(RA'IIC .. t: .. J.) 8.l':.lC=O .. 
~A!!Cl=ElTI0**.25 
IF(BATIOX.LE •• 5)31TICX=.5 
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I?' ( H SK".i'I. G'I •• :)C 1) sac C'I=S:!CC! + r!4T ::::ex• GBC C .\Y 
I?{PSES.G'I.~~ES~X}GO TO 53 
54 !F{S600T.GE.SL3ING)GC !C 60 
GO 'IO 70 
53 ,LOST•FEES-Pa,s~x 
P!:tES=fRESMX 
GO TO 54 
60 If(SILK!C.GT.0.)GC TC 70 
SI!.K!::Il=JJ 
70 P'IS-=O. 
PRESil=f?ES-PRSOL: 
mo 
SOERCU'IIH! !ASS!L(t,JJ,t!GD]Z,rissxx,srL~!C,SLKi~G.~~COT, 
1 ;,:r.;\SSI-:, i?CC:'.J, :?CLY ii A ,~?!.5i', STE!S?', t<CCNT1 , '1!.?.'!ZX, 7 EG;cT, 
l~A'IICS,S!~G~S,GRCClf) 
JI!ESSION ?C09U{26C,5) 
L :=c t.;.ss:: 
:1C=I+tt 
!?(ECL!S1 .. ;t.0.)GO 10 SO 
r:: { (':::.\S.::iXX.\jI •• S) • A:,c. (SllKEt .. GI •• 5)) GC TC 49 
I'F{l,';SSXX.G'I •• S)Ga 'IO 10 
IF(Sll!!t.;? •• 5)GO 'IO 2~ 
IF(SHCC!.G1.SLKISG)GC IC 21 
sooo1:scoor+s'I~EsF•GRCDAY 
~2 IF {FCCRN (!!C,2) .G'I.9 ... ) GO W 25 
GC TC 50 
10 IF(SEOOT.G'I.SLKI~G)GO TO 15 
SHCC1=SHCCltSTP.ESF*GRCtdY 
i<CUNT1=KOO!lT1+1 
GO ro so 
15 CC~f1I'.l0E 
s::.:<EC=JJ 
GC TC ~O 
25 COS~!NUE 
'IASSXX=JJ 
GO TO 50 
21 CC~l'!IN!JE 
SILKEC=JJ 
GO '!O 22 
49 POLY~l.\=JJ 
:a CC~T'!I?JUE 
E!TUP?T 
!ND 
SUE?C~TI~E KE3~0ZlI,JJ,KE~DAY, 
1RNO~, P:E~PCT, E.\F.'Z, E.a.&r. ft.X, XSK ER I 
lA?GCAI,tAYlNC,AtJF:\C,FR!S,C~ET 
lYSTE~P,ST~WT,GRCCAY, 
:Z:?.:'I:C, FTS~!.':', .\V'.:'?TS', KC: 
LKIY5,EGFF,KERKC~,CCR~~X,3UNA1G, 
C,ElA3Ti,~!RSL&,EAns~A,7EGPOT, 
1XSKR!I, S"t?ESF, ?'!S;<J.\:,:) 
REAL K!StAY,K!SF!!,KESNU~, 
IE{KESKON.GT.J)GO TO 10 
~!EY~i=EAB~~X•ElJ~AX 
lEEfCT=S~M~l*YSI!~E 
K!~FC1=KE5fC!•KE5NlF 
If(KEEPOT.GT.KE~N~X)lEJFO:=K?RJMX 
IP{Kf5PCT.L!.G.) KEEPC!=O. 
!':ERK'C~=l 
10 CONTINUE 
~ZR:\CJ= (.\VGF'!S;!?TS:1.1Z) *100.0 
VT8TEX,EA8POT,dGEFC!,XSK::ax, 
I!(KERACJ.GT.70.)GO TO 50 
KERA[J=Kt~lCJ•.0174533 
I SK!ri-= XS KEH +S I?l {!<ER A CJ) 
GO 'IC 51 
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SJ :.CS'K!:l=.93+(K!~ADJ-7C .. J •.C02+XSKEL\ 
51 KEaCAY=KERCAY+l.0 
IF(K!ICAY.Lt.l!a!I~GO TO ~o 
xsic:RX-= (XS!l'ER/KZEDlY) ••xsK-gEx 
IF(ZSKERX.G1.1.)ASKZ;X=1. 
KEB~UM=KESPOT*XSKEEX 
!F (!<ER~U!.G'I.:<Eii.NiX) K!SNU;.i:=KER:i~I 
K?'J.C.J..1~KE?.C!I+1. 
KElfZ=~~R~U~/(EAa~~X*.33) 
:.l:iZ=~ElRZ • 1 
KE3:KQ~:::::: 
llO CCN'!ING! 
3ETUEiN 
:;:::o 
SUE!SOUTI!iE G?.\I!IZ{I,JJ,OEG?.'::Z,:<::'.'E:-IU~, C,CAZ.=, !i':'FY, CC':t~l,ri 
lDlYI~C,GR~STU,AVG;tS,El~RE~,HSK~T,CCE T,F!S,O LP;c, ?EStiX, 
1QUAL~Y.~LCS!,?!ES,EARZ,!AP~I,E13~MX,K RfCT,G~ IN,5J JV~,El 
I'.l'I:::GZR MC,C;\ZE 
~Ell KEF30a,KEBPOT 
!JI~z:;sICll ~CC.:<S (2.S0,5) 
IF(E~T?!.G'I.0 .. 0) GO IO 1 
?P:EP.N=1.:J 
GRAIN=O.O 
E:::'I5Y=1 .00 
STDKE~=O. 33 
?HD.\!=C.O 
,\CIK!B=O. 0 
::illRIPE=0.0001 
PCCC3 =(KZRP0!*.16-COEi!)/GaNSTO 
?QHUSK=(XERFCT*.OS-HSli!)/G§~S!O 
FCR!,=(FQHUS~+EQCCE)*CAYI~C 
IF{PQ!HJSK.L.E.O.C) PQF.US::i:'.=.001 
IF(PQCCB.LZ.O.C)PCCCE=.001 
PXBO::i<=:?QHGSK 
F':(CCB=?QCCS 
\VGEtY=AVG~ts;;o~lVG 
~lFflC=AVGPTY;EAR3E~ 
IF I E.\S f!C. Gt. 1. OJ a ~SF !C= 1.0 
CO!ITINUE 
lVG~'IY=!VG~!S/FUlAVG 
P~CdY=?~DlY+C~Y!NC 
tF{K~SNO: .. l:;;.J.OJ GC TC 70 
If{ACTKl:R.(iT.V.0) GG 'IO 2 
~QHUSK=fIHOSK•~E~~O~/~EFPOT 
PCCCE=PXCC3•K!ENUJ/K!FPCT 
,QBE,=(PQHOSK+PQCOE)•CAYINC 
?KER~=KERNO~/~'IKEF.~ 
2 CONT:SUE 
PLSAtE=0.~27*C!GaEZ*iT~EEN/(S?CKEK*10JO.O) 
IF(ACTXE~.Gt.O.J)~O :o SO 
IF(~HCAY.Gi.~ansTU)~O !O ~9 
70 CC~l'IIHUE 
!F(l7GP!Y.~!.?QR!Q) GO TO 77 
GC TC 7S 
ti9 :\C':!<EE=fKZR:l 
SC ;cBEC=PKE!N*fLfiaT~ 
IF{AVGPTY.~t.?QREQ)GC TO 51 
KL1~, 
AC) 
DEFCIT=FQa!Q-!VGP'Il 
SESEEV=CEFCIT*0.75 
IF (PE::£5.G'!. EI.ESERV) GO TO 76 
AVAIL=\VG~!!+PRES 
PRS!=O.O 
,vGPTY=O.J 
GRlIS=GBlI~+AV~IL*CILF~C 
GO TO 60 
s, GS.1t?l=G;1rl+rcsio•cr1r.,c 
pg~s=r~t5+!VGP1Y-~QREQ 
l VGP'tY=O. 0 
IF(~?::'.S: .. ~'l.!??.:'.3~:C) GO '::O 60 
FLC!~=~PES-?RESJX 
?!t!S=l??.ES~I 
GC '!C ~0 
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76 G?iI~=G?i!J~(IVG?~Y+FESERV)*CILFlC 
;RES=~RE5-?.iSE~V 
~ 'IG P'!Y-=,'.:'. 'J 
GC ":'O 6 0 
77 JEFCI1=F~2!Q-AVG?t! 
SES!;V=CEFCI~*C.75 
I': (?5ES • ..i7. :SESE'E=V) GC re 7a 
co:;:;1=cc2·.,r+i::ccc:;• Ci\YI!"iC*(i\VGtTY+fEES) /E=Q9.EQ 
HSK~T=Bsx;r+?QHUSl•CAYIUC*(lVGPTY+FS!5)/5C!!C 
?8:ES=J.O 
.\ ~·G~1~=C. J 
GC '!'C 60 
78 HSK',i'I=HSK'iiT+ FCHCSK• C d!I~lC* { :\VGPT!+SfS :ERV) /fC!:fQ 
CQE:;T=COEiT+~QCOE* CA!ISC*(AVGP~Y+FIS!!Y) /PCREQ 
P :1E;S =PF ES-?..~S fE "/ 
,\VGP:'!=0.0 
GO '!'.O 60 
7S ~Sri1=ff5~~T•~QHUSK~:A'!!~C 
COE:'..1T=CCEh't+?QCCE* t:..':.:INC 
P?E5=faES+1VGF1!-i~5!C 
.\ VG?TY=O. 0 
IF{F~E~·.L'!. PR=.S.'lX) GC 'IC fiO 
?F.:SS=f?..ES1".1 
60 IF(AC!KEE.L!.0.0)GO !C 1CC 
G N RIP='.=G~i2 I? E+ E 18 A'! E 
C FI!..tING ?~?.!OD IS :\SSC~ED 'IO ZND WHEN ,t7E?.1GE KEli~IE.L IS FILL.EC ,\SSU.:'1I:IG 
C '!HlT 'tH:E 1'!.CS'I FAI/C3."2D K=RnELS AEE ~tCT EiES'IRICTEC =y DEFICIE!ICY 
C OP '?HO"IOSY::'!3.\'I! A:ID TfilT '!HE WHOLE ccs :,A,'!OE.!S *8E3 T::11! !.CST E'.\'/Oa:::o 
C XZjUELS ~ATUE! 
IF ((;N9:IrE.L.!. ~'IK:::3ti) GO TO 100 
at~LZ?:=JJ 
,ca co~u,u, 
!A2HSC=GRll~•nsK~T•COE~'I 
QCll~t=G31!~/(~TK!SN*EiERN) 
RETURN 
E~D 
SUBSCUTI:E C~1IHG(KES!2C,C~I3~T,D21!1C,I,JJ,DE~C~Z,32C~lY,SElSOJ, 
1U201CS,H~RV3T,~C,C~ZE,JI/GP~S,;RES,~R!S~l,ftCST,~PLBlY} 
I~TEGE?. :10,c1zE 
3.E.\L ~ER:·t2C 
CI~ENSIG!i CI.IBA'! (366 ,6) 
PBES=fBEStlYGP!S 
IF{FR~S.LT.f3!SJX)GC TC 10 
:tcS!=PEES-?aEs~x 
10 CC?:'tI~IJE 
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IF(CLI~1T(JJ,l).~1 •• 01)GO TO ,oa 
H2GLCS:zDRYF.\C 
KEBn2C=KESH2C-H20LCS 
IF (KERH~o.t.::. HA;VS'!') GO -:a 95 
GC 10 100 
95 cc~TINU! 
SE.\ SC N=JJ-J PLC :l 't 
,au CON':ISOE 
RETU::i N 
END 
SOB?.CU!Iltf O:\YI.\T (CA?l'iC,:-lG,C.\ZE) 
C CC:~tVER'IS Lri.Y Of YEAE TC ~Ctl':'H \:ID C~Y 
C .\LL ~ft.5.'t..:1E"t:::;s i?A::s.c:: .1o3E IU-':"E:JE3S 
c 
INTEGE?•Q DAY~C,~O,ClZ! 
:'.·i'!E·~ER•4 c.;c::T (12) ;J1,2S,11.,J:0,31,J0,31,3l,J0,:?1,J0,31/ 
lC = 1 
C .\Z. :::= C :l. Y::o 
:JC 1} I=l,12 
IF(C.~ZE.:.E.CACN'I(I1)GO '!O 20 
~C = :~Ct- 1 
:AZ l= C.l.ZZ-C.\C:'i''I (.!) 
10 CC~l'I!"SC"E 
2J ?:::'!tJ'aN 
EjD 
srJ3~<JrJT ::~ E Cl:1 (CE:1 I~P., :1C, .;RE!I?., A?.El ;c, H ,srcav, ~f.lSIZ ,3ESET ,JJ, RV, 
lllI,!ll,:Z.~l'i~,Cl,i,STCg,&fIX,ElCRE,EE,ilCTB,a,a2ora?.,JCCUST,IS,!II 
1, Xi :r:T H, DH,:<!' .,c~E, XS!O 9, !SR ,Q ts EP) 
OIME~SICN RO (3C.6), STCRV (65), XSTCR (25) ,P.!C!?.E (05} ,:.C.PACRE (25), 
'.'HD!H(60) ,X.ItT~(35) ,CH(JS) ,5(366) 
ISTEG!R HA,HV,EAI,E,B!IX 
IF(JCCONI.!IE.1) :.;a -re 15 
82.0I=H~O!R?. 
[L\Y!:CR:=0 .. 0 
TCC~Y=O.O 
15 ,1CCU~'I=2 
QI~=50(JJ)*\~EAHO 
~IRCU'I=CE~I3R*ActEAlR 
IF(ZZ.EQ.0.)ZZ=S. 
II=IS 
ISS.:!5 
IP(IIX.~c.C) GC TO 100 
II=H 
CO 14 I=1,H 
:F(S!C~.LE.STCR7(II)) gf=II 
14 II=A-1 
IF{H! • .::Q.0) H£=1 
fCtIDl=PlCH(EE) 
DP.lGH'!==F.+'!Z 
!CAt"J:CF.!GHT 
i'C~lD f=PAC~ E ( IL: . .\i1) 
O",ii IC'IB='iiICTH (BE) 
~ 1== H 
30 'TC 101 
100 ~o 11q :=1,r~ 
IF(S'IC5 • .J1 .. XS".::CR(II)}GC '!C llQ. 
F.!=CH(II) 
ISS=II 
110 II=IS-
IF (HE. e,; .. :J) HE=1 
?ON Cl= PlC2:'. (lSS) 
OWIC'If.=X2ID'If:( !SS) 
HI=DH (IS) 
OEIGET=P.I+ZZ 
I =O 
105 I=I+1 
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If(C,l(I).LE.DHIG~T.lNC.CH!GHT.LT.CH(It1)) GC TC 106 
GO TO 105 
106 IF(I.GL • .!SR+1) GO TO 17 
?C'.ID6=XFACH (I) 
GO 'IO 18 
17 PCNOF=XPAC9f{IS9+1) 
1-~ CCMTI;JUE 
101 CO~'II!IIJE 
S:7LCS=FC:1C.\*PE 
If{1!iG.ZQ.0.J AtlG=J. 
IF(7.:IE.0.)GO TO 16 
•=12. 
!':(C!JIGri'! .. :11'.15) 'ii=.2*H;.+1J. 
16 Z=DHIGH'r·r!Z. 
IF(C:<:.EQ.J.) c:i:=C.COOCq 
L= ( 1.3*HE+2. *Z•H.:/6.) •-~~iG+:1 
QSE!F={ij.*CK*g!**2)/{g.~L) 
OSE!P=CS!EP*CWICTH•12.•l4ijQ.;4356C. 
QRAI?i=PC!II:;i*S (JJ) 
DIJ cc;-=c I!>-'-J IRO CT-QS EE~- EV LOS •Q? AI :,;-~.cs E f* ::o :: C!i\ 
S70P.=STOR-+t:I.F!Q 
I!(IIX.NS.O)GC TC 102 
Il(S!O&.G1.StOSV(Hl}S10B=STORV(il) 
GC TC 103 
102 IF(STC3.G1.XS!CR(IS))STC,=XSTCR(IS) 
103 IF{STCF.LE.O.) 0:'I03.=0. 
!F(S1CR.G~.O.)GC TC 13 
IF(IlX.NS.0.lNC.IS.~Q.l)GO TO 1J4 
:iRI'IE(6,1i) JJ 
11 f0~~.\':{SX,17H :iESEFVCI'Ei IS CEY,5:t,I6) 
104 COl'iT INO! 
H2CIRR=O. 
C~YSC:i=C.tYSCR+1 
IF(ClYSOa.LI.5EiSIZ)GC 7C 12 
TCCP.'!=CAlSC3-+TCORY 
0,\YSCR=O .. 
IF(IIX.llE.01 GO W 12 
RES:ET=lC 
!f(B.LT.l!FIX) GO TO 10 
HSE!=O 
GO TC 1 2 
lt) 5=H+l 
13 :i201Ei?.=H20I 
12 EiE'IOS~I 
E~D 
suaRCUTIN! SRUNC?{fE!,~U,~L,VAB1,VA62,VAG3,VlS4,Ht,I,R,BO,j,pE,?R) 
DI!ENSICN ?3(10) 
DI:-!E:IS!Ctf ?'.:'!'.(12J ,3C(366) ,HC{24) ,ER(24l ,5.(366·) 
JE;\L 1:!.0,:!l 
I'f(R(!) .JE. ... 01)GO ~C11 
PE=P~'I (~) 
GO TC 12 
11 P::=i::E"!'{:i) ;2 .. 
12 CONTINUE 
Il{~O.G'l.O.J GO '!'C 13 
~l=,"! t.-~Z•ML/ V AR3 
13 
23 
GO TC 23 
,c=.,c-P:: 
!:(MU.GE.O.) GO TO 23 
:1L=~L•t'!O 
~U-=O. 
CCN=1=V~R2*ML/VA33 
ML•~L·CONST 
RC (I} :VAR4*CONS1 
IF(~L.L!.O.) -.L=O. 
rF(B(I).;Q.O.)GO TO 31 
DC .3C II=l,211 
D030J:=1,10 
IF (:I.EC. 1} GO ':C 15 
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B? ( II) =c 1r1 • I 8 t ( lI) • oC ( II· 1) ) • e R (J) 
~O TC 25 
15 HR(I:J=~(!)*:li:(1)*!::.(J) 
!F (UJ (II).::;:. 'i:\?.1) GO !O '..1,1) 
~~=:!U+HS (!I) 
GO 10 50 
ijl) aO{I) =?O(Il +ii'E(II)-11,a, 
";U= ~U+ '/.\R 1 
50 I:C {'.'!'J .. LS .. 1.) GO TC JC 
~t=~t .. :,u-1 .. 
:1u: 1. 
IF (:'JL.LZ .. V.\?3) GC !C 30 
?:C (I) =~O (:) +!'1L-!/ .\?.3 
:1L= IJ/l?.3 
30 CONT.I:HJE 
31 cc~:TI!:OE 
3. ET:JF N 
E~TD 
SCIBECUTI8! IR!Gl!(JJ,B2CTR~,H20DE!,C1Ifl1,R,820~Ct,H2CI&?,HFIX 
1,DE~I~5,STCR,~FEAIS,51CFV,I82TOT,E2,IS,ISTOE,III,ii2CtI::,IE2l~~. 
1r1ss1x,SILXZC,ElKLY?.,Srl7!R~,EFFS) 
DI~E~SIC:i S'IC~V(65) ,C!I!A.T(366,C} ,IST02\25} 
I:1T!GER ii,:-f:'IX 
IR?.ST=O 
H2:JI?:!=ti2 
IRR=O 
IF(IRFL~tt.!C.l)~O TC 25 
IF(IIZ.EQ.O)GO TC 25 
!F(SilK!D.GT.1.0R .. 1.\S'.SX:X.GT. l)GO TC 25 
1DCH20=51CF/A8EAIE-SAVIRR 
IF{XSTOR(IS) /A.S:I.\IR.Lt.H20LI!l rf2CL.I:i!=lS'ICf(IS) ~.95/A:i:EAIR 
IF (lCCH2C.L! •• 1) .:;c '!C 35 
IF (A.CCH2C ... L'I .a2c: liR) R:2C!3!t= .\.CCE2C 
t;Q TO 101 
25 IF(eLKLYR.GT.1)GC TC 35 
IF (R2CTEN.G::.c12oc!:E') IeRST:10 
IF ( I3f!ST. NE. 10) ~O TC 4!l4 
I!(CLI~4'I(JJ,*)•L! •• 25)IR~=1 
44!1 CC11TI'.l0:C: 
!t(IRR.~E.1)GO ~C JS 
\DCE~C=StOR/~SEllJ 
!P' (.",.C:H2C .. L'r. fi2CIF.P.. :\tlt .. E. ::r. ;iF!X) ACCf.2C=H2::I3:5 
IP (lCCH20.l.!.ii20I?.R) H20I?.2=-1CC02C 
IF(IIX.EQ.J)GO TO iOi 
IP'{IIX .. ~lE. 1J.rl~t.IS.EC. l) GO 't'C 101 
IF {!S!CE {IS)/"-~ E.\IR.L'I. 820LI~) H2Ct:~-=:CS!CR(IS) *.95/.\R!.I\IR 
1C1 CON'!INOE 
IP (:f2C!5R.l..'I ... t12Cl!:!) GC TC 35 
H20ACC=H2CACC+H2015R;EFES 
I J:E.TCT= I.RBTOT + 1 
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Cl.IM AT (JJ,!J) =Cl!j,\T {JJ, 4) +!i2C!P.5 
0EMIG3=H20IRRttFFS 
GO TO JE 
35 DE~BR=O. 
36 CONH~OE 
RETJRN 
mo 
SUSSClJTI:IE RAN!( (.l,X,~,.!!:) 
C THIS soeacaTINE &~NKS IEE YIELD CI!FERENCES EETiE!~ !331G1!EC ADD 
C NCJIREICA!E~ CONCITIONS. 
wr:1:::~iSIC~l .\(25.,25) ,:C{~S,25) 
J=K 
1~ I='.i 
,\{!,J) =J(!,J} 
JX.= 1 
r r =, 
10 IF(.\(!,J) .. ~.'I.A(II,J))GC !C 12 
11 II=IIt1 
!:'(II.LE .. ~) GC '!O 10 
I= I- 1 
x IJX ,JJ =x 1n ,JJ -1 Jaooco.o 
I:(l.!Q.0) GO !O 13 
II=1 
12 1 (!,.;) =X:(Il,J) 
J X.:I! 
GO TC t 1 
13 DO 15 JJ=l,3 
15 X(JJ,JJ •X(JJ,J)+1CQCCGO.C 
J=J-1 
I?(J.~~E.0} GO !O 1ti 
P.ETUR!! 
E:.-:o 
SU83CUL!~E 'ECO~C~(!iY~~R,X'CI?"F,~ISE'!OF,H20AC,!S,'10LC.\~, 
1FILLFE,ZXTDPR,1IlI,LIFE,ALA90R,TCli,EF!P,!FF~,C~~~,G5F;,i;F!IR 
1,SEI:IV,iER!C,Ftl3,FFO~,FGSl8,F!!N,iELE!:C,iELCS~) 
c IRIS S~E!OUTI~! tOOKS AT !HE ECONC~ICS ANC tE!!R~I~S ~RAT l~cu:;T OF CAPI~lL 
C ilOOLD 3E AV\ILJEli f'CB lliVEST!~lG IN J.N IR:tlGA'IIC~1 SYSTEM FOP. flCH ?.::SE?..VCia 
C SIZE ANC FSCBlEIIIlY Cf SOCCZSS. 
t!:"!.E~SION .(tIFf'(25,25),~SETU.P(25,25) ,n'20lD(.25,25) 
1VCL:C.+.!<!(25) ,::Z:I~V(25,25) 
~ELCEt=~ElSED+ttH 
co 1 s r~ t, rs 
Di~CSl=VCLCA~(I)*fIIIFR+EXTCFi 
jlNTCS=D~~csr•;E?..jC 
DO 2: J=l,ti'lE\Ii. 
CSTL.\E=~lSETUP (J ,I)* .\lJ.EC5 
PU~C3T=CKWP.•TtH•B20it(J,l}*~EE!Ia•o .. ces3ca1(EP=?•EFf~) 
GRlNPR=XDIFF(J,I) •GSPS*>REA!R 
CL•O. 
Cl'=C. 
CG=O. 
TX=O. 
c~~o.o 
:JO ~C K=1rLI:E 
Ct=C I. +CS:'L A 8 • ( ( 1. +:'LA E) * * ( K- 1) ) • ( ( 1. • II !iT) ** {- 1. •Kl ) 
CP= CP + I? aa cs-:• ( ( 1. + F Fa 1'!) •• (~ - 1) ) * { ( 1 .. + '.(I ?l!} *-* (- 1 .. •!() ) 
C ~'=C :1+ ~-~"'TC s• ( ' 1. +? :-1 ,\ tf) • • ( K- 1) ) * { (,. "'1.: :j'I) ** ( - 1 • • K} ) 
30 CG=C;:;t,GE.d.NFF•( (1. •FGRA~) ** (i<-T}} * ( (1. "'tI~lT} •• (-1. *Kl) 
E.E!t{V (J, I) =CG-i.:1-CF-DAtiCST-C~+T! 
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IF(I.~E.IS.OR.NELCS1.fQ.O.O) GO TC 25 
C,=0.0 
CP=O.O 
PG~CS1=CK~H•~!L~EC•H20AD(J,I)*1FEAIR•C.CE5308/{2!FP*E!Fa) 
~A~1CS=W?LCST•FEB~C 
DC ti.5 !<K=1 ,l.IFE 
C P== CP + P U.'1. CST* ( ( 1. + t f Oi1) ** ( K - 1 ) ) * ( ( 1 .. + XI NT) * • ( -1 • * !<} ) 
45 c:1-=c~+~.\!-1'!':S*({1.+F:-t.,s}•·(~-1))•((1.-+lC.INT)**(-1.*!<)) 
1EL!CC=c;-ct-CP-C!-~ftCST 
W?.I!E(6,100) liELECO 
10') f'CRM.\'! (10!,F10 .. 2) 
25 CO!fTI:;U! 
15 CCt,i'TI:lUE 
!!TU:iN 
E :lD 
2 3 3. 
• 02. 
. :) .:. 
Qi 
• •J 5 
, 07 
• c,g 
t 2 
:9 
G • 2 3 
0 35 
0 .. so 
0 60 
0 40 
C· 30 
0 lO 
0 
l ,) . 0 
• 02 
.04 
. ') s 
" 
., 
. :, s 
.1: 
19 
0 . :s 
G 35 
0 • 8,J 
0 
' 
• 0,J 
'· 
• ij . J ,J 
l . ~ ~ (! 
' 
'JC 
.JC :j 
.40 0 
7 () c 
• 2C 
t O. {~!') 
• 0 j 
10 s 
2,J 0 
20 ') 
20 0 
00 0 _, 
l c 0 
0 
l \j • J 5 
,\5 
• 2.C 10 
20 Lr) 
20 L (I 
JO • 6fJ 
10 50 
:o 
• G l 
.c: 
• C 3 
03 
. 0; 
07 
, 09 
14 
20 
2 ') 30 .20 
JO 40 40 
50 i 5 70 
.80 ,50 70 
60 30 .so 
5•) 10 10 .;o 
30 10 10 • 0 5 ,40 
20 20 lC 10.00 
'0. 00 20 10 LC-,00 
.20 10 
• 2 t; 0 
.40 
:o 
'J 1 
.02 
.03 
05 
• CJ 
.07 
.09 
. 14 
zo 
0 • JO • 20 
c .40 , 40 
I 5 ; ,J 
,; 
-
.00 l .CQ 
1. c l • •J (') . • ,)Q 
1 ~o .30 
3 () 7 () 
c lO 1 3 L c, • .:.a 
c :;_ a L '~' . .:o 
0 .JG 50 
0 0 lC i.O.GO 
! 0. 0 0 !O I. I) • GO 
0 10 
0 • 60 
.40 
! (J 
•) 2 
• CZ 
. c 3 
• O!l 
• 06 
• ·JS 
14 
16 
23 
30 
,43 
• 7 5 
,40 
• 11} 
10 
10 
.02 
. 02 
.o~ 
• 06 
.03 
• OS 
11. 
16 
25 
.30 
·"' 7; 
' 
o,, 
. , -
• ,!O 
70 
.:.0 
.2. 
5 
0 
5 1·0 
0 10 
·O 10 
0 10 
0 l 0 
; •J 
•1 13 lG 
0 
0 l O 
., l Q 
c· i.G 
c . ' 
n 
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. 0 l .02 
.'.:::! , 02 • 02 
• C<2 • 03 , 03 
• Qt. , 03 .04 
. 0 5 • 05 .06 
. 0 7 • 07 .08 
. 09 .09 .14 
, 12 • l 4 • 16 
• 19 .20 ,25 
.30 .30 .30 
, JO • 30 ,30 
• JO. • 3 a , 30 
• 10 , 2 5 .20 .30 .20 .JO 
. 30 . l 5 .30 .40 • {; I) • ·'+ j 
• .'..Q .co .50 • 7 5 , 70 • 7 5 
,50 l. 00 .90 l. 00 1.00 L • ')1) 
l , i) 1) 1 . i) ') .oo l, 00 1. L'O l. 00 
l. ·JO l. CD .oo l • OJ l . ;) <1 ~ • l) ;) 
l. •)0 :. , 00 .oo l. 00 1.00 l, 0•1 
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